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Abstract

As the use of hydrogen as an energy carrier becomes more prevalent, deep knowledge

of its combustion characteristics are required to protect personnel and property in the

vicinity of its use. This knowledge is also important for new and novel applications

of this carbon-free fuel in the transportation, home energy, grid storage, and gas gen-

eration markets. An atmospheric release of gas, even in small quantities due to its

wide flammability range, can be ignited by a low energy source. Acceleration of the

flame in the presence of obstructions can lead to supersonic combustion and transition

to detonation. This work, consisting of six related studies presented in manuscript

format, focuses on the combustion wave propagation characteristics of hydrogen in

obstructed environments, such as those typically encountered in accidental release

scenarios. Specific focus is directed to four areas linked to supersonic combustion:

the role of shock reflections, the development of an unobtrusive low-cost diagnostic

for detonations, leveraging simultaneous and multi-axis diagnostic techniques, and

the role of three-dimensional behaviour. The cyclic nature of quasi-detonation prop-

agation in an obstructed channel, consisting of gas transition from deflagration to

detonation and back, is investigated using high-speed schlieren photography and a

simultaneous soot-foil technique to couple the physical record of the combustion wave

with the temporal record. This allows for the identification of key shock reflection
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processes, and how they couple to each other in the propagation mechanism. The

impact of channel width on wave behaviour revealed a new continuous detonation

mechanism supported by obstructions but not involving more common shock igni-

tion. Numerical investigation of the prevalent shock reflection ignition at an obstacle

was used to determine the critical incident condition required for direct detonation

(strong) ignition at typical quasi-detonation conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

As the demand for energy increases worldwide, more attention is getting placed on

where that energy is derived across a wide range of industries. Much of this scrutiny

comes from the acknowledgment of an increased rate of global temperature rise over

the modern industrial era due to the emission of solar radiation trapping gases such as

methane (CH4) and carbon-dioxide (CO2). Currently, a large portion of the worldwide

energy demand is satiated by the burning of carbon-based fuel sources that generate

these gases in the combustion products. Slowing the release of these carbon-based

gases has become a necessity to help curb global temperature rise. To do this, alter-

native energy sources (production and storage) that do not generate such emissions

are rapidly being investigated and adopted. One of the most intriguing carbon-free

energy sources is hydrogen. As the most abundant element in the universe, the wide

availability of hydrogen adds to its appeal as an alternative energy carrier, however

the H2 molecule required for most energy generation processes is not found in nature

due to the hydrogen atom’s single electron readily forming covalent bonds with other
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nonmetallic elements. Currently, the two main sources of pure H2 are from fossil fuels

(steam reforming) and from the electrolysis of water. The steam reforming process

itself generates many of the harmful emissions that the use of hydrogen as an energy

carrier is aiming to eliminate and is currently only generated at large-scale production

facilities, requiring extensive storage and distribution networks. Electrolysis has the

advantage of being able to generate H2 on-site thus eliminating much of the distri-

bution network, but storage is still required. For electrolysis, the source of electricity

used in the process determines the ultimate emissions of the generation, so in order

to achieve the goal of “carbon-free” hydrogen, electricity derived from carbon-free

sources must be used. Local generation of hydrogen through electrolysis during off-

peak hours with excess electrical generation capacity of hydroelectric, geothermal,

wind, and solar sources is the ideal path.

The production, storage, and distribution challenges that still remain for hydro-

gen, are no different from those that apply to all gaseous fuels. There is an inherent

risk with the handling of these energy sources simply because they contain exactly

that — energy. Uncontrolled release of this energy can have devastating and long

reaching consequences, causing not only loss of life, but damage to facilities resulting

in downtime and significant costs related to investigation, repair, fines, and increased

insurance costs. Hydrogen and other gaseous fuels are not inherently dangerous when

stored on their own. When contained, there is no risk of energy release. It is the loss

of containment (human error, system failure, or containment structure failure) that

poses the greatest hazard, as the mixing of the fuel with the oxygen in the air can

create a combustible mixture. Once sufficient mixing has occurred, by diffusion in

quiescent conditions and often aided by turbulence generated by the rapid release of
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a gas stored at high pressure (often done for the efficient transport and storage of

gaseous fuels), even a weak energy source can ignite the combustible mixture.

The majority of accidental industrial explosions occur via this release, mixing, and

ignition procedure. Once ignition occurs, there can be two types of self-propagating

combustion waves: deflagration and detonation. Deflagrations are characterized as

a subsonic combustion wave that propagates through heat and mass diffusion at

relatively low laminar burning velocities. An example is the laminar flame speed

SL ≈ 10 m/s for H2–O2 at STP (273 K and 100 kPa). Overpressures generated

by a confined deflagration wave are modest, however even weak overpressures can

lead to death and destruction of structures, highlighting the danger of even weak

deflagrations in an industrial setting. Contrastingly, a detonation is a supersonic

mode of combustion sustained by energy release following adiabatic shock heating.

An example is the Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity VCJ ≈ 2800 m/s for

stoichiometric H2–O2 at STP. Detonations generate high overpressures that are very

likely to cause death and destruction of structures. The key aspect of the two com-

bustion modes is that under the right conditions it is possible to transition between

them, a phenomenon known as deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT). Deto-

nation formation can either be accomplished by a high energy direct initiation, or

more commonly for accidental explosions, through a flame acceleration (FA) process

leading to DDT.

A recent example of this flame acceleration transition to detonation has been re-

vealed as the destructive mechanism behind the Buncefield Hertfordshire Oil Storage

explosion in 2005 [ 1 – 3 ]. In this incident a vapour cloud explosion (VCE) resulting from

a system failure during the filling of a gasoline storage tank resulted in an estimated
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$1.5 billion CAD of overall economic impact, not including fines and reconstruction

of the facility which began in 2013. The accident investigation revealed possible DDT

through a tree grove, as damage that could have only been caused by overpressures

associated with a detonation was observed. A great deal of the current knowledge on

flame acceleration and transition to detonation came about following the Three Mile

Island nuclear accident in 1979, where a stuck pressure relief valve led to a series of

human errors and eventually to the loss of coolant to a reactor, resulting in a partial

core meltdown [  4 ]. While catastrophic failure was prevented, the understanding of a

potential hydrogen explosion in the nuclear industry became of high importance. In

the event of a loss of cooling to the reactor core, the zirconium used to encase nu-

clear fuel bundles can be rapidly oxidized by water at high temperature, generating

large amounts hydrogen gas. In certain emergency scenarios, the hydrogen gas must

be vented to prevent damage to reactor containment vessels to reduce the pressure

within. The 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident [ 5 ], caused by a magnitude 9.1

earthquake and resulting tsunami, led to a series of failures resulting in the loss of

cooling to three active reactor units. Hydrogen was released into reactor buildings

when reactor vessels were breached where it was able to mix with ambient air. An

ignition source led to hydrogen explosions inside the reactor building of three units

at the plant, injuring workers and significantly damaging structures [ 5 ,  6 ]. It has

been shown that based on news video images of the explosion and estimates of the

amount of hydrogen involved that it was a detonation [ 7 ]. Due to its importance to

nuclear industry safety, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-

ment (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) has produced comprehensive reports

on the state of knowledge of flame acceleration and transition to detonation [ 8 ,  9 ].
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Looking beyond explosion safety, detonative propulsion engines like the pulse det-

onation engine (PDE) and the rotating detonation engine (RDE) look to exploit

detonations to generate thrust. Air-breathing engine technologies capable of super-

sonic flight such as ramjets have the disadvantage of only operating at the high Mach

numbers needed for adequate compression, while more conventional compressor-based

engines such as turbojets are very complex and have practical limits to their maxi-

mum speed, despite being able to operate at both subsonic and supersonic velocities.

Detonation wave engines have the potential to replace or be integrated into these

engine types. For example, a detonation wave engine can provide power for flight

from startup to as fast as Mach 5 [ 10 ], where a ramjet could achieve enough compres-

sion to take over. The concept of the PDE relies on a fill, ignition and FA process

leading to DDT inside a linear combustion chamber. In order to achieve a quasi-

steady thrust, the cyclic frequency of the engine must be on the order of 100 Hz

[ 11 ]. The ∼ 2000 m/s speed of the detonation wave within the combustion chamber

achieves an almost constant volume (CV) heat addition, resulting in a pressure in-

crease manifested as thrust at the open engine nozzle. The challenge of a PDE is the

rapid and reliable detonation formation in order to make the engine as compact as

possible (reduce length needed for DDT) and to generate constant thrust. Multiple

combustion chambers can aid in achieving high frequency operation, but limits on

operational frequency exist due to the time needed to exhaust combustion products

and introduce a fresh charge. Since direct initiation of a detonation takes a large

energy source, FA and shock reflection off solid surfaces within the combustor are

utilized in a PDE to generate detonations. The first flight demonstration of a PDE

occurred in 2008 utilizing a four-tube engine operating at 80 Hz for 10 seconds [ 12 ].
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In part to overcome challenges of noise and compactness associated with PDEs, the

RDE concept was developed which incorporates a continuously rotating detonation

inside an annular combustor. Compared to a PDE, the RDE generates less noise and

vibration and does not employ a cyclic power generation due to its continuous oper-

ation [ 13 ]. Although detonation wave engines have yet to be integrated into aircraft

on a large scale, prototype and lab-scale demonstration engines are being developed

and continue to be refined as more detailed information on the DDT process and sta-

bility of detonation waves are revealed. Detonation engines fueled by hydrogen have

the potential to eliminate harmful emissions, simplify engine design, and expand the

operational Mach number range of aircraft.

1.2 Thesis Overview

In order to predict and prevent explosion events to enhance property and personnel

safety, or exploit detonation phenomena for propulsion, it is necessary to understand

the physics of high-speed explosive events, from ignition through detonation prop-

agation. The early stages of flame acceleration are relatively well known, but the

quasi-steady supersonic combustion wave propagation regimes including high-speed

turbulent deflagrations (fast-flames) and quasi-detonations have not been investigated

in detail.  Chapter 2 gives an overview of combustion waves in obstructed channels,

including propagation regimes, transition to detonation, and chemical kinetics of the

hydrogen-oxygen system. The theory of one-dimensional detonation waves as well as

multi-dimensional detonation structure is also discussed. The chapter ends with a

review of shock reflection and ignition at an obstacle.  Chapter 3 presents experimen-

tal results of quasi-detonation propagation in an obstructed channel using high-speed
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schlieren photography to visualise details of the propagation mechanism. Special at-

tention is given to shock reflection, both at the obstacle face and channel centerline.

Arising from limitations encountered in examining the combustion wave structure,

 Chapter 4 details the development and use of a simultaneous schlieren imaging and

soot-foil technique. This novel combination allows the direct coupling of shock struc-

tures seen in schlieren images to triple-point trajectories recorded on the soot foils.

The ability of the soot to act as a reaction zone flow tracer and processing of the images

captured using this technique are also considered.  Chapter 5 leverages the techniques

discussed in the previous chapter to advance the understanding of propagation mech-

anisms uncovered in  Chapter 3 . Experimental capabilities were once again expanded

to enable a top-down view of the combustion channel to capture transverse wave be-

havior, where the suppression of transverse modes and unique propagation behaviors

at the detonation onset limit were visualized.  Chapter 6 goes on to explore the three-

dimensional behavior of quasi-detonations, using a wider square cross-section channel

instead of the narrow rectangular one utilized in the experiments of the previous chap-

ters. This geometry is more representative of industrial hazard scenarios and there

have been no prior investigations focusing on three-dimensional geometries. This is

partly due to the complexity of detonation propagation and shock reflections in three-

dimensions and partly due to the higher quality schlieren images obtained in narrow

channels. The results presented demonstrate how the channel width influences the

propagation mechanisms of supersonic combustion waves in an obstructed channel,

with a unique single-head continuous detonation propagation. These phenomena have

not been documented before and could not have been documented without the use

of the multi-dimensional simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique used in this
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study.  Chapter 7 examines this single-head wave in detail, exploring the structure and

reconstructing a three-dimensional model of the wave. Building on findings presented

in the previous chapters,  Chapter 8 estimates the reflected conditions at the obstacle

face in a quasi-detonation propagation. Numerical simulations are performed based

on typical incident shock conditions seen experimentally and the critical conditions

required for “strong” ignition are established. Finally,  Chapter 9 synthesizes key find-

ings and builds an overall picture of the propagation of supersonic combustion waves

in an obstructed channel.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Combustion waves in obstructed channels

Before beginning, it is important to clarify several terms that are used throughout

this chapter. Following Cohen [  1 ], combustion is a rapid oxidation of a fuel that

produces heat and requires the presence of chemically active intermediates (radicals).

For sustained combustion, a chain reaction is needed in which a repeating sequence

of molecular collision steps generate radicals. An initiation step creates, a propaga-

tion step maintains, and a termination step destroys the radicals. Energy is required

for initiation. Depending on the nature of the propagation step, it can be termed

either carrying or branching where the radical species count is either constant or in-

creases, respectively. An explosion occurs when the overall rate of chemical reaction

continuously increases until all fuel or oxidizer is consumed. This can take the form

of either a deflagration (weak explosion) or a detonation (strong explosion). If the

increase in reaction rate is due to carrying exothermic intermediate steps heating the

mixture, accelerating the steps and therefore the overall rate, it is deemed a thermal

explosion. In the case of branching reactions, the reaction rate increases with the
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increasing concentration of radicals and is a branched chain explosion that can also

contain exothermic intermediary steps that increase reaction rate. Spontaneous igni-

tion of a mixture due to homogeneous heating under certain temperature and pressure

conditions is known as autoignition. The temperature and pressure conditions that

separate no ignition from autoignition are explosion limits. Flammability limits re-

fer to the extreme concentrations (lean and rich) of a fuel-oxidizer mixture that can

support a flame. Outside the flammability limit, explosion cannot occur even with

an ignition source. Detonation limits refer to the extreme concentrations (lean and

rich) of a fuel-oxidizer mixture in which a deflagration can transition to and support

the propagation of a detonation. In the case of an obstructed channel this will refer

to the concentration at which detonative behaviour first begins to occur.

While detonations can be initiated directly with a high-energy source (strong ig-

nition), the most common scenario in accidental industrial explosions is through a

deflagration (flame) acceleration process leading to DDT. A weak ignition source such

as a spark generated by static discharge, an electrical contactor, or very hot surface

in the presence of a combustible gas mixture can ignite a laminar deflagration. In

experiments conducted in a closed tube, a flame will begin to accelerate slowly and

can eventually transition to detonation after a certain distance, known as the run-up

distance. Since turbulence producing obstacles significantly shorten run-up distances,

they are generally required for flame acceleration leading to DDT in accident scenar-

ios, thus a good understanding of detonation propagation in such a channel is required

for explosion hazard analysis. In typical experiments, these obstacles are in the form

of orifice plates spaced at regular intervals down the length of a closed tube or in the

case of a rectangular channel in the form of fence-type obstacles that span the width
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Figure 2.1: Generalized two-dimensional obstructed channel geometry, indicating
characteristic geometric proportions of obstructed combustion channel.

of the channel. A generalized obstacle geometry is shown in  Figure 2.1 , indicating

the representative geometric proportions.

The obstacle configuration shown can be applied to both a rectangular channel

and a round tube (same side-view profile), with H being the channel height (or

tube diameter D) and h being the height of unobstructed passage (or orifice opening

diameter d). The obstacle spacing s is the distance between the centres of adjacent

obstacles. Obstacle configurations are often referred to by their blockage ratio (BR)

defined for a rectangular channel as,

BR = 1− h

H
(2.1)

and for a round tube as,

BR = 1−
(
d

D

)2

(2.2)

where the BR is a measure of the obstructed to unobstructed area ratio at the obstacle.

Shchelkin [ 2 ] showed flame acceleration and transition to detonation were highly
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influenced by wall roughness. Obstacles represent a mean of controlling the roughness

and different BRs have been shown to change the rate at which a laminar flame will

accelerate [ 3 ].

The expansion of the burned gas induces a flow in the unburned gas ahead of

the flame, obstacles in the combustion volume can cause large-scale distortions of the

flame surface. Turbulence generated by obstacles generates a non-uniform velocity

profile in the flow of unburned gas ahead of the flame, causing the flame to distort as

it follows the particle paths as shown in  Figure 2.2 . This results in a further increase

in flame surface area and in turn increases the volumetric burning rate, causing the

flame to accelerate further. This feedback mechanism drives acceleration of the flame

to approach the speed of sound of the combustion products. This is referred to

as a high speed turbulent deflagration generally or choked flame in an obstructed

channel [ 4 ]. At this velocity (approximately 1400 m/s for H2–O2), shock waves form

ahead of the flame that interact with obstacles and structures within the combustion

volume where shock reflection can generate local explosions, causing DDT to occur.

Transition to detonation can also occur due to other flame instabilities in the absence

of obstacles.

2.2 Combustion wave propagation regimes

In most experiments, the combustion wave velocity is measured by time-of-arrival in-

strumentation (eg. pressure sensor, photodiode, or ionization probe) spaced over three

or more obstacles. This provides an average propagation velocity of the combustion

wave. Once the propagating wave reaches a quasi-steady velocity in the obstacle sec-

tion, different propagation regimes have been identified based on the average velocity.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of flame acceleration process in an obstructed channel.

For tubes obstructed by orifice plates, Lee et al. [ 5 ] and Peraldi et al. [ 6 ] identified four

propagation regimes: quenching, choking, quasi-detonation, and Chapman–Jouguet

(CJ) detonation. Not all regimes are seen for all combustible gas mixtures and some
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regimes have been shown to be dependent on the obstacle geometry [ 7 ]. An example

of a typical data set showing the regimes is shown in  Figure 2.3 for hydrogen-air

mixtures. The quenching regime consists of ignition followed by extinguishment after

a certain distance, resulting in either pockets of incomplete combustion or complete

quenching of the flame. This appears at a flame velocity on the order of 50 m/s

in  Figure 2.3 . Typically, if the flame is not quenched it will continue to accelerate

to a velocity about the isobaric speed of sound of the combustion products. In the

case of hydrogen-air mixtures this is in the range of 600 m/s to 1000 m/s, depend-

ing on the hydrogen concentration. The obstacles are able to sustain the fast-flame

at such a velocity, where it would otherwise transition to detonation in a smooth

tube due to turbulence generated in the boundary layer [ 8 ]. The universal applica-

bility of a choked regime as described by Lee et al. [ 5 ] was questioned by Chao and

Lee [  7 ]. They suggested that the choking mechanism in a tube with orifice plates

is controlled by gasdynamic jetting and not turbulent combustion. In their channel,

obstructed with an array of staggered cylinders, they classified three more generally

applying propagation regimes based on average velocity Vavg: a low-speed turbulent

deflagration (Vavg < ar), a high-speed turbulent deflagration (ar < Vavg < ap), and

quasi-detonation (Vavg > ap).

Compression waves, driven by the piston-action of the expanding flame, coalesce

to form a shock wave and can reflect off obstacles and tube walls to generate com-

plex shock-flame interactions. Hot spots arising from these interactions can cause

autoignition (see  Section 2.3 ) of gas pockets, leading to DDT and a step-change in

the average combustion wave propagation velocity, as seen in  Figure 2.3  at around
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Figure 2.3: Variation of the terminal flame velocity with mixture composition for the
hydrogen-air system. Adapted from [ 6 ].

20 % H2 concentration. While all mixtures of sufficient reactivity will have a detona-

tion limit at both lean and rich compositions, the transition to a detonative regime

might not always be abrupt in an obstructed channel.

In a smooth tube once a detonation forms it will propagate at the steady CJ

velocity (see  Section 2.5 ) of the mixture. CJ velocity deficits (deviation of average

detonation velocity from theoretical CJ value) of typically 5 % or less are seen in

smooth tubes due to momentum and heat losses in the wall boundary layer. Con-

trastingly, detonations in obstructed tubes can exhibit CJ velocity deficits of more

than 50 % at the detonation limits [ 6 ,  9 ] and the average detonation velocity decreases
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(or the CJ velocity deficit increases) with increasing degree of BR [ 10 ]. The losses are

manifested as a curvature of the detonation front: slight for smooth tubes, severe for

obstructed tubes where a detonation is able to continuously propagate. In the case of

H2–air at BR = 0.43 shown in  Figure 2.3 , the velocity deficit of approximately 30 %

on the lean side gives a nearly smooth transition from the choked regime to what is

described as the “quasi”-detonation regime [  11 ]. This transition speaks to the role

the obstacles play in the combustion wave propagation: a mechanism for low-speed

detonation propagation. The temperature behind a shock wave travelling in H2–air

at an average velocity equal to that of the detonation limit from  Figure 2.3 (approxi-

mately 1000 m/s) is only 615 K which is not high enough to cause autoignition of the

gas at the post-shock pressure of approximately 700 kPa (see  Section 2.2 ). However,

the possibility of local ignition due to shock reflection from obstacles exists. The

consequence of this is that based on the average velocity, a quasi-detonation must

propagate through either high-speed turbulent transport, shock ignition, or some

combination of the two.

As the post-shock temperature and pressure increase, adiabatic shock heating of

the gas will occur, causing chemical reaction immediately following the shock wave

and driving the wave to propagate at the CJ velocity (see  Section 2.5 ). In the presence

of obstacles however, Lee at al. [ 5 ] suggested severe momentum losses as the reason

for deviation from the theoretical CJ value in the quasi-detonation regime. This is

demonstrated in the change in combustion wave propagation behaviour depending on

the tube diameter seen in  Figure 2.3 . In the quasi-detonation regime, the presence

of obstacles in mixtures that are highly reactive results in a velocity deficit, while

mixtures that would not normally be detonable in a smooth tube are able to propagate
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as a coupled shock-flame as the wall roughness support the coupling. Therefore,

within the quasi-detonation regime there exists a changeover point where a supersonic

combustion wave transitions from being roughness-supported (fast-flame in absence

of obstacle) to roughness-impeded (CJ detonation in absence of obstacle). Since the

magnitude of the average velocity of fast-flames and quasi-detonations are similar for

large BRs, differentiating the two is often difficult solely based on this parameter.

To investigate the mechanism responsible of this behaviour Teodorczyk et al. [ 12 ,

 13 ] and Chan and Greig [ 14 ] used high-speed schlieren photography to capture the

propagation of quasi-detonations in obstacle-filled channels using stoichiometric H2–

O2 mixtures. To enable optical access, these channels used a rectangular cross-section

and fence-type (rectangular) obstacles along one wall of the channel. It was found that

the primary propagation mechanism in the quasi-detonation regime was the periodic

detonation failure due to diffraction around obstacles and subsequent reinitiation

through hot spots generated by shock reflection. Detonation initiation was observed

to occur due to normal reflection of a Mach stem from the obstacle face and Mach

reflection of the diffracted shock off the smooth top wall and between obstacles on

the bottom wall. This intermittent detonation failure and reinitiation is responsible

for the CJ velocity deficit in the quasi-detonation regime. The smaller the obstacle

spacing s, the higher the detonation velocity deficit as the frequency of the detonation

failure/reinitiaiton cycle is increased [ 15 ].

While the images captured by Teodorcyk et al. [ 12 ,  13 ] provided great insight

into the transient nature of the propagation of a quasi-detonation, they were unable

to determine the exact nature of the detonation reinitiation process within the Mach
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reflection structure. Specifically, it was not clear if reinitiation occurred due to adi-

abatic shock heating by the Mach stem or vortex mixing in the wall jet shear layer

behind the Mach stem. Also, the study did not investigate the propagation mech-

anism of the combustion wave over the full reactivity range of the quasi-detonation

regime.

2.3 Chemical kinetic system and explosion limits

Conditions required for autoignition vary according to the chemical kinetics of the

system, which are dependent on temperature, pressure, mixture composition, and

containment size. A plot of the autoignition (explosion) limits for various hydrogen-

oxygen mixtures is shown in  Figure 2.4 . The z-shaped pressure-temperature profiles

divide the conditions as being either non-explosive to the left or explosive to the

right. Each curve consists of a first, second, and third explosion limits corresponding

to low, medium, and high pressure ranges respectively. For example, at a temperature

of 750 K a stoichiometric H2–O2 will transition between non-explosive and explosive

three times as the pressure increases, see  Figure 2.4a . This is somewhat unintuitive

but can be explained by examining the underlying kinetic mechanism.

The global one-step reaction for stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen is given by

2 H2 + O2
k

H2O (R1)

where the reaction proceeds according to Arrhenius chemistry with k being the reac-

tion rate coefficient, given by the modified Arrhenius equation

k = AT be−
Ea
RT (2.3)
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Figure 2.4: Explosion limits of: (a) non-stoichiometric pure hydrogen-oxygen mix-
tures and (b) stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures with inert gas. The corre-
sponding molar ratios are marked. Adapted from [ 16 ].

where A is the pre-exponential factor, T is the temperature, b is the temperature

exponent describing temperature sensitivity, Ea is the activation energy, and R is

the universal gas constant. In reality, full hydrogen combustion mechanisms typi-

cally consist of 10 – 12 species involved in approximately 30 reactions [ 17 ]. Reduced

mechanisms involving fewer constituents can approximate system behaviour as it is

dominated by several elementary reactions that most impact the overall reaction rate

under certain temperature and pressure conditions [ 16 ,  18 ,  19 ]. In the case of hydro-

gen oxidation, where M represents any arbitrary species,
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Initiation:

H2 + O2
k2 HO2 + H (R2)

Branching I :

H + O2
k3 O + OH (R3)

O + H2
k4 H + OH (R4)

OH + H2
k5 H + H2O (R5)

Carrying/termination:

H + O2 + M
k6 HO2 + M (R6)

Branching II :

HO2 + H2
k7 H2O2 + H (R7)

H2O2 + M
k8 OH + OH + M (R8)

HO2 + HO2
k9 H2O2 + O2 (R9)

The dominant initiation reaction  R2 generates hydroperoxyl (HO2) radicals and

hydrogen atoms (chain carriers) from reactant species. Initiation reactions involving

the dissociation of hydrogen and oxygen molecules are also possible, but only become

relevant at high temperatures [ 20 ]. Hydrogen atoms are responsible for the chain

reaction sequence  R3 to  R5 where a single chain carrier results in the formation of

two chain-carriers in the products (net increase in radicals) for  R3 and  R4 , known

as chain-branching reactions. Reaction  R5 is chain-carrying, where no net change

in radicals occurs. Chain-carrying reactions can, under certain conditions, become

terminating reactions despite having no net change in radicals. This can be seen in
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 R6 for example where the reactivity of the reactant chain-carrier H is greater than

that of product chain-carrier HO2, making  R6 terminating under the right conditions.

The explosion limits can be approximated as a balance of the reaction rate con-

stant k of competing reactions within the mechanism and wall destruction of radicals.

The first explosion limit is controlled by the endothermicity of key chain-branching

reaction  R3 . Due to the energy required for this reaction to proceed, it is not favored

at temperatures below approximately 650 K [ 20 ]. At low pressures, diffusion and sub-

sequent destruction of chain-carrying species at the containment walls (adsorption)

limit reaction rate to keep the gas non-explosive as seen in  Figure 2.4 . Across the first

limit, increasing pressure results in more frequent collisions and the rate of branching

overtakes the rate of wall destruction in reactions  R3 to  R5 , leading to explosion.

As such, the first explosion limit can vary depending on the size of the vessel and

the properties of the wall material [ 18 ,  21 ]. At even higher pressures, the collision

frequency further increases the importance of third-order reaction  R6 such that it

overtakes  R3 as the key consumer of H as the pressure is increased, generating the

less reactive HO2 and breaking the chain sequence. Consequently, the second limit is

defined by the competing production and destruction of chain-carrier H in reactions

 R3 to  R5 and  R6 , respectively. This can be expressed as:

2k3 = k6 [M ] (2.4)

where k3 and k6 are the reaction rate coefficients of reactions  R3 and  R6 respectively

and [M ] is the concentration of a third body. This simplified limit assumes that

d [O] /dt = d [OH] /dt = 0 and is shown in  Figure 2.4 . While the study  Figure 2.4 

is taken from [ 16 ] defined the second limit using  Equation 2.4 , experimental results
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show the second limit as occurring at slightly higher pressure [ 18 ]. This is due to the

generation and destruction of H2O2 in reactions  R7 to  R9 . At low pressures, the HO2

is effectively inert (acting as chain-terminator in  R6 ) but becomes key in defining the

third explosion limit, as above the second limit it becomes an increasingly effective

chain-carrier due to increased concentration. This results in new generation of radicals

beginning with reaction  R6 , which makes the gas explosive once again at the third

limit. Temperatures greater than about 850 K causes reactions between radicals to

become important, for example reaction  R8 , making reaction  R6 an important part

of the chain-propagation and keeping the gas explosive (see  Figure 2.4 ).

It is important to note that the kinetic model presented here is simplified for the

purposes of describing the explosion limits and significantly more detailed models

have been developed recently [  22 – 25 ]. More complex kinetic models suited to model

hydrocarbon combustion involve a hydrogen oxidation base and can therefore be

reduced to examine hydrogen-oxygen reactions exclusively, however these have been

shown to perform more poorly compared to dedicated hydrogen oxidation mechanisms

[ 17 ].

In the high temperature and pressure explosive region, shock tube experiments

have revealed the existence two distinct ignition types that are approximately sepa-

rated loosely around the extrapolated (extended) second explosion limit [ 26 ] as shown

in  Figure 2.4 . These weak and strong ignitions can be separated based on the time

between exposure to the initial conditions and the time of ignition, known as the

induction time τind. Typically, the induction time is measured as the time to the

maximum rate of heat release. In the case of strong ignition in stoichiometric H2–O2,

a detonation wave is immediately formed upon shock reflection due exposure to high
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temperature and pressure behind reflected shock wave. For a weak ignition, dis-

crete ignition kernels form following shock reflection and deflagrations propagate from

these points. A transition region between the two also exists where the deflagrations

transition to detonation through the normal processes (see  Section 2.4 ). Meyer and

Oppenheim [ 27 ] found that transition between strong and weak ignition occurs when

the temperature sensitivity of the ignition delay is

(
dτind

dT

)
p

= −2 µs/K (2.5)

where strong ignition will occur for low values of (dτind/dT )p and coherent reaction

takes place. This criteria has shown to be a better predictor of the critical conditions

for strong and weak ignition than the extended second limit of  Equation 2.4 [ 28 ].

Therefore, a weak ignition results in the formation of a deflagration wave and a

strong ignition results in the direct initiation of a detonation.

In terms of energy, weak ignitions of hydrocarbons require on the order of 0.1 mJ

of energy for ignition [ 18 ], while strong ignitions require orders of magnitude more

energy. For the most reactive mixtures of hydrogen-air at atmospheric conditions

the minimum ignition energy (MIE) is just 0.017 mJ [ 29 ] and for hydrogen-oxygen

less than 0.004 mJ [  30 ]. These low ignition energies coupled with the wide compo-

sition flammability range of hydrogen underscores its threat as an explosive hazard,

even compared to other hydrocarbon fuels. Direct initiation of a detonation in sto-

ichiometric H2–O2 at atmospheric conditions requires comparably more energy with

a minimum stored energy of approximately 12 J [ 31 ].
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2.4 Detonation initiation

If a combustion wave undergoes a FA process, the transition from fast-flame to det-

onation can come about through either shock reflection or instabilities and mixing

within the flow [ 3 ]. In both these scenarios a localized explosion occurs that can be

described as “an explosion in the explosion” [ 32 ] and arise once conditions meet the

required threshold. As with directly initiated detonations from high-energy sources,

these local exothermic centres initially result in the formation of an overdriven det-

onation that decays to the CJ speed of the mixture. In the case of shock reflection,

detonation conditions are achieved when a shock is of sufficient strength to autoignite

the gas. The quasi-detonation regime is dominated by transition to detonation fol-

lowing shock reflection from obstacles.

Detonations initiated though mixing and instabilities are generally more complex.

In this manner, detonations can arise from instabilities ahead of and within the tur-

bulent flame brush, flame interaction with pressure waves, and fluctuations in the

boundary layer, among others. Despite the myriad of detonation onset phenomena,

Zel’dovich and colleagues [ 33 ,  34 ] and Lee et al. [ 35 ] suggest that induction time

gradients created by variations of temperature and concentration may be responsible

for detonation onset in many cases. The concept of this mechanism is that along a

naturally established spatial induction time gradient a spatial time sequence of energy

release ensues such that,

Vsp =
1

dτind/dx
(2.6)

where Vsp is the speed of a spontaneously generated flame (autoignighted compressed
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gas pocket), and dτind/dx is the gradient of induction time τind with distance x. Two

cases are most relevant to the present work. The first is when Vsp > VCJ where

an overdriven detonation wave is formed that will decay and can propagate as a

CJ detonation. The second is when ar < Vsp < VCJ where the compression wave

generated by the spontaneous flame can couple and eventually propagate as a self-

sustained detonation.

Lee et al. [ 35 ] proposed a similar shock wave amplification through coherent en-

ergy release (SWACER) mechanism as a concept for how a relatively weak shock

wave from a spontaneously generated wave (local explosion) can rapidly be amplified

to form the overdriven detonation wave. The amplification of shock strength comes

from the temporal synchronization of chemical energy release with the pressure pulse

as it propagates through the mixture [  4 ]. This coupling of chemical and gasydynamic

processes is achieved through an induction time gradient which allows for an infinites-

imal volume to begin induction, but only explode due to the temperature rise added

by the passing pressure pulse (or shock wave). The SWACER mechanism allows for

induction time gradients due to temperature and concentration variations. While

the theoretical concept of the gradient mechanism has been examined in detail, the

link between theory and experimental evidence is lacking for detonation formation in

the turbulent flame brush [ 3 ,  36 ]. Numerical simulations, such as those performed

by performed by Khokhlov et al. [ 37 ,  38 ], have thus far shown to be the strongest

examples of isolated observable phenomena produced by the gradient mechanisms.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of one-dimensional combustion wave showing initial reactant
(state 1), shocked reactant (state 2), and final product (state 3) conditions. The black
wave represents the shock and the red represents the reaction zone and the coordinate
system is fixed to the wave.

2.5 Normal shock wave

When discussing high-speed turbulent deflagrations and quasi-detonations the shock

wave ahead of the reaction zone greatly affects the behaviour of the combustion

wave. Therefore, it is of interest to know the state of the shocked reactants, prior

to undergoing chemical reaction. This is especially important in the case of quasi-

detonation propagation, where shock reflection plays a key role in the reinitiation of

detonation.

The schematic shown in  Figure 2.5 depicts a one-dimensional combustion wave

with state 1 representing the reactants, state 2 representing the shocked reactants in

a frozen composition, and state 3 representing the products at equilibrium. Control

volume CV1−2 represents the change in states across the normal shock wave.

From the conservative equations of

Mass:

ρ1u1 = ρ2u2 (2.7)
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Momentum:

p1 + ρ1u1
2 = p2 + ρ2u2

2 (2.8)

Energy:

u1
2

2
+ h1 =

u2
2

2
+ h2 (2.9)

and assuming state 2 represents the shocked reactants in a frozen composition, the

normal shock relations that link states 1 and 2 can be derived.

The absolute enthalpy h in  Equation 2.9 can be broken down as:

h = hs + h◦f (2.10)

= cpT + h◦f (2.11)

where hs is the sensible (thermal) enthalpy and h◦f is the enthalpy of formation. For

a perfect gas, the equation of state is given by:

p = ρRT (2.12)

Using  Equation 2.12 and assuming a calorically perfect gas (constant ratio of

specific heats) along with the definitions γ = cp/cv, and R = cp − cv, the sensible

enthalpy can then be written as:

hs = cpT (2.13)

=
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
(2.14)
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The specific heat released by chemical reaction q is given by:

q = h◦f 1 − h
◦
f 2 (2.15)

=
∑
i

Yih
◦
f i −

∑
j

Yjh
◦
f j (2.16)

where Y is the mass fraction and i and j refer to reactant and product species,

respectively.

Combining  Equations 2.9 ,  2.10 and  2.15 give the conservation of energy in terms

of sensible enthalpy:

u1
2

2
+ hs1 + q =

u2
2

2
+ hs2 (2.17)

Using the sensible enthalpy makes it easier to account for energy added due to

chemical reaction, which will be discussed in  Section 2.6 . For the present case, an

inert shock wave, no chemical reaction takes place, therefore q = 0.

For the computation of hs, values for the specific heat constant cp are often com-

puted using a polynomial fit [ 39 ,  40 ] to data largely taken from the National Institute

of Standards and Technology and the Joint Army Navy Air Force (NIST-JANAF)

thermochemical tables [  41 ,  42 ] and other sources.

Using the definitions M =
u

a
and a =

√
γRT , state changes for CV1−2 can be

defined in terms of upstream Mach number M1 and specific heat ratio γ:

p2

p1

=
2γM1

2 − (γ − 1)

γ + 1
(2.18)

ρ2

ρ1

=
(γ + 1)M1

2

2 + (γ − 1)M1
2 (2.19)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of shock wave relative to a fixed observer (lab frame (a) prior
to reflection and (b) following reflection from a solid wall indicating pre-reflection
(state 2) and post-reflection (state 2′) conditions.

T2

T1

=

(
a2

a1

)2

=

[
2γM1

2 − (γ − 1)
] [

2 + (γ − 1)M1
2
]

(γ + 1)2M1
2

(2.20)

The Mach number upstream and downstream are related by:

M2 =

√
(γ − 1)M1

2 + 2

2γM1
2 + (γ − 1)

(2.21)

Shock ignition of detonations that arise behind a reflected shock wave are common

in obstructed volumes. To determine the properties of the reflected wave, it is conve-

nient to transform the shock wave (CV1−2) in  Figure 2.5  from the wave frame, to the

lab frame.  Figure 2.6a  shows a schematic of the shock wave prior to reflection from a

solid wall in the lab frame, where v is the particle velocity relative to a fixed observer.
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After shock reflection, the gas velocity v2′ behind the reflected shock wave must be

zero in the lab frame to satisfy conservation laws, as shown in  Figure 2.6b . To analyze

the reflected wave, transformation back to the wave frame can be accomplished by:

u2 = v2 + VR (2.22)

u2′ = VR (2.23)

While the sound speed upstream and downstream of the reflected wave are a state

property and not dependent on the frame of reference, the Mach number will change

with frame of reference. In the lab frame we can define the Mach numbers upstream

and downstream of the reflected shock wave as Mup and Mdown respectively. Using

the frame transformation of  Equations 2.22 and  2.23 these become:

Mup =
u2

a2

(2.24)

=
v2 + VR

a2

(2.25)

= M2 +
VR

a2

(2.26)

Mdown =
u2′

a2′
(2.27)

=
VR

a2′
(2.28)
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Combining  Equations 2.20 ,  2.26 and  2.28 gives:

Mdown = (Mup −M2)

√
T2

T2′
(2.29)

From the preceding, it can be shown that the reflected shock properties are a unique

function of the incident shock strength.

To determine the reflected shock velocity VR for a given incident shock strength

M1, an iterative process can be employed whereby an estimated value of Mup is

chosen and Mdown is determined by  Equation 2.29 , utilizing  Equations 2.20 and  2.21 .

This procedure finds Mdown in terms of only M1 and Mup. The result can then be

compared to the Mdown calculated using the shock jump relation of  Equation 2.21  .

The correct Mup value is found when the two Mdown values are equal. The pressure

and temperature behind the reflected wave can be determined using the normal shock

jump relations once the reflected shock velocity is known. The reflected wave is exactly

of the strength needed to bring the flow behind it to rest.

2.6 Detonation structure

2.6.1 Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) model

The first one-dimensional model of a detonation was established independently by

Chapman [ 43 ] and Jouguet [ 44 ] at the turn of the last century. Their model consisted

of a single discontinuity where all chemical energy is released instantaneously. This

is referred to today as the CJ model and represents the minimum stable wave speed

for a detonation, ignoring losses. Unlike the depiction shown in  Figure 2.5 , the CJ

detonation model consists of a single discontinuity where shock and total heat release
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occur in the same plane. This is achieved by examining CV1−3 depicted in  Figure 2.5  .

From the conservative equations of mass, momentum, and energy the fundamental

relationships of the CJ detonation model can be derived. The addition of energy

released through chemical reaction (q > 0) is the differentiating factor between the

normal shock waves discussed in  Section 2.5 and the present discussion.

From the mass and momentum equations ( Equations 2.8 and  2.9 ):

p3 − p1 = (ρ1u1)2

(
1

ρ1

− 1

ρ3

)
(2.30)

which is the equation of the Rayleigh line representing the thermodynamic path from

state 1 to state 3.

Similarly, the range of possible states of the gas for a given upstream state can

be determined through the combination of the conservative equations of momentum

and energy ( Equations 2.8 and  2.17 ):

hs3 − (hs1 + q) =
p3 − p1

2

(
1

ρ1

+
1

ρ3

)
(2.31)

This is the form of the Hugoniot curve and is shown in  Figure 2.7 along with the

Rayleigh line from  Equation 2.30 .

The plot shown in  Figure 2.7 illustrates the relationship between pressure p and

specific volume ν of both reactants (state 1) and products (state 3), where ν = 1/ρ.

The nature of  Equation 2.30 leads to two possible real solution domains. In the case

where ρ1 < ρ3 then p3 > p1 and the combustion wave will be compressive, known as

a detonation. For ρ1 > ρ3 then p3 < p1 and the combustion wave will be expansive,

known as a deflagration. These regions are highlighted in  Figure 2.7a .
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between the pressure and density rations across a combustion
wave showing (a) detonation and deflagration branches with strong and weak solutions
and (b) Chapman-Jouguet tangency solutions. Rayleigh lines are indicated in black,
the frozen (shock) Hugoniot curve is shown in blue, and the equilibrium Hugoniot
curve is shown in red. States 1, 2, and 3 are shown for a wave travelling at the
Chapman-Jouguet velocity.
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State 1 in  Figure 2.7 represents the reactant state, where on the normalized plot it

appears at (1, 1). From there, the reactants follow the Rayleigh line as they transition

to the product state. The slope of the Rayleigh line is proportional to the velocity of

the combustion wave, where an infinite velocity results in a constant volume process

and zero velocity results in a constant pressure process, as indicated in  Figure 2.7a .

The possible downstream states are defined by the Hugoniot. For an inert shock wave,

the Hugoniot curve is given by  Equation 2.31 where q = 0 and will pass through the

initial state. For a given value of q > 0, products reach equilibrium and all possible

end states exist on the equilibrium Hugoniot. To satisfy all conservation laws the

only possible solutions are at the intersection of the Rayleigh line and the Hugoniot

curve. Generally, this occurs at two points for a given wave velocity yielding strong

and weak detonation and deflagration solutions as shown in  Figure 2.7a , however

when the Rayleigh line is tangent to the Hugoniot curve a unique solution exists

(see  Figure 2.7b ). This tangency criterion allows the CJ solutions to be determined

from only conservation laws, i.e., no details of the chemical kinetics are required

to determine the product state. The tangency points are known as the upper and

lower CJ points and correspond to the CJ detonation and CJ deflagration solutions,

respectively. The CJ detonation state represents the minimum entropy rise across

the wave and consequently the minimum possible stable wave velocity. This leads

to the velocity of the flow behind the CJ detonation wave being sonic (M3 = 1).

Experimental results indicate that the CJ detonation solution closely matches real

detonations in large diameter, smooth walled tubes.

The CJ and shock states calculated throughout this work utilized the routines of

the Shock and Detonation Toolbox [ 45 ] in conjunction with the chemical equilibrium
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND) detonation
structure. The von Neumann state (state 2 in  Figure 2.7b ) exists immediately fol-
lowing the shock wave.

solver function in Cantera [ 46 ].

2.6.2 Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND) model

Building on the Chapman-Jouguet model, Zel’dovich [  47 ], von Neumann [ 48 ], and

Döring [ 49 ] (ZND) independently developed a model where the instantaneous energy

release of the CJ detonation model was separated into a distinct shock wave and a

reaction zone of finite length. The reaction zone can be further split into an induction

zone and a recombination zone. A schematic of the ZND detonation is shown in

 Figure 2.8 .

State 1 reactants are processed by the lead shock wave and immediately behind the

shock wave is the von Neumann state, which is shown as state 2 in  Figure 2.7b . As it

lies on the shock Hugoniot, this state simply consists of unreacted shocked reactants.

From here the shocked reactants relax to equilibrium beginning with the generation

of radical species at the start of the nearly isobaric and isothermal induction zone.
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The end of the induction zone is marked by an exothermic pulse during which the

rate of heat release reaches its maximum value. Following this rapid heat release is

the start of the recombination zone where exothermic reaction takes place at a slower

rate. As reaction proceeds through the recombination zone, the family of Hugoniots

representing partial heat release are crossed. The products reach equilibrium at the

end of the reaction zone at the CJ state (state 3 in  Figure 2.7b ).

In order to model the reaction zone, details about the time rate of change of species

(rate of reaction) is needed for a given chemical energy (heat) release. This can be

accomplished using both a single-step chemistry or a detailed reaction mechanism.

When using a single reaction step, a reaction progress variable is often used, having a

value of 0 in the unreacted mixture and 1 in the completely reacted mixture, however

this does not track the creation and destruction of individual species. Reaction rate is

typically in the Arrhenius form, given as a time rate of change in the reaction progress

variable for a single-step reaction and the form of a series of time rate of changes of

concentration for each species for a multi-step reaction:

d (ρY )

dt
= AρY e−

Ea
RT (2.32)

where Y is the reactant mass fraction and A is the pre-exponential factor. Knowledge

of the post shock von Neumann state allows for the integration of the conservation

equations in addition to  Equation 2.32 through the reaction zone. Shown in  Figure 2.9 

are the property changes through the reaction zone of a detonation in a stoichiomet-

ric H2–O2 mixture at atmospheric temperature and pressure.  Figures 2.9a  to  2.9c 

indicate the properties through the reaction zone, indicating a sharp temperature,

pressure, and density rise at x = 0 with the arrival of the shock wave, followed by
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steady behaviour over the induction length lind.  Figure 2.9f  indicates an immediate in-

crease in radical concentration behind the shock leading to an increase in rate of heat

release. Major species concentrations remain constant until the radical concentration

is sufficient for rapid reaction, as shown in  Figure 2.9e . The end of the induction

zone is marked by the maximum rate of heat release around which the exothermic

pulse width lexo can be defined between points of half-maximum heat release rate,

shown as a red band in  Figure 2.9 . For hydrogen mixtures the induction length pri-

marily depends on temperature, while the exothermic pulse width primarily depends

on pressure [ 50 ].  Figure 2.9d shows the Mach number approaching M = 1 further in

the reaction zone in accordance with the sonic criteria for a detonation travelling at

the CJ velocity. It is important to note that the sonic criterion corresponds to the

equilibrium Mach number, while the frozen Mach number is plotted in  Figure 2.9d .

Since the reaction will asymptotically approach equilibrium it is difficult to define

a point at which the reaction is complete, so measuring the reaction zone length is

difficult (see  Figure 2.8 ). To assign a characteristic reaction length scale a defined

parameter is used such as the half-reaction zone length (progress variable is 0.5, point

where half the heat addition has occurred, or temperature midpoint between TVN and

TCJ), the inflection point of the temperature profile, or the location of maximum heat

release [ 51 ]. Somewhat confusingly, these lengths are often referred to in the literature

as being the “reaction zone length” despite these measurements not being the true

point of zero reaction. As such, the case presented in  Figure 2.9 utilizes the point of

maximum heat release (also the point of maximum temperature gradient) to define

the “reaction zone length” when this is more realistically a measure of the induction

length. Sometimes it is also convenient to express the characteristic reaction lengths
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Figure 2.9: Reaction zone structure of a Zel’dovich–von Neumann–Döring (ZND)
detonation in stoichiometric H2–O2 at atmospheric conditions. Shown are (a) tem-
perature and heat release rate, (b) pressure, (c) density, (d) frozen wave-frame Mach
number, (e) major species mole fraction, and (f) minor species mole fraction variation
through the wave. The reaction mechanism developed by Konnov [ 23 ] was utilized.
The red band in each plot represents the half-height exothermic pulse width.

as times using the gas velocity giving τind and τexo respectively.

A limiting case of the ZND model is that of the constant volume (CV) approxi-

mation of the Rayleigh line, known as a CV explosion. Induction lengths calculated

using a CV explosion model have been shown to be within < 10 % of those calculated
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by the ZND model for hydrogen-air mixtures over the entire composition range [ 52 ].

2.6.3 Three-dimensional structure

In the previous sections, a one-dimensional detonation has been considered. While the

CJ and ZND models provide an accurate estimation of detonation states and the struc-

ture of a steady reaction zone, a detonation is truly an unsteady three-dimensional

phenomenon of considerable complexity [ 53 ]. The three-dimensional shock structure

of a detonation consists of the intersection of three shock waves: incident, Mach, and

transverse (reflected). The strength of these waves varies in time which subsequently

affects the reaction rate of the gas behind each wave. The three shocks converge

at a triple-point that has formed as the result of an oblique shock reflection. De-

pending on the angle on incidence, a shock can undergo a normal reflection (reflected

and incident waves) or a Mach reflection [ 54 ]. Detonations with a double Mach-stem

structure where a second triple-point forms behind the primary one along the trans-

verse wave has also been observed [ 55 ]. In this configuration, part of the transverse

wave downstream of the first triple-point is a detonation itself [  56 ]. This is referred to

as a strong transverse wave, whereas a single triple-point is the weak configuration.

Shown in  Figure 2.10 is a schematic of the repeated triple shock structure present

in a detonation wave, shown in two-dimensions. Each detonation cell begins with the

collision of two triple-points (reflection of two transverse waves) at the tail of the cell.

Initially, an overdriven Mach stem detonation wave is formed that can propagate at

1.5VCJ [ 4 ]. Divergence of the triple-points results in the weakening of the Mach stem

as it progresses downstream. At the cell midpoint, the lead shock wave transitions

from being the Mach stem to being the incident wave as transverse wave reflection
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the shock structure of a moving detonation wave showing
triple-point trajectories that form detonation cells.

takes place at neighboring cells. This also results in a change of direction of the

transverse waves that now begin converging within the cell. By the end of the cell,

the velocity of the now incident shock is approximately 0.5VCJ before the generation

of the next Mach stem. The shock and reaction zone can be completely decoupled

by the end of the cell. Owing to the changes in shock strength throughout the cell,

the differing post shock temperatures result in changes to the reaction rate. This can

be seen in  Figure 2.10 as the lengthened induction and recombination zones behind

the weaker incident waves compared to the Mach stems. Further complicating the

detonation structure is the presence of a shear layer between the Mach stem and

the transverse wave which can enable turbulent burning of gas where diffusive effects

become important [  57 ]. For irregular cell structures seen in marginal (near-limit)
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detonations, a large portion of unburned gas can extend deep into the burned gas

[ 58 ].

The path of the triple-point between reflections traces the outline of a detonation

cell. The detonation cell width λ is often used as a characteristic length scale of a

detonation as the cell size is inversely proportional to mixture reactivity. For a highly

reactive stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture at atmospheric conditions, the detonation cell

size is approximately 1.2 mm. Cell sizes referenced throughout this work have been

determined based on a linear fit of cell size data for stoichiometric H2–O2 from var-

ious sources [  59 – 67 ], compiled on the Detonation Database [ 68 ]. This is shown in

 Figure 2.11 . From this data, the linear fit that describes the change in detonation

cell size with initial pressure is:

λ = 252.76p−1.161 (2.33)

where λ is the detonation cell size and p is the initial mixture pressure. This equation

is used throughout this work to report the detonation cell size for various mixture

pressures.

Detonation cell sizes are determined from experiments utilizing the soot foil tech-

nique where a substrate is coated in soot, typically from a kerosene lamp. The

movement of the triple-points remove soot from the surface, leaving behind a record

of their trajectories. Examples of typical soot foils from a detonation wave are shown

in  Figure 2.12  . Note the irregularity of the cells in  Figure 2.12b  compared to the

idealized schematic of  Figure 2.10  and the cells of  Figure 2.12a  . The well-behaved

“regular” cellular pattern shown in  Figures 2.10  and  2.12a are only seen in gas mix-

tures highly diluted with monatomic gases, most often argon [ 69 ,  70 ]. The hydrogen
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Figure 2.11: Aggregated detonation cell width data for stoichiometric H2–O2 from
various researchers [ 59 – 67 ] compiled on the Detonation Database [ 68 ]. The presented
linear fit was used to determine the cell size of various gas mixtures used throughout
this work.

mixtures used in this work are considered to have poor cellular regularity (unstable

mixture) [ 71 ], which can explain the considerable scatter in measured cell size in

 Figure 2.11 . That is, the irregular cellular structure makes it difficult to consistently

measure cell size for a given mixture. As a result, the uncertainty in cell size mea-

surement can be up to ±50 %, especially for highly reactive mixtures where the cell

size is small.

Cell sizes have been correlated to a variety of detonation parameters such as

reaction zone length and effective activation energy, while empirical correlations based

on physical geometries have been used to evaluate the detonation limits of mixtures
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.12: Soot foils showing detonation structure that is (a) regular (weakly un-
stable) in 2H2–O2–17Ar and (b) irregular (highly unstable) in H2–N2OH2–1.33N2.
Image height is approximately 152 mm. Adapted from [ 70 ].

in obstructed channels. For quasi-detonations propagating in obstructed volumes,

shock reflections result in local pressure and temperature fluctuations generating a

complex cellular pattern. Interpretation of these cellular structures is a critical tool

that can be used to understand the behaviour of the propagation mechanism of these

supersonic combustion waves.
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2.6.4 Marginal detonations

A detonation front that is made up of multiple detonation cells, as shown in  Figure 2.10  ,

is said to be an ordinary multi-head detonation where a “head” is a triple-point on the

front. Detonations at or near the detonation limit are said to be marginal detonations

where in a round tube, a wave containing a single triple-point travels downstream in a

helical fashion along the tube circumference. This wave is known as a single-head spin

detonation. A marginal detonation in a rectangular channel contains two triple-points

on the front, generating one detonation cell. Changing the channel cross section can

result in the suppression of transverse waves in that direction [ 3 ]. This is most often

used to generate a two-dimensional detonation by restricting the channel width to ob-

tain clean schlieren images as the integrating nature of the schlieren technique across

the visualisation volume can make interpretation of wave structures difficult. The

downside of transverse wave suppression is that the characteristics of the detonation

are changed compared to those of the same mixture in a larger channel.

Compared to ordinary detonation waves, marginal waves show stronger transverse

waves that can become detonations themselves, where a double Mach-stem structure

couples them to the lead shock wave [ 72 ]. Unlike the continuous transverse detonation

present in a single-head spinning wave in a round tube, the transverse detonation in

rectangular channels is extinguished at every triple-point collision.

2.6.5 Cell size correlations

Regardless of the mechanism of detonation initiation, in an accidental explosion sce-

nario detonation transmission into the macroscopic geometry of confinement must
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also take place. This problem has been investigated in the form of critical tube diam-

eter experiments and detonation propagation experiments through a series of orifice

plates. These experiments examine the conditions under which the detonation will fail

to propagate, either by causing an already existing detonation to fail or by preventing

transition to detonation.

Empirical correlations that use detonation cell size to relate geometric constraints

to detonation stability often use an expansion into an unconfined volume. Experi-

ments of this nature are termed critical tube experiments where the critical diameter

is one where detonation transmission takes place. From a round tube, d > 13λ for

detonation transmission [ 73 ,  74 ]. For a square channel a critical condition of w > 10λ

was found [ 75 ]. Owing to a less severe two-dimensional diffraction, a rectangular

channel to unconfined space was found to have a critical condition of w > 3λ [ 75 ,  76 ],

where w is the smaller channel dimension.

For more confined geometries Pantow et al. [ 77 ] used the expansion factor (EF),

similar to the blockage ratio (BR = 1 − 1
EF

), to examine the sudden expansion det-

onation wave. This study differed from the prior critical tube experiments as the

expansion volume was confined allowing for reflection of the expanding detonation

to occur. They found that under certain conditions, Mach reflection of the failing

detonation was necessary for propagation.

Experiments in obstructed tubes revealed the a criteria of d > λ for detonation

to occur following flame acceleration [  6 ], however later tests revealed the breakdown

of this criteria in obstacle configurations with higher BRs and tighter obstacle spac-

ing. Detonation is most easily achieved for geometric configurations with low BR and

large obstacle spacing [ 3 ]. Dorofeev [ 78 ] used a geometrically derived distance L which
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accounts for obstacle height and spacing to determine a criteria of L > 7λ for detona-

tion formation. While good correlation between cell size was found, ambiguity in the

definition of L and its applicability to practical scenarios remain a drawback while

cell size uncertainty affects the accuracy off all the previously discussed correlations.

2.7 Detonation at an obstacle

Following the work of Teodorczyk et al. [ 12 ,  13 ] on quasi-detonation propagation,

the interaction of a shock wave with a single obstacle in a reactive gas was examined

numerically and experimentally by several researchers [ 79 – 82 ]. These investigations

were able to confirm many of the observations of the quasi-detonation propagation

studies, including detonation formation locations.

Shown in  Figure 2.13  are examples of strong and transitional detonation initiations

(see  Section 2.3 ) from shock tube experiments. The experiments show high-speed

schlieren images of the interaction of an incident shockwave with a single obstacle

pair in a square cross-section channel containing a stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture.

The test shown in  Figure 2.13a indicates detonation formation immediately following

shock reflection from the upstream obstacle face. Many transverse waves are seen

emanating from the reflected wave front as it travels upstream, indicating the presence

of detonation cells (see  Section 2.6.3 ) and coherent chemical energy release supporting

the wave.  Figure 2.13b shows a transitional ignition where upon shock reflection

ignition occurs near the wall, upstream of the obstacle faces after an induction time

estimated from video frames of τind ≈ 40 µs, see frame 3. These reaction fronts

propagate slowly from the point of ignition and in frames 6 and 7 are swept by the

transverse wave from the initial reflection (see arrow in frame 6). In frames 8 – 10, a
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: Schlieren image sequences following incident shock reflection from a
single obstacle pair in stoichiometric H2–O2 mixtures. (a) Strong ignition leading to
immediate detonation formation, p1 = 5 kPa (test 78). Inter-frame time is 8.065 µs.
(b) Transitional ignition leading to deflagration formation and DDT, p1 = 12 kPa
(test 77). Inter-frame time is 16.129 µs.

Mach reflection of the transverse wave with the top and bottom walls interacts with

the boundary layer behind the bifurcated reflected shock wave and local explosions

occur, transitioning the wave to a detonation.

While these experiments and simulations give an indication of the mechanism of

detonation formation, the initial interaction of a planar shock wave (see  Figure 2.14a )
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.14: Shock structure models at obstacle face prior to complete reflection of
the incident shock structure. Possible reflections are shown as (a) normal reflection,
(b) oblique reflection, and (c) Mach stem reflection (including shear layer), depending
on the incoming shock wave structure.
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with the obstacle does not accurately represent the incident wave structure present

in a quasi-detonation propagation. The shock curvature introduced by diffraction

over repeated obstacles is not accounted for, nor is the effect of the trailing flame.

Both aspects will alter the ability of a detonation to form following shock reflection

on the upstream obstacle face, a characteristic of fundamental importance to the

propagation of quasi-detonation waves.

The curved incident shock wave in a quasi-detonation will approach the obstacle

at an oblique angle which can have the effect of focussing the shock in the corner

where the obstacle meets the channel wall [  3 ,  83 ], as shown in  Figure 2.14b  . Experi-

ments of shock focusing utilize a concave reflector (of parabolic or wedge type) within

which a normal shock wave propagates, where arrival at the apex amplifies the local

temperature and pressure. A wedge reflector with an included angle of 90° would

be representative of the obstacle-wall interface. Isolated experiments of this nature

have been performed in a shock tube by Bartenev et al. [ 84 ] and Gelfand et al. [ 85 ]

and have been able to provide additional insight into this focussing method leading

to detonation initiation. While this reflector setup approaches the geometry of the

obstacle face reflection event in a quasi-detonation, the equal half-angles (shock wave

angle at wall is 45°) in this model do not properly capture the experimentally observed

collision event dominated by a Mach stem reflection [ 86 ] as depicted in  Figure 2.14c .
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Chapter 3

Propagation mechanisms of supersonic

combustion waves

3.1 Abstract

The propagation of a supersonic combustion wave in an obstructed channel is in-

vestigated using high-speed schlieren photography. Experiments were carried out in

a 25.4 mm wide by 76.2 mm tall channel with equally spaced 19.1 mm tall fence-

type obstacles mounted on the top and bottom surfaces. Tests were carried out with

stoichiometric hydrogen–oxygen mixtures over an initial pressure range of 8 kPa –

30 kPa. The high-speed video shows that combustion wave propagation in the quasi-

detonation propagation regime is very complex involving coupled local explosions, not

all of which involve detonation initiation. For the most reactive mixtures (h/λ > 6.3)

a sustained detonation propagates through the channel with some weakening due to

diffraction around obstacles. For less reactive mixtures (6.3 > h/λ > 2) detonation

propagation is intermittent, where the detonation fails due to diffraction around the

obstacles and then is re-initiated at the channel centreline following the collision of
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two transverse shock waves. The transverse shock wave originates from a detonation

that forms immediately following shock reflection off the top and bottom obstacle

faces. Detonation initiation occurs at the corner, where the channel wall and obstacle

meet, as a result of shock focusing and propagates into the unburned gas ahead of

the flame. For mixtures where h/λ < 2, the wave propagation is governed by the

outcome of the shock reflection off the obstacle pair (top and bottom). If shock re-

flection off the obstacle pair initiates an explosion at the obstacle face, the collision

of the resulting two transverse shock waves produces a local explosion at the channel

centreline after each obstacle resulting in an average lead shock velocity roughly equal

to the isobaric speed of sound of the products. If shock reflection does not result in

ignition of the gas at the obstacle face, the resulting propagation is in the choked

flame regime.

3.2 Introduction

There is a large amount of experimental data available in the literature on detona-

tion propagation in a smooth duct, however much less data is available on detonation

propagation in an obstructed duct. The measured detonation propagation velocity

in a large smooth diameter duct (relative to the cell size) is typically less than 3 %

below the theoretical Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity. The measured

detonation velocity-deficit can be explained by the interaction of the detonation re-

action zone and the boundary layer formed behind the shock [ 1 ,  2 ]. There is a much

larger detonation velocity-deficit observed for detonation propagation in a severely

obstructed duct. These high velocity deficit supersonic combustion waves are of-

ten referred to as quasi-detonations [ 3 ]. The quasi-detonation composition regime
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is bracketed by the deflagration-to-detonation (DDT) limits, traditionally defined as

the leanest and richest fuel compositions where a steady supersonic combustion wave

propagates above the isobaric combustion products speed of sound [ 4 ]. Steady wave

propagation at a velocity just below the isobaric product speed of sound is typically

referred to as a choked (or fast) flame [ 5 ]. For both the quasi-detonation and choked

flame regimes, the velocity deficit increases with degree of area blockage. Peraldi et

al. performed experiments in an orifice-plate filled tube and showed that for small

blockage ratio orifice plates the quasi-detonation regime is defined by two large step

changes in the average propagation velocity when plotted versus equivalence ratio [ 6 ].

It was also shown that the quasi-detonation regime limits are defined by d/λ > 1,

where d is the obstacle orifice diameter and λ is the detonation cell size [ 6 ]. For high

blockage ratio orifice plates, the detonation velocity deficit can be up to 50 % near the

DDT limit and thus the transition from the choked to the quasi-detonation regime

is not abrupt. In this instance, where there is no clear step change in propagation

velocity, it is possible that the propagation mechanism does not switch over abruptly.

Studies have shown that combustion wave propagation in the quasi-detonation

regime is highly non-steady. High-speed schlieren images obtained by Teodorczyk

et al. show that in the quasi-detonation regime the detonation wave decouples due

to diffraction around the obstacle, and then re-initiates at “hot spots” created by

shock reflection [ 7 ]. Therefore, the average velocity is strongly dependent on the

obstacle configuration and its effect on the frequency and extent of the intermittent

detonation failure. The Teodorczyk et al. study was carried out in a 55 mm square

channel equipped with equally spaced 25 mm high fence-type obstacles mounted on

the top wall of the channel. The obstacle spacing was varied from a distance equal
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Figure 3.1: Experimental apparatus showing optical section in fifth position.

to the gap height (h = 32 mm) to four times the gap height. For the largest obstacle

spacing the DDT limit was found to correlate with h/λ > 1, in agreement with the

findings of Peraldi et al. [ 6 ] for a round tube. However, for the smallest obstacle

spacings the DDT limit was found to correspond to h/λ > 3.5. For all three obstacle

spacings tested a step change in the average velocity (across the isobaric products

speed of sound) was observed at the DDT limit.

In this study, the propagation of a supersonic combustion wave in a duct equipped

with fence-type obstacles on the top and bottom surface is studied. The objective of

this study is to investigate the propagation mechanism in the quasi-detonation regime

and determine the reason for the breakdown of the d/λ = 1 DDT limit correlation

for closely spaced obstacles.

3.3 Experimental

The quasi-steady propagation of a supersonic combustion wave was investigated in

a 25.4 mm wide by 76.2 mm high combustion channel equipped with obstacles, see

 Figure 3.1 . The channel consisted of six 1.83 m long sections, one of which was suitable
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for high-speed photography. The first five channels contained top and bottom surface

mounted fence-type obstacles and the final section served as a dump tank free of

obstacles. Experiments were carried out with the optical section located at the fourth

and fifth positions. A single-pass schlieren system with a Photron SA5 camera was

used to capture videos up to 700,000 frames per second. The window provides a 76 mm

by 435 mm field-of-view and the diameter of the parabolic mirrors permits a maximum

video field-of-view of 254 mm. As a result, two tests (upstream and downstream)

are required to capture the wave propagation over the length of the window. The

obstacles were 19.1 mm high, 12.7 mm thick and spanned the width of the channel.

The obstacles were equally spaced at the channel height of 76.2 mm. Combustion

was initiated by a spark plug connected to an automotive capacitor discharge system.

The spark plug was mounted on the endwall of the first section. The test mixture was

prepared by the method of partial pressures in a separate mixing chamber equipped

with an electric motor driven stirrer. The mixture constituents were added to the

chamber and mixed for 20 minutes. Gases were supplied by standard compressed gas

cylinders. Tests were performed exclusively with stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen at

an initial pressure in the range of 8 kPa – 30 kPa. The lower pressure represents the

ignition limit for the automotive spark system used.

3.4 Results and discussion

Following ignition, the flame accelerates and reaches a quasi-steady velocity. The

supersonic combustion wave propagation through the optical section was recorded at

75,000 frames per second (fps) in both the upstream and downstream positions. The
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Figure 3.2: Average wave velocity measured in the camera field-of-view for stoichio-
metric H2–O2 mixtures at different initial pressures showing different propagation
modes. Open symbols correspond to optical section being in position 4 and closed
symbols are with optical section in position 5.

explosion front average velocity measured across the downstream half of the field-

of-view in the optical section, in the fourth and fifth positions, at different initial

pressures is shown in  Figure 3.2 . Also shown in the plot is the calculated equilib-

rium CJ detonation velocity and isobaric speed of sound of the products (based on

initial pressure and temperature) calculated using the chemical equilibrium function

of Cantera [ 8 ]. The different symbols represent the various propagation modes (num-

bered 1 to 5) observed and the optical channel position where the measurements were

made. Details concerning the measured average velocity and propagation mecha-

nism involved are discussed below with the aid of schlieren images and detailed shock

velocity measurements.
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Figure 3.3: Detailed velocity history obtained from video captured in the second half
of the field-of-view with optical section in the fourth position.

Shown in  Figure 3.3 is the detailed shock wave velocity history through the down-

stream half of the optical channel in the fourth position for select tests displaying dif-

ferent propagation characteristics observed over the full initial pressure range tested.

Also provided in  Figure 3.3 is the position of the obstacles and the calculated average

CJ detonation velocity and average isobaric products speed of sound for the range of

initial pressures shown (8 kPa – 30 kPa) at an initial temperature of 298 K. Note that

both these parameters have a weak dependence on the initial pressure, see  Figure 3.2 .

The velocity was obtained by measuring the centreline lead shock wave displacement

from consecutive video frames, shown in  Figures 3.4 ,  3.5 ,  3.6 ,  3.8 and  3.10 , for the

five different initial pressure tests.

A typical experiment showing characteristic flame propagation in the choked flame

regime is the 8 kPa curve in  Figure 3.3 , with corresponding schlieren images in
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Figure 3.4: Schlieren images of choked flame in stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture at
8.0 kPa (h/λ = 1.7). Inter-frame time is 13.333 µs. Test 879.

 Figure 3.4 . The velocity history in  Figure 3.3 shows small fluctuations in the shock

velocity between 800 m/s and 1000 m/s, with a slight acceleration after each obsta-

cle. The average velocity is 33 % below the isobaric product speed of sound. The

velocity history is very reproducible from shot-to-shot when this mode of propagation

is observed. Select video frames taken from this test are provided in  Figure 3.4 . The

detonation cell size used to determine h/λ in the figure caption is taken from the

aggregated data available at the Detonation Database [ 9 ] and was calculated from

stoichiometric H2–O2 cell size data collected by several researchers [ 10 – 18 ]. The first

frame shows that there is significant distance between the lead shock wave S1 and

trailing contact surface CS. The contact surface is essentially a flame, where the pis-

ton effect of the expanding combustion products supports the lead shock wave. There

is no turbulence ahead of the flame in the centre of the channel so the “turbulent”

appearance of the flame front is likely due to the two-dimensional projection of the

curved flame surface. The flame enters the field of view in frame 1 and at the same

time the lead shock reflects off the obstacles producing reflected shock R1 in frame 2.

The contraction of the post-shock flow through the obstacle pair (top and bottom)
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Figure 3.5: Schlieren images of supersonic combustion wave in stoichiometric H2–O2

mixture at 9.1 kPa (h/λ = 2.0). Inter-frame time is 13.333 µs. Test 881.

results in an acceleration and elongation of the flame tip. A second shock S2 emerges

from the flame originating from the shock interaction with the previous obstacle pair.

The two reflected shocks R1 collide at the centreline of the channel producing a Mach

stem MS in frame 4. The two shock waves S1 and S2, along with the Mach stem, all

merge at the next obstacle pair forming a stronger single shock wave, manifested in

 Figure 3.3 as a small increase in the shock velocity at each obstacle.

For the 9.1 kPa test shown in  Figure 3.3  , the wave propagates at an average veloc-

ity around the products speed of sound with a 300 m/s fluctuation. This fluctuation

in velocity is significantly larger than the 100 m/s fluctuation observed in the choked

flame observed in the 8.0 kPa test. In the first frame of  Figure 3.5 , the collision of

the lead shock wave with the obstacle forms a reflected shock wave. In this frame

the flame front (labeled as CS) arrives at the obstacle upstream face. There is less

separation distance between the shock and the contact surface compared to the 8 kPa

case shown in  Figure 3.4  . In frame 2, the shock compressed gas next to the obstacle

ignites (highlighted by the strong light emission) and the shock wave S3, formed by
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Figure 3.6: Schlieren images of supersonic combustion wave in stoichiometric H2–O2

mixture at 10.0 kPa (h/λ = 2.2). Inter-frame time is 13.333 µs. Test 864.

the explosion, overtakes the much weaker reflected wave (R1 in  Figure 3.4  ). The col-

lision of the S3 shock waves (originating at each obstacle) produces a high pressure

and temperature region at the centreline. A bulge in the flame, most likely caused by

a local explosion (hot spot), is observed following the collision in frame 3. In frame

4, a blast wave emerges that overtakes the leading shock wave. The nature of the

interaction of the collision of the shocks S3 and the flame cannot be seen in the im-

ages in  Figure 3.5  . The overtaking of the shock wave corresponds to the acceleration

observed in the shock wave velocity history. The blast wave post shock temperature

is not high enough to ignite the mixture and thus the flame front retreats from the

shock wave by the time it gets to the next obstacle in frame 5.

For the 10 kPa test shown in  Figure 3.3 , the wave initially follows a similar velocity

history to the 9.1 kPa case just described, however there is a velocity excursion to

2150 m/s at the last obstacle in the field-of-view. Images captured for this test, shown

in  Figure 3.6  , show the explosion front propagates past the first obstacle similar

to that observed for the 9.1 kPa test with ignition of the gas at upstream surface

of the obstacles after shock reflection. The velocity excursion observed following
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Figure 3.7: Reduced field-of-view schlieren images taken at 300,000 fps showing cen-
treline explosion in stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture at 10.0 kPa (h/λ = 2.2). Inter-
frame time is 3.333 µs. Test 1031.

the third obstacle in  Figure 3.3 is associated with the production of a strong shock

wave originating from the location where the transverse shock waves (similar to S3

in  Figure 3.5 ) would collide at the channel centreline near the flame. A localized

explosion results in a shock wave that overtakes the lead shock wave, see arrow in

frame 7. One can speculate that the local explosion occurs when a Mach stem forms

and reaches the compressed unburned gas ahead of the flame. Frame 8 indicates that

the S4 shock wave is not coupled to a reaction zone (no shock ignition is observed)

and quickly decays in strength. The details of the centreline explosion observed

in  Figure 3.6  can be seen in the reduced field-of-view video images (same spatial

resolution as the photos in  Figure 3.6  ) obtained from a different test at 10.0 kPa

shown in  Figure 3.7 . The video framing rate for this test was 300,000 frames per

second. In the first frame, the gas at the obstacle face has ignited as the result of the

reflection of the lead shock wave. Transverse shock waves originating from the top
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Figure 3.8: Schlieren images of intermittent detonation wave in stoichiometric H2–O2

mixture at 15.2 kPa (h/λ = 3.6). Inter-frame time is 13.333 µs. Test 868.

and bottom obstacle ignition points converge at the channel centreline in frame 4.

There is no evidence in the images that a Mach stem forms as a result of the collision

of the transverse shocks. In frame 6, a detonation kernel (refer to arrow tip) forms at

the flame centreline location and becomes a spherical detonation in the next frames

that decays in strength before the next obstacle. The velocity of the detonation front

along the centreline spans from 3169 m/s after initiation to 1811 m/s between the

last two frames.

The velocity history in  Figure 3.3 corresponding to the 15.2 kPa initial pressure

test shows a very large velocity excursion to the CJ detonation velocity just before the

second obstacle. The velocity is sustained to the next obstacle, but then drops off to

the product speed of sound after the third obstacle. The video images captured for this

test are shown in  Figure 3.8 . Frame 3 shows ignition of the gas next to the obstacles

following shock reflection. In the next image, the blast waves originating from the

ignition collide at the channel centreline forming a strong Mach stem (evident by the

strong luminescence). By frame 5, an almost completely coupled detonation wave has

formed. Near the top wall, an overdriven detonation wave can be seen propagating
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Figure 3.9: Reduced field-of-view schlieren images taken at 300,000 fps showing det-
onation initiation in stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture at 15.0 kPa (h/λ = 3.5). Dotted
square in frame 1 shows field-of-view for  Figure 3.11 . Inter-frame time is 3.333 µs.
Test 925.

transversely along the compressed gas region between shock and reaction zone. This

phenomenon is typical of the re-initiation process of a decoupled detonation wave

during diffraction around an obstacle [  19 ]. The detonation propagates past obstacle

6 and the entire detonation wave fails due to the diffraction process, seen in frames

7 and 8. Multiple tests performed around 15 kPa reveal that detonation initiation

always occurs, but the obstacle where it occurs is random.

The details of the detonation initiation process observed in  Figure 3.8  can be seen

in the reduced field-of-view video images obtained from a different test at 15.0 kPa

shown in  Figure 3.9 . The video framing rate for this test was 300,000 frames per

second. The two reflected shock waves R2 produced by the reflection of the lead

shock wave off the top and bottom channel surface collide at the centreline prior to

the time of frame 1, with no consequence. Ignition of the gas occurs at the obstacle

face as a result of the reflection of the lead shock wave in frame 2. Transverse shock
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Figure 3.10: Reduced field-of-view schlieren images taken at 300,000 fps showing no
centreline detonation initiation in stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture at 15.0 kPa (h/λ =
3.5). Inter-frame time is 3.333 µs. Test 915.

waves originating from the top and bottom obstacle ignition points converge at the

channel centreline in frame 6. As was the case in the 10 kPa test in  Figure 3.7 , a

detonation kernel (identified by arrow tip) forms in frame 7 that becomes a spherical

detonation in the next frames. The average velocity of the detonation wave along

the centreline is 2800 m/s (calculated between frames 7 – 12). The velocity of the

detonation front along the centreline spans from 2972 m/s after initiation to 2286 m/s

between the last two frames.

In another test, performed at 15.0 kPa with a reduced field-of-view similar to

 Figure 3.9 , the collision of the transverse shock waves at the centreline, observed in

frame 5 of  Figure 3.10 , produces a hot spot that does not transition into a detonation

wave. This is an example of the interaction that produces the low peak velocity at the

first obstacle pair for the 15 kPa test in  Figure 3.3 . The interaction results in a small

protrusion in the flame at the centreline (see arrow tip in frame 7). The reflection of
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Figure 3.11: Ultra-reduced field-of-view schlieren images taken at 700,000 fps and
corresponding sketches showing obstacle reflection leading to detonation initiation in
mixture at 15.2 kPa (h/λ = 3.6). Test 951.

the two transverse waves at the centreline forms a Mach stem (MS) between two triple-

points analogous of a detonation wave cell structure with transverse waves (TW), see

frame 10. The Mach stem produced during this test is strong enough to ignite the

gas generating a reaction zone immediately behind (this does not always occur). The

reaction zone is bounded by two shear layers emanating from the triple-points and

extending to the channel centreline. The reaction zone decouples as the Mach stem

weakens.

Additional tests were carried out with a further reduced field-of-view and a higher

framing rate of 700,000 frames per second. Select images from a test at 15.2 kPa, along

with corresponding sketches showing important features, are provided in  Figure 3.11 .

The field-of-view for  Figure 3.11 is denoted in  Figure 3.9 by a dotted square. The

first image (arbitrarily designated as time 0) in  Figure 3.11 shows that the lead
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Figure 3.12: Schlieren images of sustained detonation wave in stoichiometric H2–O2

mixture at 30.2 kPa (h/λ = 7.9). Inter-frame time is 13.333 µs. Test 887.

shock wave S1 approaches the obstacle face obliquely. Reflection off the obstacle and

channel wall produces reflected shock waves R1 and R2, respectively. Note, shock R2

propagating in the combustion products, observed in  Figures 3.9  and  3.10 , cannot be

seen in this image but is the extension of R3 that propagates in the unburned gas.

Shock wave R2 propagates faster than R3 because of the higher speed of sound in the

combustion products. The “focusing” of shock S1 in the corner produces a hot spot.

A detonation wave D forms from the hot spot consuming the compressed unburned

gas between the flame and the obstacle face and channel wall. The average velocity of

the detonation wave propagating along the obstacle surface is 2667 m/s. The segment

of the detonation wave that encounters the flame (CS) continues in the burned gas

as an inert shock wave DS. As seen in  Figure 3.8 in frame 6, the detonation wave

diffracts around the top of the obstacle producing the decoupled, curved shock wave

S3 and trailing reaction zone (not shown in  Figure 3.11 ).

A detonation wave propagates through the entire field-of-view in tests performed

at an initial pressure of 30.2 kPa. The velocity history in  Figure 3.3 shows that the

detonation is sustained at a relatively constant velocity of 7 % below the CJ deto-

nation velocity. The first image in the corresponding video provided in  Figure 3.12 

shows a curved (almost cylindrical) detonation approaching the first obstacle and a
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relatively planar detonation passing the obstacle pair in frame 2. In the third frame,

the diffraction process causes the detonation to become curved and close inspection

reveals that decoupling of the shock and reaction zone occurs along the top and bot-

tom edges. However, the core of the detonation remains intact and the detonation is

able to recover (via the mechanism described earlier [ 19 ]) and continue on to the next

obstacle. This re-establishes a detonation wave similar to that observed in frame 1.

For this test, a soot foil was placed at the end of the channel and the cell size was

measured to be 4.1 ± 0.8 mm. The ratio of the vertical gap between the obstacle

inside edges, h, and the mixture detonation cell size, λ, is thus 9.3. This is just be-

low the critical value of 10 for a square opening where detonation propagation is not

influenced by boundary conditions [ 19 ]. This subcritical condition is responsible for

the 7 % velocity deficit relative to the CJ detonation velocity.

The velocity profiles in  Figure 3.3 were classified as five characteristic propagation

modes (see the legend in  Figure 3.2 ) for discussion purposes. These modes are not

intended to represents unique propagation mechanisms. For example, it is clear that

mode 3 and 4 have the same propagation mechanism in that a detonation wave is

initiated at the centreline following the collision of the transverse waves. The choked

flame (mode 1) and sustained detonation (mode 5) are well understood and have been

described elsewhere. The intermittent detonation initiation and failure was reported

by Teodorczyk et al. [ 7 ] and is typically used to explain the detonation velocity deficit

observed in the quasi-detonation regime. The present experiments have shown that

it is not only the frequency at which detonation waves are initiated but also how long

the detonation wave survives. For example, for the mode 3 and 4 the detonation

waves are initiated at only one of the obstacles out of the three seen in the video.
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However, for mode 4 the detonation wave takes longer to fail than for the mode 3

and thus the average wave velocity is generally higher. This study has also shown

that detonation initiation observed by Teodorczyk et al. [ 7 ] at the obstacle face and

the channel centreline (obstacle free surface in their study) are coupled. Detonation

initiation at the obstacle face is required to form a strong transverse shock wave that

initiates a detonation wave at the centreline.

Mode 2 is similar to mode 3 (and mode 4), in that ignition of the mixture behind

the obstacles following shock reflection leads to the collision of the two transverse

shock waves at the channel centreline. The differentiation between these two modes

is related to the absence of a centreline shock velocity excursion above 2000 m/s

(see  Figure 3.3 ) and therefore resulting in a lower average velocity when plotted in

 Figure 3.2 . The absence of a high peak velocity for mode 2 is most likely due to the

time resolution with the camera running at 75,000 frames per second. Operating the

camera at 300,000 frames per second provided peak shock wave centreline velocities

near 2000 m/s (same order of magnitude as the mode 3 peak velocity) for tests

performed below 10 kPa. Unfortunately, these tests performed between 8 and 10 kPa

with the higher framing rate cannot be plotted in  Figure 3.2 , which is based on the

average velocity recorded across the span of three obstacles.

For modes 3, 4, and 5 the average velocity recorded with the optical section in

position 4 and 5 were very similar indicating steady propagation. With the optical

section in position 4, modes 1 and 2 were observed down to the minimum pressure of

8 kPa. With the optical section further out in position 5 the transition from mode

1 to mode 2 (corresponding to the traditional definition of the DDT limit where

the average wave velocity equals the isobaric product speed of sound) occurred at
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a pressure of 9 kPa, corresponding to h/λ = 2. This is similar to the finding of

Teodorczyk et al. [ 7 ] in a channel with a similar blockage ratio and obstacle spacing.

At the DDT limit the present study shows a large scatter in the average flame velocity

due to the complex intermittent detonation initiation process. This is in contrast to

the step jump reported in the Teodorczyk et al. study.

3.5 Conclusions

A comprehensive study was performed to look at flame propagation in a square

channel with BR = 0.5 fence-type obstacles. Based on testing with stoichiomet-

ric hydrogen-oxygen several stable propagation modes were observed. For mixtures

where a self-sustained detonation wave did not form, the propagation was governed

by the reflection of the lead shock wave off the orifice plate. If ignition of the gas

at the obstacle face did not occur, choked flame propagation ensued with an average

velocity below the isobaric speed of sound. If the shock reflection resulted in detona-

tion initiation at the obstacle face, intermittent detonation propagation highlighted

by detonation initiation at the centreline resulted. The detonation limit based on

measurements made with the optical section in position 5 was found to be 9 kPa,

with a corresponding h/λ of 2.
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Chapter 4

Simultaneous schlieren photography and

soot foil in the study of detonation

phenomena

4.1 Abstract

The use of schlieren photography has been essential in unravelling the complex nature

of high-speed combustion phenomena, but its line-of-sight integration makes it diffi-

cult to decisively determine the nature of multi-dimensional combustion wave propa-

gation. Conventional schlieren alone makes it impossible to determine in what plane

across the channel an observed structure may exist. To overcome this, a technique

of simultaneous high-speed schlieren photography and soot foils was demonstrated

that can be applied to the study of detonation phenomena. Using a kerosene lamp,

soot was deposited on a glass substrate resulting in a semi-transparent sheet through

which schlieren source light could pass. In order to demonstrate the technique, ex-

periments were carried out in mixtures of stoichiometric hydrogen–oxygen at initial
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pressures between 10 kPa – 15 kPa. Compared to schlieren imaging obtained without

a sooted foil, high-speed video results show schlieren images with a small reduction

of contrast with density gradients remaining clear. Areas of high temperature cause

soot lofted from the foil to incandescence strongly, resulting in the ability to track hot

spots and flame location. Post-processing adjustments were demonstrated to make

up for camera sensitivity limitations to enable viewing of schlieren density gradients.

High-resolution glass soot foils were produced that enable direct coupling of schlieren

video to triple-point trajectories seen on the soot foils, allowing for the study of

three-dimensional propagation mechanisms of detonation waves.

4.2 Introduction

A detonation wave is a supersonic combustion wave consisting of a coupled shock wave

and reaction zone, where chemical reaction is initiated by adiabatic shock heating.

Detonation wave phenomena have been studied over that past century in connection

with industrial explosions [ 1 ] and various propulsion systems [ 2 ,  3 ]. Early-on it was

believed that a detonation wave has a one-dimensional structure because its global

properties, e.g. propagation velocity and over-pressure, were found to match predic-

tions from the steady, one-dimensional reactive compressible conservation equations

[ 4 – 8 ]. In the 1960s it was discovered by accident by White [ 9 ] through interferom-

etry that the detonation wave structure is highly unsteady, turbulent, and multi-

dimensional.

Independent of White’s discovery, the soot foil (also referred to as the smoked foil)

technique was used by Denisov and Troshin [ 10 ] to show the multi-dimensionality of

a detonation wave. The soot foil technique was pioneered by Mach and Sommer [ 11 ]
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Figure 4.1: (a) Mach reflection of a shock wave, (b) detonation cell structure showing
triple-point collision.
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to study the two-dimensional structure produced by a shock wave reflecting off a

ramp at different angles of inclination. The sidewall of the square cross-section shock

tube, perpendicular to the side of the ramp, was coated with soot before the test.

For ramp angles below a critical value (for a given gas and shock velocity) post-test

analysis showed that a thin line void of soot particles was produced extending from

the ramp apex at a constant angle above the ramp. Mach deduced that the structure

responsible for producing this line consisted of the incident shock, reflected shock

and a third shock wave (perpendicular to the ramp) that propagated up the ramp

surface, as shown in  Figure 4.1a . This latter shock is now referred to as the Mach stem

in recognition of Mach’s pioneering work. Mach proposed that the scribed line that

appeared on the foil was attributable to the trajectory that the triple-point (the point

common to all three shock waves) follows as the incident shock wave moves forward.

Analysis of the three-shock structure shows that a shear layer must extend back from

the triple-point, below the reflected shock, angling towards the ramp surface.

Denisov and Troshin placed a sooted foil, like that of Mach, on the wall of a

square tube and recorded the triple-point trajectories left behind by the passage of

a detonation wave. The resulting foil showed a pattern consisting of two triple-

point trajectories inclined symmetrically about the channel centerline, sketched in

 Figure 4.1b  . The trajectories alternated between moving towards and away from

the channel centerline. The trajectories were interpreted as two sets of three-shock

structures (similar to that observed by Mach) moving towards and then away from

each other; the shock wave between the triple-points alternates between being the

strong Mach stem, with coupled reaction zone, and the weak incident shock, with

decoupled reaction zone. It is now accepted that the cellular pattern captured on a
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soot foil is universal and is the manifestation of the inherent instability of a detonation

wave. Strehlow and Engel [ 12 ] went on to characterize the average cell size and

regularity of the cellular pattern with mixture reactivity. Direct evidence for the

triple-point “writing its imprint on the wall” of the soot foil was demonstrated by

Oppenheim [ 13 ] using high-speed stroboscopic laser schlieren. Pintgen and Shepherd

[ 14 ] used high-speed schlieren with OH∗ planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF),

and more recently Ishii et al. [ 15 ] used soot foils, high-speed schlieren, and self-

luminescence to conclusively demonstrate this structure.

The propagation of a detonation wave in a channel equipped with obstacles is an

important subject for both propulsion and explosion research [ 16 ]. The first compre-

hensive study was carried out by Peraldi et al. [ 17 ] investigating detonation prop-

agation in a round tube equipped with equally spaced orifice plates. Detonation

time-of-arrival instrumentation was used to characterize the different quasi-steady

propagation regimes as a function of mixture composition and orifice plate geometry

but no information was obtained concerning the nature of the propagation mechanism.

Cross et al. [ 18 ] recently used the soot foil technique to gain insight into detonation

propagation in this geometry. High-speed schlieren was used by Teodorczyk et al.

[ 19 ], and more recently by Kellenberger and Ciccarelli [ 20 ], to obtain the global fea-

tures of the detonation propagation mechanism in a narrow rectangular cross-section

channel. Specifically, visualization showed that shock reflection off the obstacle face

is required for detonation propagation. However, at the framing rates required for

detonation visualization the image-resolution of even the latest high-speed cameras

is not sufficient to properly resolve the re-initiation process.

Schlieren photography and soot foils remain prominent techniques used to study
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detonation phenomena. While it can provide detailed information on shock wave and

flame structure, a drawback of schlieren imaging is the integration effect across the

visualization volume. Any density gradients present in the test volume will be picked

up, regardless of the plane in which they occur. This makes it difficult to analyze

wave behaviour in three-dimensions and as a result, many experimental detonation

researchers using schlieren implement narrow channels to limit the schlieren integra-

tion effect [ 21 ]. The consequence of this is that many detonation phenomena are

dependant on the movement of transverse waves associated with triple-points (det-

onation cell size) and the restriction of channel width can suppress these transverse

modes [ 22 ]. The idea is that extremely narrow aspect ratios (H ∼ 10w) essentially

restrict the flow field to two dimensions. When soot foils are used as a diagnos-

tic tool, they capture information in one plane and have the disadvantage of only

recording triple-point trajectories, with wave structures having to be deduced from

the tracks. The coupling of physical soot foil records with the shock wave structure

(through schlieren visualization) that shaped them is fundamentally important given

the stochastic nature of combustion waves, especially near the location of the onset

of detonation. Advantages of time-resolved schlieren video to capture the shock wave

and flame structure are added to the planar nature of soot foils to unambiguously

identify the three-dimensional behaviour within the channel, without the need for

an extremely narrow channel. The objective of this study is to demonstrate a tech-

nique of simultaneous schlieren photography and soot foil capture (glass is used as

the substrate) that can be used to study detonation phenomena. A single test that

produces a meaningful schlieren image as well as a highly detailed soot foil is the

desired outcome. Note, this paper is focussed on the experimental technique and
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Figure 4.2: (a) Experimental combustion channel setup showing obstacle arrangement
showing camera field-of-view for side and top-view orientations and soot foil location,
(b) obstacle geometry showing side video field-of-view in blue and top video field-of-
view in green.

does not represent a stand-alone study of detonation propagation in an obstacle-filled

channel.

4.3 Experimental

Tests were conducted in a modular aluminum combustion channel, 3.66 m long with

a cross-section of 25.4 mm by 76.2 mm, see  Figure 4.2a . Repeating obstacles, spaced
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76.2 mm apart, cover the top and bottom surfaces and span the entire channel width.

These “fence type” obstacles are 19.1 mm high, resulting in a blockage ratio (ob-

structed over unobstructed channel height) BR = 0.5 as shown in  Figure 4.2b . Op-

tical access was available through an optical section equipped with 25.4 mm thick

acrylic windows, lined with 2.2 mm thick standard float glass. The glass lining en-

abled the use of the soot foil technique, where the glass substrate is coated in a thin

layer of soot produced by holding the glass sheet over a kerosene lamp. The in-

complete burning of the kerosene results in the production of a carbonaceous aerosol

that rises due to the convective heating of the air above the flame. The colloidal

suspension of particles in the rising air contact and subsequently stick to the glass

substrate. Using a microscope, Ishii et al. [ 15 ] measured the majority of the soot

particle mass produced in this manner to be 0.1 µm – 0.3 µm in diameter. An even

soot coating created a semi-transparent sheet that could be used to obtain a physical

record of detonation propagation, as well as pass light through the optical section

of the combustion channel for use with a high-speed schlieren photography system.

A 50 W xenon arc lamp was used as a light source in conjunction with a pair of

254 mm diameter f/12 parabolic mirrors to produce a collimated light source used

with a Photron SA5 camera for schlieren imaging at up to 232,500 frames per second.

The camera was equipped with a 70 mm – 300 mm telephoto lens with an aperture

of f/4.5 – 5.6. For some tests, an optical filter with a cut-off frequency of 700 nm

was used to block infrared (IR) radiation originating from inside the channel from

reaching the camera, as the monochrome sensor had some IR sensitivity. The flexi-

bility of the apparatus enabled both a side-view (blue field-of-view in  Figure 4.2a ) or

a top-view (green field-of-view in  Figure 4.2a ) for the schlieren imaging. The entire
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channel was rotated 90° to change from side to top-view, or vice versa. Soot foils were

always placed on the sidewall with glass substrates used for side-view tests (visual-

ization through the foil) and metal substrates used for top-view tests (visualisation

not through the foil). All tests were performed with a stoichiometric mixture of hy-

drogen and oxygen, made in a separate chamber by the method of partial pressure.

Gases were supplied from industrial cylinders with minimum purities of 99.995 % and

99.5 % for hydrogen and oxygen respectively. A motor-driven stirrer ensured the gas

constituents were thoroughly mixed. Tests were carried out at initial pressures of

10 kPa – 15 kPa and ignited at one end of the channel using an automotive spark

plug connected to a custom built 500 mJ capacitive discharge system. Piezoelectric

pressure transducers (PCB 113A24) were used to record the pressure-time history (at

a recording rate of 3 MHz) at two locations 304.8 mm apart in the optical section.

The shock time-of-arrival was used to obtain the average propagation velocity.

Shown in  Figure 4.3a is a macroscopic image of a typical prepared soot foil prior

to testing. In the image, a black and white target has been placed behind the foil to

give an indication of the relative transparency of the foil through the clean and soot-

coated parts of the glass.  Figure 4.3b shows a schlieren image taken of a half-sooted

glass sheet mounted in the combustion channel prior to a test. An examination of

the pixel intensity values obtained from  Figure 4.3b yield the histogram shown in

 Figure 4.3c  . The grey level displayed on the chart is in 12 bit, meaning the maximum

value is 4096. The small peak in both the sooted and unsooted measurements, i.e.

grey level values less than 10, correspond to the obstacle. Neglecting the obstacle,

the average grey level measured in the sooted half of the sheet was 36 (SD = 7),

and for the unsooted half was 160 (SD = 11). The small deviations indicate a high
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Figure 4.3: (a) Macroscopic view of soot foil prior to testing showing relative trans-
parency of unsooted glass in the middle and sooted glass on the sides, (b) in situ
comparison of sooted glass (left) and unsooted glass (right) mounted in combustion
channel optical section, illuminated by schlieren source light, and (c) histogram show-
ing pixel grey level distribution of sooted and unsooted sides in  Figure 4.3b .
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uniformity of the soot distribution.

4.4 Results

A variety of illustrative examples, using different obstructed channel configurations,

are used to demonstrate the applicability of the simultaneous schlieren and soot foil

technique to the investigation of detonations. This includes combinations of com-

pletely sooted and partially sooted glass substrates, along with side-view and top-view

schlieren visualizations. The tests shown were performed at initial pressures near the

detonation limit to observe a range of phenomena. The important detonation phe-

nomena elucidated by the technique are described with the aid of video and soot foil

images. All examples of schlieren photographs shown have been post-processed to

reveal details not otherwise visible (see  Section 4.5.4 ).

Kellenberger and Ciccarelli [ 20 ] showed that the basic mechanism of detonation

propagation involves re-initiation of the failed detonation via shock interaction with

the upstream face of the obstacle. It was reported that during this process combus-

tion related light is emitted at the location of the shock-obstacle interaction. The

simultaneous schlieren and soot foil obtained from such a shock-obstacle interaction

is provided in  Figure 4.4  , where the soot foil and half-height schlieren images were

obtained from a test at 15 kPa. See  Figure 4.2a for the field-of-view, where the top

of the field-of-view represents the channel centreline. For this test, a 700 nm cut-off

filter (Thorlabs FESH0700) was used to eliminate any possible ultraviolet (UV) and

infrared (IR) sources of radiation. The filter had > 95 % transmittance between

394 nm and 695 nm, allowing only visible light to reach the camera. The average

propagation velocity obtained based on the shock time-of-arrival between pressure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Schlieren image sequence shot with simultaneous glass soot foil of side-
view test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 15 kPa initial pressure (test 1069) showing
(a) soot foil with detonation cellular structure. Camera field-of-view is represented
by dashed line and (b) schlieren image sequence of shock wave and flame structure
interacting with obstacles. Incoming light is filtered to between 394 nm and 695 nm.
Schlieren field-of-view is half-channel height and propagation is from right to left.
Inter-frame time is 5.714 µs and the shutter time is 0.37 µs.

transducers was 1612 m/s. The combustion wave enters the field-of-of view in frame

1 as a fast-flame, consisting of a lead shock and trailing flame. In frame 3, a Mach

stem can be seen that has formed due to reflection of the lead shock wave off the

bottom channel wall at a shallow angle. The subsequent reflection of the Mach stem

with the upstream face of obstacle 3 results in a localized ignition of the reflected

shock compressed unburned gas ahead of the flame, as can be seen by the bright spot

in frame 5 that persists through frame 8. Intense light generated due to shock ignition
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of a gas in a similar obstacle setup has been seen previously [ 20 ] but the nature of

the combustion could not be deduced from the schlieren image alone. An inspection

of the soot foil produced from this test, shown in  Figure 4.4a , reveals cells indicating

the initiation of a detonation wave at the face of obstacle 3 due to shock reflection

(see arrow). This is an overdriven detonation wave with very fine cellular structure

as it propagates in a compressed region of gas processed by the reflected shock wave.

As the lead shock wave reflects off obstacle 3, a cylindrical reflected wave is formed

that propagates transversely up towards the centerline of the channel in frames 5 – 7

in  Figure 4.4b . The schlieren image clearly shows that part of the reflected wave

is reactive, highlighted by the bright light. Frames 7 – 11 show that as the non-

reactive shock reflects at the centreline, a combustion wave forms that propagates

downstream. Again, the nature of the wave cannot be determined from the schlieren

video alone. Frames 10 and 11 suggest a detonation wave forms as the combustion

wave overtakes the lead shock wave, demonstrated by the tightly coupled lead shock

wave and reaction zone (see arrow in frame 10). As the detonation wave travels down-

stream it eventually decouples as it diffracts around obstacle 4 (see arrow in frame

14). Intense light persists around obstacle 3 as the now weakened detonation wave

exits the field-of-view. This was observed in earlier experiments with no soot [ 20 ],

but light intensity was observed to be lower than in the present experiments. The

intense light seen throughout  Figure 4.4b indicates that the radiation generated is in

the visible spectrum, between 394 nm – 695 nm.

The highly-detailed soot foil shown in  Figure 4.4a  reveals the shock structure

associated with the initiation and subsequent failure of a detonation as it propagates

along the obstacle filled channel. As described above, the very fine cellular pattern
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in front of obstacle 3 reveals the initiation of an overdriven detonation wave that

propagates back upstream up to the trailing flame. The detonation wave is revealed to

have failed due to diffraction around the obstacle, as evidenced by the disappearance

of a cellular structure, only to be re-initiated as the strong transverse shock wave pair

generated from the detonation initiation at the obstacle face collide at the channel

centreline. From this point, the soot foil shows detonation propagation by the etching

of triple-point trajectories into the soot. The scale of the cellular structure gradually

grows and eventually disappears from the foil around obstacle 5, indicating complete

detonation failure. After several more obstacle pairs, a small area of overdriven

initiation can be seen at obstacle 6 in  Figure 4.4a and obstacle 7 shows the same

initiation process that was captured on video in detail at obstacle 3.

To directly compare the effects of the soot on the schlieren video, partially sooted

foils were utilized. The schlieren images from a test done at 12 kPa initial pressure is

shown in  Figure 4.5 . A small section of the foil in the first half of the field-of-view (see

 Figure 4.2a ) was left unsooted. As the lead shock enters the field-of-view in frame

1, streaks of light in the lower right corner of the frame can be seen, as indicated by

the arrow. Since the foil is not coated with soot at this location, this light is likely

associated with soot lifted off the glass substrate (the right edge of the field-of-view

coincides with a sooted/unsooted interface) and heated to incandesce by the lead

shock wave and following reaction zone. The hot soot particles are then convected

downstream by the post-shock flow and expanding combustion products and moved

to the unsooted region where they cool. Soot transport was reported by Lam et al.

[ 23 ]. The relocation of convected soot was observed in the unsooted part of the foil

obtained from the test shown in  Figure 4.5  (not shown). After cooling, the transported
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Figure 4.5: Schlieren image sequence shot with half smoked glass soot foil of side-
view test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 12 kPa initial pressure (test 1124) showing
shock wave and flame structure interacting with obstacles. Schlieren field-of-view and
unsooted area are half-channel height and propagation is from right to left. Inter-
frame time is 5.714 µs and the shutter time is 0.37 µs.

soot particles are then reheated by the detonation produced by the reflected shock

off the face of obstacle 3 as shown by the arrow in frame 6. The finite extent of light

produced behind the shock wave indicates the location of convected soot particles

as the shock passes over them. The high temperature generated at the collision

site of the transverse reflected shock waves from obstacle pair 3 causes transported

soot particles to incandesce in frame 7, as indicated by the arrow. No detonation is

initiated at this location based on the soot foil from this test. As the combustion

wave crosses the unsooted/sooted interface in frame 10, the separation between the

lead shock wave and the flame has grown. At obstacle 4, Mach stem reflection leads
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to detonation initiation in frame 16. The intense light generated in the sooted region

is similar to frame 5 of  Figure 4.4 and is likely caused by soot incandescence. The

resulting detonation transports hot soot back upstream as seen in frames 20 – 24. The

very small glowing soot particles follow the flow forming interesting striations which

eventually accumulate in a band, indicated by the arrow in frame 23, surrounding the

detonation initiation site. The soot foil shows no evidence of a band of soot particles

at this location, therefore it is believed that ultimately the particles are subsequently

randomly distributed by the late-time flow. The foil produced from this test (not

shown) is very similar to the one shown in  Figure 4.4a .

To further examine the transport of soot by the post-shock flow, a test with top-

view visualization (green field-of-view in  Figure 4.2 ) was utilized with a metal soot

foil on the sidewall of the channel, as indicated in  Figure 4.2a . An image of the soot

foil is provided in  Figure 4.6a  that was placed at bottom edge of the field-of-view.

Triple-point patterns typical of detonation initiation following shock reflection are

observed upstream of obstacle 4. The schlieren images shown in  Figure 4.6b (not

shot through soot) indicate that the front remains planar across the channel width.

The combustion front shows a decoupled shock and reaction zone in frame 1 that

propagates towards obstacle 4. Upon reflection with obstacle 4, a detonation wave

is generated that can be seen travelling back upstream, beginning in frame 9. The

lead shock wave is curved (see  Figure 4.5 ) so the detonation forms at the obstacle

face, several frames after the lead shock reaches the obstacle centreline axial position.

Transverse waves generated then collide at the channel centreline, downstream of

the obstacle, initiating a detonation wave (not seen in this view) that produces the

bell-shaped cell structure seen between obstacles 4 and 5 in  Figure 4.6a .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Schlieren image sequence shot with simultaneous metal soot foil of top-
view test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 15 kPa initial pressure (test 1106) showing (a)
soot foil with stochastic detonation initiation upstream of obstacles and (b) schlieren
image sequence of shock wave and flame structure interacting with obstacles. Metal
soot foil is placed on channel side wall (bottom edge of schlieren field-of-view in

 Figure 4.6b  , see top-view orientation in  Figure 4.2a  ). Schlieren field-of-view is half-
channel width and propagation is from right to left. Inter-frame time is 4.301 µs and
the shutter time is 0.37 µs.

In general, it is observed that the soot is lofted by the shock-induced flow (see

arrow in frame 12) and light can be seen coming from this lofted soot on the bottom

edge (soot foil location), while there is no light produced along the top edge of the

frame. In frames 1 – 13 the combustion front is largely decoupled such that the flame

trails behind the lead shock wave. Light is not visible immediately following the

shock passage between obstacles 3 and 4, indicating that the post-shock temperature

is insufficient to cause the lofted soot particles to thermally radiate in the visible
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spectrum. The speed of sound of the stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture is 535 m/s and

based on the lead shock wave velocity of 1584 m/s obtained from the image sequence in

 Figure 4.6b , the frozen post-shock temperature was calculated to be 765 K. However,

incandescence starts at the flame front where temperatures greater than 2000 K are

experienced. With the formation of a detonation wave in frame 14, light is seen

immediately following behind the coupled shock and flame, as indicated by the arrow.

Further downstream, soot continues to be lofted off the channel wall and the soot

starts to radiate well behind the lead shock, most likely where the flame front is

located. Once the lead shock wave has exited the field-of-view, the soot covers 50 %

of the channel width away from the obstacle.

As a comparison to the detonation examples discussed above, shown in  Figure 4.7 

are the results from a test performed at an initial pressure of 12 kPa that resulted in

fast-flame propagation. This example gives an indication of what the simultaneous

schlieren and soot foil technique produces when no detonative processes occur. Ac-

cording to pressure transducer time-of-arrival measurements, the average wave prop-

agation velocity of the test shown in  Figure 4.7 was 974 m/s, indicative of fast-flame

propagation. Fast-flame is a designation given to quasi-steady deflagrations propa-

gating at a velocity below the isobaric equilibrium speed of sound of the combustion

products. For a fast-flame, the flame propagates through diffusion processes that

support the lead shock wave, with no shock ignition of combustion as is the case for

a detonation wave. The soot foil shown in  Figure 4.7a  shows no detonation cells, but

rather only a single triple-point trajectory originating at each obstacle that is angled

towards the centreline. This trajectory is highlighted by the white dashed line and

has been mirrored across the channel centreline (line of symmetry) to the unsooted
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Schlieren image sequence shot with simultaneous glass soot foil of side-
view test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure (test 1127) showing (a)
soot foil from fast-flame propagation with blue and white dashed lines highlighting
triple-point trajectories. Camera filed-of-view is represented by black dashed line
and (b) schlieren image sequence of shock wave and flame structure interacting with
obstacles. Arrows indicate triple-point and reflected shock wave. Schlieren field-of-
view and unsooted area are half-channel height and propagation is from right to left.
Inter-frame time is 11.428 µs and the shutter time is 0.37 µs.

area and represented as the blue dashed line. Examination of the schlieren images of

 Figure 4.7b show in frame 1 a curved lead shock wave entering the field-of-view and

propagating towards obstacle 3. Once the shock wave reaches obstacle 3 in frame 2,

the trailing reaction zone, i.e. flame, is visible at the right side of the frame. A large

separation distance between the lead shock and flame is typical of a fast-flame since

the two are not coupled, i.e. the shock wave does not initiate chemical reaction [ 20 ].

Reflection of the lead shock wave off obstacle 3 in frame 3 causes it to interact with
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the trailing flame in frames 4 – 6, distorting the flame surface as the flame tip passes

through the obstacle pair. The reflected shock produced by the interaction of the

leading shock and the obstacle travels across the channel towards the centerline. The

point where the reflected shock and the leading shock meet produces a triple point

(see arrow in frame 2) that produces the triple-point trajectory observed in the soot

foil image in  Figure 4.7a . The triple-point trajectory is highlighted by the blue dashed

line in frames 2 – 4. In contrast to the previous examples, where a detonation was

initiated at the obstacle, reflection of the lead shock wave from obstacle 4 does not

illuminate the soot at the obstacle face (see arrow in frame 10). This is an indication

of the lower reflected shock temperature in comparison to the examples shown with

higher reactivity (initial pressure). This lower temperature results in no detonation

initiation at the face of obstacle 4, as evidenced by the lack of cells on the soot foil

shown in  Figure 4.7a . As the reflected shock crosses the flame surface, causing it

to distort into the combustion products, light is observed in the schlieren image of

frames 12 (see arrow), indicating the higher temperature within the flame. While

the technique does not provide as valuable information on the soot foil during a fast-

flame propagation, the soot illumination still has the advantage of highlighting hot

spots and adds the ability to track regions of hot gas. Due to weaker initial density

gradients in the fast-flame example, shock structures become noticeably less defined

because of the dark soot lowering the contrast between them and the background.

4.5 Discussion

To make sense of the images shown, and the features seen in them, a discussion of pos-

sible sources of light must be undertaken. In the high-speed schlieren images shown,
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the bright regions can be attributed to several different sources. The most obvious is

chemiluminescence associated with gas-phase chemical reaction, while incandescence

of particles and post-processing methods can also influence relative pixel intensity

seen in the schlieren images. The pixel intensity levels displayed in a video frame are

proportional to the intensity of electromagnetic radiation that has been captured by

the image sensor of the camera or have been altered as a result of post-processing.

Since the camera is not directly observing the channel, intermediate optical compo-

nents can limit the wavelengths of light that are able to reach the camera image sensor.

Based on these factors, it is reasonable to assume that radiation with wavelengths

from 360 nm to 1000 nm can reach the camera sensor if unprotected by filtering

optics. This encompasses the near UV, visible, and near IR wavelengths.

4.5.1 Effect of soot on schlieren images

A qualitative comparison of the upstream and downstream halves of the schlieren

images shown in  Figure 4.7 give an indication of how the illumination of the field-of-

view with a soot foil in place effects the quality of the schlieren image. The background

illumination of the present work appears less bright, which indicates that a portion

of the schlieren source light from the xenon arc lamp is being blocked by the soot foil.

This is manifested in the schlieren image as a lower contrast between the background

and any density gradients. Sharp gradients, such as those associated with the lead

shock waves, are still distinguishable but fine structures such as weak acoustic waves

and flame surface wrinkles cannot be distinguished as clearly.

This lack of contrast is also due in part to the sensitivity of the image sensor of

the high-speed camera. To properly expose each frame, an appropriate exposure time
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must be chosen to eliminate motion blur due to movement of structures during frame

exposure. In the present experiments, an exposure time of 369 ns (camera minimum)

was utilized to capture shock structures moving at velocities of up to 3000 m/s.

While a fast shutter eliminates motion blur, it also limits the amount of light that is

captured by the sensor. For a constant luminous intensity source the total amount of

light captured is directly proportional to the exposure time, meaning lower exposure

times produce inherently darker images. To enable the use of fast shutter speeds, the

light sensitivity (signal current per unit of illuminance) of the image sensor is of high

importance. In the case of simultaneous schlieren and soot foil testing, the use of a

more sensitive camera would offset the schlieren source light blocked by the soot to

provide a global illumination level equivalent to that of a standard schlieren test.

4.5.2 Chemiluminescence

In the combustion zone, radiation may be emitted as electronically excited species,

produced during chemical reaction, return to their ground state energy level. This is

known as chemiluminescence. Unlike a hydrocarbon flame, a hydrogen flame produces

a very limited number of intermediate species and therefore the emission spectrum

contains few peaks. However, even in the simplest case of pre-mixed stoichiometric

hydrogen and oxygen, there exists very little literature on the emission spectrum of

a detonation. The most directly applicable work was performed by Wagner [ 24 ] and

unpublished work by Kaneshige [  25 ]. Most of the flame emission spectra have been

determined using burner flames, at pressures well below typical detonation pressures.

The heat and mass diffusion which drive the combustion processes in a burner flame
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cannot be applied to the shock-heated detonation combustion regime where the high-

speed combustion time-scale makes diffusive transport unimportant. This important

time-scale distinction results in different intermediary species being formed in early

stages of reaction. Diffusion of free radicals in a slow flame initiate chemical reaction;

however, in a detonation wave shock heating creates radicals via dissociation of major

species behind the shock and to rapidly release energy.

In hydrocarbon flames, much of the ultraviolet and visible radiation produced

come from the chemiluminescence of CH∗, OH∗, C2
∗, and CO2

∗ [ 26 ]. The lack of

carbon compounds in hydrogen combustion have given rise to the practice of using

OH (hydroxyl radical) to indicate the reaction zone in hydrogen combustion. This

has been further exploited by using laser energy to produce OH∗ from OH, commonly

referred to as planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) [ 27 ]. Emission from OH occurs

in the near UV, with the strongest bands present at approximately 312 nm. While

near UV wavelengths can reach and be detected by the camera, OH emission is outside

of the 360 nm short wave limit of the sensor. In addition, optical lens coatings,

acrylic windows, as well as the low quantum efficiency of the camera sensor at these

wavelengths exclude this as a contributing factor for the intense radiation observed

in this study. Another major source of radiation in hydrogen flames come from

vibrationally excited H2O molecules that emit in the red and near infrared, seen in

the downstream region of premixed hydrogen flames at 600 nm – 900 nm [ 28 ]. Since

the camera sensor and windows can detect and transmit significantly up to 1000 nm,

this is a possible source of the radiation observed far upstream of the wave front.

This source would have been eliminated with the use of the 700 nm cut-off in the

experiments shown in  Figure 4.4 , therefore the light seen far behind the flame front
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in the present study is unlikely to be due to chemiluminescence. Continuous emission

has also been seen in hydrogen-oxygen detonations across the entire spectrum, leading

to difficulties in analysis of species [ 24 ].

It is also important to note the potential effects of impurities on the radiation

emission. Gaydon [ 26 ] suggests that metal material dislodged from the walls of the

combustion channel can affect the radiation emission of a detonation. These materials

can potentially react (chemiluminescence) or can be heated by the reaction of radiate

as a black body (incandescence) to contribute to radiation emissions. This is also

true of manufactured gas impurities used as the constituents of the hydrogen-oxygen

mixture. Impurities might lead to the formation of intermediate species that are not

expected, something that was cited by Kaneshige [ 25 ] as a technical issue in resolving

the detonation emission spectrum.

The introduction of a sooted foil will deliberately add impurities to the combustion

volume in the form of carbon-based soot, but it is unclear if the soot particles react

in the flow. Soot particle size reported by Ishii et al. [ 15 ] was in the range of

agglomerations of 100 nm – 300 nm, but a large portion of particles encountered were

on the order of tens of nanometres. Since the oxygen concentration is low behind the

flame (stoichiometric mixtures are used in the present study) it is unlikely for the

carbon to oxidize. The chemical reactions in a detonation (shock ignition) wave are

very fast, with the reaction length being on the order of 0.5 mm for a stoichiometric

hydrogen-oxygen mixture at an initial pressure of 20 kPa [ 29 ]. Beyond this point, the

oxygen concentration is sufficiently low to restrict possible reaction of soot particle.

In the case of a fast-flame, where propagation is driven by heat and mass diffusion,

the reaction timescale is much longer and turbulence can cause mixing of burned and
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unburned gas, increasing the oxygen concentration in regions far from the flame front.

Also, the complex flow-field within the obstacles can generate pockets of unburned gas

at the upstream obstacle face where shock ignition does not occur [ 30 ,  31 ]. Burning

can therefore take place far behind the flame, however these regions do not correspond

to the bright areas seen in the present study.

4.5.3 Incandescence

In the case where particles do not react in the flow, it is still possible for them to

emit radiation through incandescence where particles are heated by the combustion

products. Almost all solid materials will begin to emit visible radiation at around

800 K, due to blackbody radiation. At this temperature, emitted radiation is mainly

infrared, but dully “red” hot in the visible spectrum. As the temperature increases,

the peak emission intensity shifts to shorter wavelengths according to Planck’s law.

An ideal blackbody is a perfect absorber of all incident radiation where no energy is

reflected by the body and no energy is transmitted through the body. The emissivity

of such a body is unity, with the emissivity of soot being approximately 0.95 at visible

wavelengths [ 32 ]. For all detonable gas mixtures, such as the one presented in this

study, a characteristic parameter known as the Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation

velocity [ 4 ,  5 ] can be determined based on steady, one-dimensional conservation equa-

tions. Computation of the CJ velocity was completed using the chemical equilibrium

solver in Cantera [ 33 ] and the Shock and Detonation Toolbox [ 34 ]. Since the CJ veloc-

ity is a unique steady solution that represents the minimum wave speed for which the

jump from reactants to equilibrium products can occur at supersonic velocity, it can

be used as a characteristic parameter for a gaseous detonation. For a stoichiometric
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: Frames 6, 8, and 10 (left to right) of  Figure 4.4b  , showing video frames
from simultaneous schlieren and soot foil test (a) prior to post-processing, (b) after
post-processing using a gamma correction of 0.4, and (c) after post-processing using
a bit-shift technique. Shutter time is 0.37 µs.

hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture at p1 = 15 kPa and T1 = 293 K, VCJ = 2731 m/s and

T CJ = 3338 K. Based off this temperature a blackbody will radiate strongly over the

visible wavelengths. Having a slightly lower emissivity the soot will not radiate as

strongly but would produce a blackbody–like spectrum and certainly remain visible.

Incandescent emission is also possible from heating of dust and other solid impurities

that might exist in the combustion channel.

4.5.4 Post-processing

All schlieren images presented in this study have been post-processed to enable mean-

ingful viewing. This is particularly challenging in portions of the field-of-view where

the soot reaches high temperatures and begins to incandescence, producing very in-

tense light. The challenge is to prevent saturation of the image in the bright areas

without losing contrast in the remaining area that contains important flow structures,
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i.e., shock waves and reaction zones. Shown in  Figure 4.8 is a comparison of video

frames 6, 8, and 10 from  Figure 4.4b showing unprocessed frames, post-processed

frames with a gamma correction factor of 0.4, and post-processed frames using a bit-

shift intensity correction. Due to the camera sensor sensitivity and the presence of

a soot foil, very little light was captured rendering the frames of  Figure 4.8a largely

dark. Only bright regions, where the soot incandesces, are visible in the raw images.

These areas include the obstacle upstream surface where shock reflection leads to

detonation initiation in frame 6, and at the centerline where the shock from the ini-

tiated detonation (detonation reaches the trailing flame resulting in an inert shock)

collides with a mirror image shock from the top obstacle at the channel centreline

in frame 8. Shock structures at the leading edge are not visible in the unprocessed

images. Shown in  Figure 4.8b are images that have been processed with a gamma

correction of γ = 0.4. This factor was chosen as it was found to provided the best

level of shock structure clarity. The nonlinear power-law gamma correction is of the

form Iout = Iin
γ, where I is the pixel intensity, and had the effect of brightening

the dark regions of the images, at the expense of some loss of contrast in the bright

regions. Shocks are visible using the gamma correction, however it does not clearly

reveal details of the flame front, as exemplified in frames 6 and 8 of  Figure 4.8b .

The clarity of the shock waves and the flame front were optimized through a 4 bit

shift intensity correction, shown in  Figure 4.8c . This correction was applied to all

the example images in this study. Unlike the gamma correction, flow structures are

more clearly contrasted from the schlieren background light and noise amplification is

reduced to show well-defined flame and detonation fronts in frames 8 and 10 respec-

tively. The major side effect of using a bit shift results in the clipping (saturation) of
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Bit Plane 1Bit Plane 2

Bit Plane 3Bit Plane 4

Bit Plane 5Bit Plane 6

Bit Plane 7Bit Plane 8

Figure 4.9: Bit planes of 8 bit processed image data from 16 bit raw image data of
frame 10 of  Figures 4.4b and  4.8c , with a 4 bit lower shift showing clipped regions.

initially bright pixels causing a loss of detail in some these regions, as seen in frame

6 of  Figure 4.8  . Light generated by the soot incandescence is amplified due to the

bit shift, rendering the area of ignition completely white. The edges of the ignition

area also appear to extend past the obstacle face. This “blooming” effect can be

attributed to the clipped bits and light reflection from the front glass of the channel

optical section. However, through the examination of the frames of  Figure 4.8a there

are few details present in these bright regions that are lost.

Shown in  Figure 4.9 is a visualization of the bit planes of frame 10 in  Figures 4.4b 

and  4.8c . A bit plane refers to the position of the binary digit (1 or 0) in the represen-

tation of the pixel decimal (base-ten) grey value, making each plane a binary (black

and white) representation of the image. Each bit plane contributes half the value of
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the previous plane, where the nth plane of a m bit value contributes 2m−(m−n). The

maximum recorded grey value of frame 10 of  Figure 4.4b was 982, indicating that

the camera sensor was not initially saturated. When the bit shift occurs, the higher

(most significant) bits get clipped, resulting in a decrease in the maximum pixel in-

tensity value available. Each one bit shift cuts the maximum available pixel intensity

value in half and any pixels above the new maximum then get clipped (displayed as

white). This is shown in  Figure 4.9 where the lower 4 bit shift took the contributions

from higher bit planes (12 – 9, not shown) and clipped them, which is visible as

the constant bright region throughout all the bit planes in  Figure 4.9 . Frame 10 of

 Figure 4.8c is the resulting of stacking the bit planes of  Figure 4.9 .

The fundamental change with the use of this technique compared to conventional

schlieren is that it lowers the background illuminance. This in turn reduces the

differential illuminance of the image (shock waves, flames, etc.) with respect to

the background. This ratio of differential to background illuminance is defined as

the contrast of the schlieren system [  35 ]. The darkness of the shock waves remains

the same regardless of the source light intensity, but the background is significantly

darker, lowering the contrast and making shock structures more difficult to see. This,

coupled with the relatively low sensitivity of the camera sensor makes it very difficult

to obtain a clean image. As with all digital image brightening of under exposed

images, high frequency shadow noise is introduced that is, in this case, on the order

of the shock thickness. This makes use of a low-pass filter difficult because it will alter

the structure of thin shock waves in the image. The use of a gradient operator (edge

detection, high-pass filter) picks up on background noise and makes shock waves even

more difficult to see for the same reason. The objective of the post-processing was
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ultimately to make up for a lack of camera sensor sensitivity in this demanding low

light situation where a significant portion of the schlieren source light is blocked by the

soot on the glass foil. The selection of a constant image correction across all tests and

all video frames was important to be able to directly compare the examples, which

were shown at different initial pressures, to each other. The bit shift enhancement

yielded the best combination of clarity and low noise that was able to reveal schlieren

density gradients.

4.6 Conclusions

The simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique was successfully utilized to study

detonation phenomena. Demonstrations of the technique were presented from ex-

periments carried out in a narrow obstructed channel, highlighting the detonation

propagation mechanism. While the examples showcase an obstructed channel, the

technique can be applied to all experimental detonation studies. This technique ad-

dresses the limitation of the integrating effect of schlieren imaging across the width

of a measurement volume. Conventional schlieren alone makes it impossible to de-

termine in what plane across the channel an observed structure may exist. This also

enables the use of wide detonation channels, where suppression of transverse modes

is not an issue. An unintentional benefit of the soot presence allows for the tracking

of flame location and visualization of hot spots due to soot incandescence. However,

soot incandescence is amplified during post-processing where some image detail is lost

in bright regions. The presence of soot blocks some schlieren source light resulting

in less contrast, reducing the visibility of weak density gradients like those present in
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fast-flame propagation. While techniques such as PLIF can be used to determine var-

ious planar features, no technique other than soot foils can match the level of detail

required for studying detonation phenomenon. Direct coupling of schlieren imaging

to determine the global shock structure with soot foils to produce a detailed planar

physical record allows for the study of the three-dimensional propagation mechanisms

of detonation waves.
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Chapter 5

Advancements on the propagation

mechanism of a detonation wave in an

obstructed channel

5.1 Abstract

Utilising a recently developed technique, involving high-speed schlieren photography

shot through a soot-coated glass sheet, new details of the propagation of combustion

waves in obstructed channels have been revealed. In this study, a channel equipped

with BR = 0.5 obstacles was used to examine the repeated detonation initiation and

failure processes responsible for the large CJ detonation velocity deficits observed in

the quasi-detonation regime. Using a combination of simultaneous schlieren images,

soot foil records, and average velocity measurements, experiments were carried out in

mixtures of stoichiometric hydrogen–oxygen at initial pressures between 9 kPa – 30

kPa in a 3.66 m long, 76.2 mm by 25.4 mm rectangular cross-section channel. Results
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indicate continuous detonation propagation through the core of the channel for suffi-

ciently reactive mixtures, while fast-flame propagation occurred for weaker mixtures

which do not exhibit detonation initiation at the obstacle face. Two unique propa-

gation modes, one symmetrical and one asymmetrical about the channel centreline,

were found to occur at the DDT limit that resulted in average combustion wave ve-

locities between that of the fast-flame and product speed of sound. Local detonation

initiation at the obstacle face, following shock reflection, was found to be governed by

both the incident shock strength and the distance between the lead shock and trailing

flame. For sufficient shock strength and shock-flame spacing, the resulting detona-

tion waves produce a shock interaction at the channel centreline that results in the

formation of an axially propagating over-driven detonation that decays in strength

with distance. For these quasi-detonations, the average wave velocity over many

obstacles is governed by the frequency of these detonation initiation events. These

centreline detonation initiation events were typically symmetrical across the channel

width, producing a bell-shaped cellular region on the soot foil. However, asymmetri-

cal detonation initiation events, originating at one sidewall, were also observed that

produced a narrow vertical band of fine cells resulting from the head-on collision

of the detonation wave propagating transversely through the compressed gas region

between the lead shock and flame.

5.2 Introduction

Understanding the mechanism of flame propagation in a channel equipped with obsta-

cles is important for predicting the evolution of a gas explosion in a congested volume.

Flame acceleration in an obstacle laden channel can lead to quasi-steady propagation
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modes. Of interest is the determination of the propagation mechanism of a fast-flame

and detonation wave [ 1 ], as well as the development of a criterion that can be used

to predict the transition from one mode to the other. Many processes in the chemi-

cal industry require the use of combustible gases, making the understanding of how

they behave when ignited important in the design of facilities where they are used to

ensure property and personnel safety. Some of the earliest work on this dates back

to Mallard and Le Chatelier [ 2 ], who studied the problem of explosions in mines and

described the spontaneous transition from deflagration to detonation. Chapman and

Wheeler [  3 ] pioneered the study of flame acceleration and deflagration-to-detonation

transition (DDT) in tubes containing obstacles. Later, Shchelkin [ 4 ] noted detonation

speeds as low as 30 % [ 5 ] of the Chapman and Jouguet (CJ) detonation wave speed

in a tube equipped with a spiral-shaped obstacle [ 6 ,  7 ]. Detonations of this nature in

obstructed channels (exhibiting large CJ detonation velocity deficits) are referred to

as quasi-detonations [  8 ].

Following the Three Mile Island nuclear accident, interest in the potential of hy-

drogen explosions at nuclear facilities lead to studies investigating flame acceleration

and DDT of hydrogen mixtures in obstructed geometries. The majority of these tests

adopted a repeating orifice plate obstruction field of varying obstacle spacings and

orifice diameters. A comprehensive study undertaken by Peraldi et al. in such a

geometry proposed a basic criterion that the minimum obstacle opening diameter d

must be as large as the detonation cell size λ for a detonation wave to propagate

[ 9 ]. This criterion has been shown to be applicable for low blockage obstacles (on

the order of BR = 0.4) but is very conservative for high blockage obstacles where the

DDT limit can be as high as d/λ = 7 [ 10 ,  11 ]. Results of these studies are based
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on average velocity measurements, using time-of-arrival instrumentation, over several

obstacle spacings and thus do not give detailed information regarding the mecha-

nism responsible for the onset of detonation. Recently, Rainsford and Ciccarelli [ 12 ]

obtained self-luminous high-speed video of quasi-detonation propagation in a clear

acrylic tube equipped with repeating orifice plates and identified several different

detonation propagation mechanisms. Unfortunately, the use of a round tube does not

allow for schlieren visualization of shock waves.

A rectangular channel geometry (with flat windows) allows for an optically ac-

cessible channel for high-speed schlieren video, providing unprecedented access to

the combustion phenomena (including shock waves and reaction zones) involved in

the fast-flame and quasi-detonation regimes. Rectangular channels employ the use

of fence-type, two-dimensional obstacles. Urtiew and Oppenheim [ 13 ] first used a

stroboscopic laser schlieren system to visualize the DDT process in an unobstructed

rectangular channel. The earliest study using high-speed schlieren, recorded with

a film-based drum camera, in a channel equipped with obstacles was performed by

Teodorcyk et al. [ 14 ,  15 ]. They showed that propagation in the quasi-detonation

mode is characterized by repeated detonation initiation (following shock reflection

off the obstacle upstream surface and channel walls) and detonation failure cycles,

leading to a sub–CJ average velocity. Kellenberger and Ciccarelli [ 16 ] revealed that

quasi-detonation propagation is governed by the shock-obstacle interaction. In these

experiments, high-speed schlieren was used to measure the explosion front velocity

in a 76 mm tall by 25 mm wide channel equipped with equally spaced fence-type

obstacles mounted on the top and bottom channel walls. The average steady-state

centerline velocity for stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen at an initial pressure in the
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range of 8 kPa – 30 kPa was obtained. Based on the average centerline shock veloc-

ity, and the details of the shock/flame (and detonation) interaction with the obstacles,

five propagation modes were identified. The main differentiators between modes was

whether ignition occurred at the obstacle face following shock reflection, and whether

a detonation was initiated at the centerline of the channel following collision of the

transverse shock waves produced by the local explosions at the top and bottom obsta-

cles. The resolution of the schlieren images were not sufficient to identify the nature

of the “local explosion” initiated at the obstacle face and at the channel centerline.

Recently, high-speed schlieren systems have been used in combination with soot

foils to investigate DDT in obstructed channels [ 17 – 19 ]. The soot foil technique is

typically used to record the detonation wave cellular structure, that consists of a

“fish-scale” pattern of lines corresponding to the trajectories of the detonation front

triple-points. This provides information that cannot be obtained from schlieren video

alone, however until recently direct coupling of shock structures captured on video

and triple-point tracks recorded on soot foils during detonation initiation was not

possible. A simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique [ 20 ] has recently been

demonstrated by the authors that enables schlieren imaging through a sooted glass

sheet. This technique directly couples shock waves captured on video to soot foil

tracks, overcomes line-of-site integration limitations of conventional schlieren, and

enables incandescing of soot lofted from the foil to act as a tracking medium for

flames and hot spots.

The objective of this study is to obtain new details on the propagation mechanisms

of a quasi-detonation wave by extending the knowledge gained in previous studies

through the use of a simultaneous soot foil and schlieren photography technique.
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5.3 Experimental

To determine the behaviour of the supersonic combustion waves in the present study,

experiments were conducted in a 76.2 mm tall, 3.66 m long channel consisting of six

equal length sections. The width of the channel was 25.4 mm, giving the cross-section

a narrow rectangular shape. The entire length of the channel was equipped with 0.5

blockage ratio (BR) fence-type obstacles along the top and bottom channel walls,

spaced one channel height apart and extending across the entire channel width. The

channel was equipped with an optical section, beginning 2.46 m from the point of

ignition, to allow access for schlieren photography at up to 175,000 frames per second

(fps) with a Photron SA5 high-speed camera through 31.8 mm thick, 444 mm by

76.2 mm acrylic windows. The single-pass schlieren setup consisted of a 35 W xenon

arc lamp light source and two 254 mm diameter f/12 parabolic mirrors. The unique

design of the combustion channel permitted a top-down view, as well as a conventional

side-view, enabling complex three-dimensional wave behaviours to be deciphered. The

camera views used in this study are shown schematically in  Figure 5.1 . In addition

to the schlieren visualization, a simultaneous soot foil technique was employed to

obtain a physical record of combustion wave propagation on the channel wall. This

was accomplished by lightly sooting a 2.2 mm thick sheet of glass above a kerosene

lamp and placing it on the inside of the acrylic window. Details of the simultaneous

schlieren and the glass soot foil technique can be found in Kellenberger and Ciccarelli

[ 20 ]. Some tests included soot-foils (including using aluminum substrate) on multi-

ple channel walls to help determine the three-dimensional behaviour of combustion

wave propagation. High-speed piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCB 113A24) were

flush-mounted along the top wall 304.8 mm apart, capturing pressure-time histories
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Side-view

(a)

Top-view

(b)

Figure 5.1: Schematic showing the (a) side-view and (b) top-view simultaneous high-
speed schlieren video and soot foil orientations for the combustion channel setup used
in this study.

at 3 MHz in the channel optical section. Stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures

were used in all tests at an initial temperature of 293 K and an initial pressure of

9 kPa – 30 kPa. The gaseous mixture was mixed in a separate mixing chamber and

ignited from one end of the channel using an automotive capacitive discharge system

with a 500 mJ discharge. The mixture is initially produced at a pressure of 300 kPa,

from which multiple test are performed. Once the mixing chamber pressure drops

below 100 kPa, a new mixture is prepared in order to eliminate the possibility of air

intruding into the mixing chamber over a long period of time. Additional details of

the experimental setup can be found in [ 20 ].
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Figure 5.2: Average combustion wave velocity based on pressure time-of-arrival mea-
surements over 4 obstacle spacings in a 76.2 mm by 25.4 mm rectangular cross-section
channel with equally spaced BR = 0.5 obstacles.

5.4 Results

Following ignition, the flame accelerates and achieves a quasi-steady velocity by the

optical section. The measured average velocity of the supersonic combustion wave

propagation over 304.8 mm in the optically accessible section is plotted in  Figure 5.2 .

The velocity is obtained by pressure time-of-arrival taken over 4 obstacle spacings. For

each initial pressure, a minimum of 10 tests were run. Also shown are the calculated

Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity and the speed of sound of the combustion

products (calculated based on a constant pressure heat addition process) obtained

using the chemical equilibrium solver function in Cantera [ 21 ].

Several different propagation modes were observed over the range of initial pres-

sures tested. These modes will be discussed in detail with the aid of high-speed
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Figure 5.3: Narrow channel detailed centreline combustion wave velocity obtained
from high-speed schlieren videos with simultaneous soot foils for tests shown through-
out this paper, indicating obstacle location. Also shown are the average isobaric speed
of sound of the combustion products and average Chapman–Jouguet detonation ve-
locity over the pressure range tested.

schlieren images and soot foil records. Of interest is the wide scatter in average ve-

locity for tests at the same initial pressures, with the exception of 15 kPa and 30 kPa.

Of note is the scatter around the traditional DDT limit, at around 10 kPa. This ev-

idence suggests that there is not a smooth transition from the turbulence controlled

fast-flame and the shock-ignition detonation propagation regimes.

5.4.1 Fast-flame

High-resolution glass soot foils obtained at different initial pressures are shown through-

out this paper, and the corresponding measured centreline wave velocities obtained
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure
showing fast-flame propagation using simultaneous soot foil and schlieren photogra-
phy. (a) Glass soot foil (test 1183) and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence (test
1187). Field-of-view is full channel height and propagation is from right to left with
an inter-frame time of 25 µs.

from simultaneous high-speed schlieren video is shown in  Figure 5.3 . The foil obtained

at 10 kPa shown in  Figure 5.4a shows no evidence of a cellular detonation structure,

with the wave velocity consistently below the calculated products sound speed (or-

ange symbols in  Figure 5.3 ), making the mode of a propagation as a fast-flame [ 16 ,

 22 ]. Each obstacle pair has a characteristic chevron marking (“<”) at the centre of

the channel, formed by a pair of triple-points propagating towards each other along

the shock front. Shown in  Figure 5.4b are schlieren images from a test which gener-

ated a fast-flame propagation, similar to the test that produced the soot foil shown
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in  Figure 5.4a . In frame 1, a curved lead shock can be seen entering the field-of-view,

followed by a trailing reaction zone (flame) in frame 2, with a large separation dis-

tance between the two. As the flame approaches obstacle 5, it elongates as the flow

passes through the obstacle pair. The piston effect produced by the accelerating flame

causes a weak secondary shock to form that eventually catches up to and reinforces

the lead shock, causing it to accelerate just beyond obstacle 5. This acceleration is

observed in the corresponding velocity plot (orange symbols) in  Figure 5.3 . The flame

is clearly defined by the leading edge of the bright light produced as the soot is lofted

off the glass plate and heated, initially by the lead shock and then by the reacting

gas, to cause the soot to incandesce beginning in frame 3. Of interest are the fine

horizontal streaks formed at the channel centreline between each obstacle pair, visible

in  Figure 5.4a . The streaks appear to follow the flow expansion downstream of the

obstacle pairs and are present in all soot foils where no detonation cells are present.

As the combustion wave continues downstream, the large separation distance between

the lead shock wave the flame persists and the flame is entrained into the vortex that

exists downstream of obstacle 5 [ 22 ]. At obstacle 6, the lead shock wave can be seen

reflecting off the upstream obstacle faces at the top and bottom of the channel in

frame 5. The resulting reflected wave interacts with the flame in the area prior to

obstacle 6 in frame 6, where the flame is driven back upstream by the reflected wave.

The pocket of unburned gas in this area is not consumed until much later in time.

This delayed reaction does not allow these pockets of gas to contribute to the veloc-

ity (strength) of the lead shock wave which is essential to the initiation of reflected

shock ignition processes that have been identified in quasi-detonation propagation

mechanisms [ 16 ].
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Figure 5.5: Narrow channel side-view schlieren image sequence from simultaneous
soot foil test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure (test 1182) showing
fast-flame propagation. Soot foil is heavily sooted to act as tracer to show late
burning gas pockets on upstream obstacle faces. Field-of-view is full channel height
and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 27 µs.

The test shown in  Figure 5.5 utilized a heavily sooted glass sheet to exploit the

propensity of soot to incandesce within the flame to act as a tracer showing the

presence of burned gas. The lead shock wave is not clearly visible in  Figure 5.5 due

to blocking of schlieren source light by the heavily sooted glass (resulting in a loss of

contrast) and post-processing image enhancement techniques [ 20 ], however the flame

front is clearly visible compared to what is seen in schlieren images. Variations in

the temperature within the combustion products is also apparent. For example, the

reflected shock originating from the obstacle face interacts with the flame (see arrow

in frame 5) and then heats up the products causing additional light to be emitted

behind the flame (see frame 6).

To determine the three-dimensional behaviour of the fast-flame, top-view tests

were conducted with the channel optical section rotated to yield the camera view

depicted in  Figure 5.1b . A top-view test performed at an initial pressure of 10 kPa
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Narrow channel top-view schlieren image sequence with stoichiometric
H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure showing fast-flame propagation. (a) Simultaneous
soot foil test (test 1101) with metal soot foil placed on channel side-wall (bottom edge
of field-of-view). Inter-frame time is 8.602 µs. (b) No soot foil present (test 1088).
Inter-frame time is 12.903 µs. Field-of-view is full channel width and propagation is
from right to left for both images.

is shown in  Figure 5.6a . In frame 1, a double shock front is seen entering the filed-

of-view. As discussed above, the furthest downstream wave in the direction of flame

propagation is the lead shock wave, while the secondary shock wave is formed by the

accelerating flame tip that propagates through the preceding obstacle pair. By the

time the lead shock has reached obstacle 3, the secondary shock has caught up and

merged with it. A wide separation is seen between the planar lead shock wave and
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the trailing wrinkled flame in frame 4, just prior to shock reflection off obstacle 3.

The reflected shock wave interacts with the trailing flame in frames 7 – 9 where the

passage of the reflected shock makes the flame retreat upstream and the resulting

Richtmyer–Meshkov (RM) instability introduces small-scale wrinkles [ 23 ]. In addi-

tion, the obstacle-generated shear layer results in a highly distorted flame emerging

beyond obstacle 3, in frame 12. The bright light seen along the sidewall of the chan-

nel, starting in frame 6, is due to the heating of lofted micrometre sized particles to

the point of incandescence long after the flame has passed. The average lead shock

velocity obtained from video frame analysis was 864 m/s, below the speed of sound

of the combustion products, typical of a fast-flame. It is important to note that the

curvature of the flame front along the bottom of the field-of-view in  Figure 5.6a  is not

due to the presence of soot. Tests performed under the same initial conditions without

soot were also observed to generate large-scale flame instabilities due to turbulence

generation from obstacle shear layers as well as shock-flame interactions, shown in

 Figure 5.6b .

5.4.2 Continuous detonation

At an initial pressure of 30 kPa the detonation wave propagating in the core of the

channel (i.e., the volume along the channel centreline within the obstacle opening)

does not decouple as it propagates axially. We will refer to this mode as the con-

tinuous detonation mode. Tests at this pressure showed a very repeatable average

velocity of approximately 2560 m/s, as shown by the tightly grouped data points in

 Figure 5.2 . This represents a 7.9 % velocity deficit from the calculated CJ value.

A representative soot foil provided in  Figure 5.7a shows a cellular pattern down the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 30 kPa initial pressure
showing continuous detonation propagation using simultaneous soot foil and schlieren
photography. (a) Glass soot foil (test 1184) and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence
(test 1184). Field-of-view is full channel height and propagation is from right to left
with an inter-frame time of 27 µs.

core of the channel. Only single-family triple-point tracks (tracks produced by triple-

points with no collision partner) radiate outwards towards the top and bottom walls,

indicative of a decoupled detonation wave outside of the core between consecutive

obstacles. An examination of the velocity plot (red symbols) in  Figure 5.3 shows a

consistent velocity with oscillations on the order of 300 m/s, similar to that observed

for fast-flame propagation.

Shown in  Figure 5.7b is the simultaneous schlieren video taken from the test

that produced the soot foil in  Figure 5.7a . In frame 1, a detonation wave enters

the field-of-view with the high temperature of the combustion products causing soot
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incandescence. The irregular distribution of brightness on the curved front is associ-

ated with spots of higher temperature corresponding to the positions of triple-points

on the front. The decoupled part of the detonation wave (outside the core) reflects

off the top and bottom channel walls, upstream of obstacle 5, where the reflected

shock further heats the lofted soot making the position of the reflected shock visible.

The detonation reaches obstacle 5 in frame 2 where the reflection of the decoupled

shock, indicated by the arrows in frame 2, produced bright light halfway across the

obstacle upstream face. After the detonation wave passes through obstacle pair 5,

the severe diffraction causes a decoupling of the shock wave and reaction zone, as

indicated by the arrow. The local failure of the detonation wave is responsible for the

lack of cells outside the core immediately downstream from the obstacles on the foil

in  Figure 5.7a . During the diffraction, the detonation wave remains largely coupled

in the centre of the channel, with a small increase in cell size as it approaches the

next obstacle. In frame 4, the shock wave and reaction zone appear to be recoupled

at the edges of the detonation wave, likely reinforced by reflection off the top and

bottom channel walls between frames 3 and 4. The large detonation velocity deficit

is the result of the curvature of the detonation wave, as observed in frame 4, which

is caused by lateral (up and down) expansion of the products. This is similar to the

effect of the boundary layer displacement thickness behind a detonation propagating

in a smooth tube analysed by Fay [  24 ]. In the frames of  Figure 5.7b , the intensity of

light generated by soot heating at the leading edge of the detonation is strongest at

the channel centre where the detonation is coupled, resulting in the highest pressure

and temperature, and the weakest where it has been decoupled due to diffraction.

An example of a continuous detonation wave captured using a partially-sooted
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Narrow channel test of stoichiometric H2–O2 at 30 kPa initial pressure
(test 1131) showing continuous detonation propagation exhibiting (a) Glass soot foil
record with video field-of-view shown by dashed lines, and (b) corresponding side-view
schlieren image sequence showing detonation decoupling due to diffraction around
obstacles. Field-of-view is half channel height and propagation is from right to left
with an inter-frame time of 5.714 µs.

foil and with a higher camera frame rate is presented in  Figure 5.8 . The soot foil in

 Figure 5.8a exhibits the similar cellular pattern observed in the foil of  Figure 5.7a .

Half of the video field-of-view (indicated by a dotted rectangle) is clear of soot to

produce high contrast schlieren images. Note that the foil prior to the beginning

of the field-of-view was sooted. As the detonation wave enters the field-of-view in

frame 1 of  Figure 5.8b , the light observed is associated with the heated soot which

is transported into the unsooted region. By frame 2, the light radiated by the soot

disappears after crossing the sooted/unsooted boundary on the foil. The soot free area
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provides a view clear of soot incandescence to show the progression of the decoupled

shock and reaction zone that is not clearly viewed in the images of  Figure 5.7b . In

frame 3, a single surviving triple-point is observed on the shock front outside the core

(see arrow) that would have produced a track radiating downwards if that portion of

the glass was sooted. Shock reflection off obstacle 3 produces an inert cylindrical wave

that travels both upstream into the combustion products and towards the channel

centreline. The transverse portion of the shock wave collides with a mirror image

wave, reinforcing the detonation at the channel centreline. This is evident by the

smaller detonation cells at the channel centreline, halfway between adjacent obstacle

pairs in  Figure 5.8a . The collision also produces a bright spot associated with soot

incandescence at the top of the image (corresponding to the channel centreline and

the sooted/unsooted boundary) in frame 6. As shown by the arrow in frame 4, behind

the reflected shock produced at the bottom wall, incandescing soot is present even

though there was none initially on the foil in that location. This is additional evidence

that soot is lofted and transported by the decoupled shock. The light intensity is

further increased as the obstacle-reflected shock wave overtakes this wall-reflected

shock wave, further increasing the temperature directly upstream of obstacle 3 in

frame 5. As the detonation wave passes over obstacle 3, a clear decoupling of the

detonation wave is observed along the bottom edge (see arrow in frame 6). At this

location, the separation distance is 3 mm and the shock wave is parallel with the wall.

The reflected shock, highlighted in blue in frame 7, is responsible for the creation of

line A (shown in  Figure 5.8a ) where the reflected shock meets the trailing flame

between frames 7 and 8 in  Figure 5.8b . The region bounded by line A has been

mirrored from the top obstacle of pair 3 and this reflected feature is present on the
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Figure 5.9: Narrow channel top-view schlieren image sequence from simultaneous
soot foil test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 30 kPa initial pressure (test 1104) showing
continuous detonation propagation. Metal soot foil is placed on channel side-wall
(bottom edge of field-of-view). Field-of-view is full channel width and propagation is
from right to left with an inter-frame time of 4.301 µs.

downstream side of all obstacles in  Figures 5.7a and  5.8a . There are no cells in the

area bounded by line A and the bottom channel wall, with the area substantially

lighter (very little soot present) than other regions of the foil. The boundary of this

region is marked by an accumulation of soot which is seen on the foil as a dark line,

highlighted by the arrow in  Figure 5.8a  . The nonuniform temperature distribution

along the detonation front as it propagates into the sooted region of the foil in frames

7 and 8 is highlighted by the spotty soot incandescence.

Top-view video frames of a continuous detonation wave obtained at 30 kPa are

shown in  Figure 5.9 . While it is difficult to see the shock wave structures due to

the integrating effect of the schlieren image in this view, the main takeaway is that a

continuous detonation front extends the width of the channel. In contrast to what was

observed with the fast-flame in  Figure 5.6a , soot incandescence occurs immediately

at the detonation wave where the reaction zone is located, as indicated by the arrow

in frame 5. The soot foil from the test shown in  Figure 5.9 (not shown) exhibited the

same structure as the foils shown in  Figures 5.7a and  5.8a .

In the narrow channel the onset of continuous detonation propagation, where soot
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foils indicated a continuous cellular pattern in the core of the channel, occurred at

an initial pressure of 30 kPa. Based on cell size measurements, this corresponds to

h/λ = 7.8, where d is the unobstructed channel opening at an obstacle pair (half

channel height for BR = 0.5). This is very close to the critical criterion of h/λ = 10,

measured by Edwards et al. [ 25 ] in a narrow channel.

5.4.3 Discontinuous detonation

Tests conducted at an initial pressure of 12 kPa were found to produce a significant

spread in the measured average velocity, as seen in  Figure 5.2 . The tests with a

measured velocity of below 1000 m/s were found to be fast-flames, with a structure

as described in  Section 5.4.1 based on video and soot foil evidence. However, some

tests also resulted in much higher average velocities of 1300 m/s for the same initial

conditions, which is just below the product speed of sound. Limit condition tests of

this nature are discussed below in  Section 5.4.4 . Finally, a group of tests at 12 kPa

also displayed average velocities greater than the isobaric sound speed, averaging

approximately 1500 m/s exhibiting discontinuous detonation propagation, that is,

intermittent detonation propagation consisting of repeated detonation failure and

reinitiation. While this wide spread in wave velocity was found to exist at 12 kPa,

all results from 15 kPa experiments indicate discontinuous detonation propagation,

with velocities at close to 1500 m/s, as shown in  Figure 5.2 .

The soot foil shown in  Figure 5.10a is taken from a test performed at an initial

pressure of 12 kPa and shows the formation of a detonation beginning at the channel

centreline just past obstacle 2. The bell-shaped region containing cellular structure

indicates detonation formation that fails as indicated by the increase in cell size
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 12 kPa initial pres-
sure showing discontinuous detonation propagation with symmetric line detonation
initiation using simultaneous soot foil and schlieren photography. (a) Glass soot foil
(test 1180) and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence (test 1180). Field-of-view is
full channel height and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of
13 µs.

and eventual disappearance of any cellular structure after obstacle 4. Following the

disappearance of the cellular pattern, fine streaks are visible on the soot foil that

seem to follow the flow direction, as well as light white lines corresponding to triple-

point trajectories. A small region of fine cellular structure is present on the face of

obstacle pair 5 (like that of the symmetrical limit condition described below). This

physical evidence of a local explosion having occurred is corroborated by an increase

in the velocity (green closed symbols) on the velocity plot in  Figure 5.3 following

obstacle 5. This significant velocity excursion of 580 m/s surpasses the isobaric speed
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of sound. A larger area of cellular structure at the face of obstacle 6 is produced with

the initiation of an overdriven detonation upon reflection of the lead shock wave. The

bell-shaped detonation cell-containing region is again present following obstacle 6,

where it rapidly decays prior to reaching obstacle 7. The formation of this structure

is associated with an extreme velocity jump of 1440 m/s up to near the CJ detonation

velocity shown prior to obstacle 7 in the green closed line of  Figure 5.3 .

The simultaneous side-view schlieren video, obtained from the test producing the

foil of  Figure 5.10a , is shown in  Figure 5.10b . Note, the video field-of-view between

obstacles 4 and 7 is smaller than the length of the foil. A fast-flame, characterized

by a decoupled shock-flame structure, enters the field-of-view in frame 1 just prior to

obstacle 5. Shock reflection in frame 2 initiates a detonation on the faces of obstacle

pair 5. The bright light seen at detonation initiation sites, as well as at the centreline

where two transverse waves collide, is produced by the incandescence of the lofted

soot. Shock reflection leading to local ignition at the obstacle face was identified as a

requirement in the generation of a centreline detonation wave, through the reflection of

transverse waves at the channel centreline [ 16 ]. The relatively small distance between

the shock wave and the flame at the time of shock reflection leaves only a small pocket

of shocked, unburned gas to ignite by the reflected shock before it propagates into the

combustion products. This is the reason for the small region of fine cells upstream of

obstacle 5 on the soot foil in  Figure 5.10a . In frames 3 and 4 the shock waves produced

from the detonation sites at the obstacle faces collide at the channel centreline, too

weak to initiate a centreline detonation wave (no bright light produced in the video

and no cells present on the foil). The combustion front approaches obstacle 6 in frame

5, where it is important to note that there is a greater separation distance between
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the shock wave and the flame, compared to the previous shock-obstacle collision at

obstacle 5. Detonation initiation occurs at the obstacle face and channel wall corners

following shock reflection (see arrows in frame 6) and the transverse part of the flame

front (see dotted line) is driven back towards the centreline as it encounters the

reflected shock coming off the channel walls. This leaves a large pocket of unburned

gas for the detonation wave to propagate through. The detonation wave propagates

at a velocity of roughly 2400 m/s (based on the detonation position in frames 6 and

7, and the video frame rate). The detonation first propagates through the shocked

region, producing an envelope of very fine cells seen on the soot foil just upstream

of obstacle 6, and then propagates into the uncompressed gas ahead of the flame,

producing slightly larger cells. The detonation waves fail as they diffract around the

obstacle, evidenced by the lack of cellular structure in the gap between obstacle pair

6 in  Figure 5.10a . However, the shock waves produced are of sufficient strength that

when they collide, a detonation wave is initiated at the channel centreline that can

be seen in frame 8 of  Figure 5.10b  . Although not observed in the video, due to an

insufficient framing rate, the detonation sweeps through the compressed gas region

behind the leading shock towards the top and bottom channel walls, as evidenced by

the bell-shaped cell region on the foil in  Figure 5.10a . Based on the rapidly increasing

detonation cell size beyond obstacle 6 in  Figure 5.10a , it is clear that the detonation

is initially overdriven and begins to weaken shortly after initiation.

A more detailed examination of the interaction between shock wave and obstacle

is shown in  Figure 5.11 using a partially sooted glass sheet and higher camera framing

rate. The field-of-view for the video is shown as a dotted box overlaid on the soot foil,

see  Figure 5.11a . The right half of the field-of-view is not coated with soot. Shown
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: Narrow channel test of stoichiometric H2–O2 at 15 kPa initial pressure
(test 1122) showing discontinuous detonation propagation with symmetrical line det-
onation initiation exhibiting (a) glass soot foil record with video field-of-view shown
by dashed lines, (b) close-up of glass soot foil around obstacle 3, and (c) corresponding
side-view schlieren image sequence showing obstacle face detonation with centreline
detonation. Field-of-view is half channel height and propagation is from right to left
with an inter-frame time of 5.714 µs.
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in the field-of-view box are the three lines (denoted A, B and C) that are mirror

images of prominent lines on the soot foil recorded above the centerline. The soot

foil lines A, B and C are overlaid on select video frames in  Figure 5.11c  , and their

significance will be discussed below. In frame 2 of  Figure 5.11c , an incident shock

wave (S) is located just before obstacle 3, immediately followed by the flame (F). The

incident shock reflects off the bottom channel wall producing a small Mach stem and

reflected wave (R in frame 3). Also in frame 3, the incident shock S reflects off the

top-corner of obstacle 3 producing a reflected shock wave (R2). In frame 4 the Mach

stem reaches the obstacle and R2 has propagated across the obstacle face reaching

the corner. The convergence of R2 and the Mach stem produces a hot spot at the

obstacle bottom-corner between frames 4 and 5 and a detonation wave (D) is initiated

that travels radially out of the corner and a retonation wave (RW) travels upstream

into the products in frame 6. The detonation wave fails as it diffracts around the

top-corner of the obstacle resulting in an uncoupled shock- flame complex in frame

7. The shock wave travels to the channel centerline (a line of symmetry in the video

frame) where it interacts with the matching shock approaching from above (not in

the field-of-view). This reflection produces a hot spot (frame 7) that transitions

into a detonation wave (D2) in frame 8. The detonation wave sweeps across the

front, propagating in the pre-compressed gas between the decoupled shock wave and

trailing flame. Once the detonation reaches the sooted part of the field-of-view in

frame 9 the lofted soot incandesces, where the spotty light emission corresponds to

the triple-point locations. In frame 12, the section of the detonation wave near the

centerline (see arrow) has decoupled (induction length is very large) and thus the

detonation wave is in the process of failing. In this same frame, the decoupled shock
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wave interacts with obstacle 4. The resulting reflected shockwave interacts with the

matching shock approaching from above the centerline, momentarily re-energizing the

detonation wave in frame 13 but the decoupling is seen to continue in frames 14 and

15.

As discussed above, following shock reflection a detonation wave is initiated at

the bottom-corner of obstacle 3 in frame 5. Very fine cells, associated with the

overdriven detonation wave, originating at the hot spot location in the corner can be

seen in  Figures 5.11a and  5.11b . The size of the cells increases with distance from the

corner and is bounded on the right-hand-side by line A, (shown in  Figure 5.11a ) that

corresponds to the flame location when it is traversed by the detonation wave in frame

5 of  Figure 5.11c . Extra-fine cells are found inside the semi-circular region next to the

obstacle, bounded by the position of the reflected shock R2, when it is traversed by

the detonation wave (see frame 5 in  Figure 5.11c ). The divergence of the triple-point

trajectories observed in  Figure 5.11b  indicates that the detonation wave fails as it

diffracts around the upstream corner of obstacle 3. A detonation wave is initiated at

the centerline (corresponding to the appearance of cells in  Figures 5.11a and  5.11b ).

The fine cells associated with this detonation wave are bounded by the flame position

(line C in frame 8 of  Figure 5.11a ). The overdriven detonation wave then decays

in strength, with a corresponding increase in cell size approaching obstacle 4. The

detonation eventually fails completely at obstacle 5 with the disappearance of the

triple-point tracks. White streaks are observed on the soot foil leading up to the

flame before obstacle 3 (ST on  Figure 5.11b ), as well as immediately downstream of

obstacle 3. Some streaks appear to originate at large carbon particles deposited on the

glass during the sooting process and are oriented in the flow direction. Interestingly,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: Narrow channel test of stoichiometric H2–O2 at 15 kPa initial pressure
(test 1095) showing discontinuous detonation propagation with symmetrical line det-
onation initiation exhibiting (a) aluminium soot foil record and (b) corresponding
top-view schlieren image sequence showing planar initiated detonation. Metal soot
foil is placed on channel side-wall (bottom edge of field-of-view). Field-of-view is
full channel width and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of
4.301 µs.

the streaks do not appear in the path of a detonation wave, around obstacle 3. Similar

to that seen in  Figure 5.8a , a thin accumulation of soot particles is present at the

position of line A. In both cases, a reflected shock propagating into a flame resulted

in this build-up of soot.

Tests were performed with the channel geometry rotated 90° to get a top view of

the channel (see green in  Figure 5.1b ) to determine the three-dimensionality of the

detonation initiation and propagation.  Figure 5.12  shows video frames and a soot foil

from a top-view test done at 15 kPa. Prior to obstacle 3, the shock (S) and flame (F)
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are separated and relatively planar across the channel width. Upon collision with ob-

stacle 3, a detonation is initiated at the top and bottom corners, indicated by the fine

cellular structure visible on the upstream face on obstacle 3 in  Figure 5.12a  . From the

side-view tests shown in  Figures 5.11 and  5.12 , this produces a transverse shock wave

pair that collides at the channel centreline between obstacle pair 3. At this location,

a local explosion is initiated that transitions into a detonation wave characterized by

the cellular structure seen starting at the centerline just downstream of obstacle 3

in  Figure 5.12a  . The video frames in  Figure 5.12b  indicate that this detonation is

formed along a line (across the entire channel width simultaneously), rather than at a

discrete point that spreads outward due to the uniformity of the resulting detonation

in frame 11, but this is not universal. The detonation (D) propagates downstream and

begins to fail after passing obstacle 4, characterized by the enlarged cellular structure

on the left side of  Figure 5.12a . Initially the detonation wave is overdriven and the

cells cannot be seen in  Figure 5.12b frame 11, but several triple-points can be seen

across the channel in frame 15 after front weakening.

As the initial pressure was increased, detonation initiation was observed to ex-

clusively occur through the centreline initiation mechanism described above. The

mechanism for the observed higher average velocities shown in  Figure 5.2 was the

frequency of initiation and duration of self-sustained detonation propagation. At

20 kPa, two tightly grouped sets of tests with average velocities at 1750 m/s and

2130 m/s are apparent in  Figure 5.2 . These were not found to be distinct propa-

gation mechanisms as was the case at the detonation limit (see  Section 5.4.4 ), but

rather a variation in the number of obstacle spacings between detonation failure and

reinitiation. This means that detonation initiation occurring multiple times within
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
showing discontinuous detonation propagation with asymmetrical point detonation
initiation using simultaneous soot foil and schlieren photography. (a) Glass soot foil
(test 1179) and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence (test 1179). Field-of-view is
full channel height and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of
13 µs.

the pressure transducer spacing will result in a higher average velocity. The true

average velocity for an initial pressure of 20 kPa, lies between the two data point

groupings, about 1920 m/s. This is corroborated by the similar velocities obtained

from video data, where the length of the field-of-view (3 obstacle spacings) allows for

only one detonation initiation to be captured in all cases.

Inspection of the soot foil in  Figure 5.13a , obtained for a test at 20 kPa, reveals

and interesting cellular pattern after obstacle 4. Detonation cells appear on the

upstream face of obstacle 4, which is an indication of an overdriven detonation wave
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forming upon shock reflection, as seen in the lower initial pressure tests. In this case,

the area of cells is constrained to a very small region, extending approximately 4 mm

upstream from the obstacle. In the gap between obstacle pair 4, no detonation cells are

present with the region being dominated by the same streaks present in  Figure 5.11b .

Immediately following obstacle 4, a vertical band of fine cells is present which extends

the entire height of the channel. The appearance of detonation cells downstream from

the band is indicative of detonation initiation. The cells slowly grow in size with

distance travelled until the next obstacle pair, after which the triple-points rapidly

diverge, indicating detonation failure. Examination of the velocity profile (green open

symbols) in  Figure 5.3 indicates a velocity of approximately 2900 m/s prior to obstacle

5, where the detonation was initiated. This is greater than the calculated CJ velocity

of the mixture, indicating the detonation is overdriven. The combustion wave velocity

decreases to approximately 2500 m/s prior to obstacle 6 where the detonation cells

have disappeared (see  Figure 5.13a ) and drops to the product speed of sound by

obstacle 7.  Figure 5.13b  shows the simultaneous schlieren images recorded from the

test that produced the foil of  Figure 5.13a . Frame 1 shows a large, bright spot at the

channel centreline caused by a detonation at the same location as the vertical band

of cells present in  Figure 5.13a . Based on evidence from the soot foil of  Figure 5.13a 

and the video in  Figure 5.13b , the detonation initiation mechanism is not clear.

To gain more insight into the source of the vertical band of cells, results of a test

performed with a half-smoked foil are shown in  Figure 5.14 . The vertical band of cells

(indicated by the arrow) in  Figure 5.14a is located on the channel sidewall between

obstacle pairs, similar to that of the soot foil of  Figure 5.13a  , though the shape slightly

differs. The structure in  Figure 5.13a is wider and has more of a bell shape, while
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pres-
sure (test 1125) showing discontinuous detonation propagation with asymmetrical
point detonation initiation exhibiting (a) glass soot foil record with video field-of-
view shown by dashed lines, and (b) corresponding side-view schlieren image sequence
showing side-wall initiated detonation. Field-of-view is half channel height and prop-
agation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 5.714 µs.

that in  Figure 5.14a is narrow and begins abruptly. Very fine cells are present within

the thin band and detonation cells with diverging triple-point trajectories are present

following the structure. The simultaneous video taken from this test is presented in

 Figure 5.14b and shows a decoupled shock and flame which initiates a detonation at

the corner of obstacle 3 and the channel wall, as seen in frame 4. The small separation

distance between the lead shock wave and the flame results in a short-lived detonation

wave. The collision of the resulting transverse shock waves at the channel centreline
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does not immediately initiate a detonation, as was the case with of intermittent

detonation at lower pressure (see  Figure 5.11 ). The location of the vertical cellular

structure in  Figure 5.14a  corresponds to the position of the shock/flame complex

between frames 7 and 8 of  Figure 5.14b , just at the sooted/unsooted interface. In

frame 7, a detonation wave D has formed and can be seen overtaking the lead shock

wave. The uniform and bright incandescence from the soot in frame 8 is different

from that observed in the other videos, where the light is spotty at the front (see

 Figure 5.11c  ). Also, there appears to be a shock wave ahead of the detonation wave

(see arrow) in frame 8. Since the cells begin abruptly on the foil (not a bell shape

like in  Figure 5.11a ) and the detonation is seen emerging from the channel centreline,

the narrow band could only have been produced by a detonation wave moving across

the channel width and colliding with the foil head-on.

In order to confirm that the vertical band of cells is produced by a detonation

head-on collision, evidence from a top-view experiments is provided in  Figure 5.15 for

a test done at an initial pressure of 20 kPa. The soot foil shows two vertical bands of

cells, between obstacles 3 and 4, and obstacle 6 and 7. The band between obstacles

3 and 4 begins very abruptly, similar to the one in  Figure 5.14a , while the band

between obstacles 6 and 7 is wider and has a slight bell shape, similar to the one in

 Figure 5.13a , but different from the one discussed in  Figure 5.12a . The cause of these

different shape bands will be explained with the aid of  Figure 5.15b . Frame 1 shows

a decoupled shock and flame enter the field-of-view. The turbulent appearance of the

flame surface is due to the curvature of the flame and the schlieren integration effect

across the channel height. Shock reflection off obstacle 3 in frame 5 results in the

formation of a detonation wave that quickly runs out of fuel, based on the very small
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 1097) showing discontinuous detonation propagation with asymmetrical point
detonation initiation exhibiting (a) aluminium soot foil record and (b) corresponding
top-view schlieren image sequence showing side-wall initiated detonation. Metal soot
foil is placed on channel side-wall (bottom edge of field-of-view). Field-of-view is
full channel width and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of
4.301 µs.

cellular region on the face of obstacle pair 3 in  Figure 5.15a . In frame 8, a decoupled

shock and flame emerge from the obstacle pair, and in frame 10, a detonation wave

(see arrow) is observed propagating across the compressed gas region between the

shock and flame. This detonation wave propagates across the channel width and hits

the opposing sidewall, where the soot foil is located (see arrow in frame 12). The

arrival of the detonation on the foil-lined wall is accompanied by a large upstream

change in the location of the leading edge of the light produced by the incandescing

soot between frames 11 and 12. The resulting pattern on the foil is the vertical band
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 1113) showing discontinuous detonation propagation with asymmetrical point
detonation initiation exhibiting (a) aluminium soot foil record and (b) corresponding
top-view schlieren image sequence showing mid-channel width initiated detonation.
Metal soot foil is placed on channel side-wall (bottom edge of field-of-view). Field-of-
view is full channel width and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame
time 4.301 µs.

of cells between obstacles 3 and 4 in  Figure 5.15a .

The bell-shaped band of cells further downstream (between obstacle pairs 6 and

7) on the foil in  Figure 5.15a , is similar to the cell pattern found on the foil shown in

 Figure 5.12a , which is known to be associated with detonation initiation. The main

difference is that in  Figure 5.12a the cells grow continuously from the initiation site,

whereas in  Figure 5.15a a fine cellular pattern is bounded between two lines. The

soot foil and top-view video from a test performed at a pressure of 20 kPa is shown

in  Figure 5.16 . The soot foil shown in  Figure 5.16a has a similar cellular pattern that
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Figure 5.17: Narrow channel soot foil obtained for stoichiometric H2–O2 at an initial
pressure of 10 kPa showing symmetric limit condition (test 1181). Propagation is
from right to left.

includes a bell-shaped band with smaller cells just downstream of obstacle 4. The

top-view video in  Figure 5.16b  shows a fast-flame approaches obstacle 4, and that

detonation initiation occurs behind the lead shock wave close to the trailing flame

and offset from the sidewalls (see arrow in frame 13). The detonation propagates in

the compressed region across the channel width in both directions. The fine cellular

structure in the band is associated with the detonation wave impacting the foil side-

wall obliquely, and when the detonation wave overtakes the shock wave it produces

larger cells. A foil was not present on the other sidewall, but it would be expected

to show a vertical band, like the one in  Figure 5.15a . Therefore, the shape of the

band containing fine cells is governed by the proximity of the detonation initiation

site to the foil across the channel width. The further the distance to the foil, the

more vertical the band appears, as there is more time for the shock to flatten. For

the case where the detonation initiation uniformly occurs across the channel, as in

the test shown in  Figure 5.12a , no band appears on the foil.

5.4.4 Limit conditions

Away from the DDT limit, a fast-flame typically propagates at a velocity substantially

below (up to 20 %, depending on the blockage ratio) the isobaric speed of sound of the
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products [  16 ]. At an initial pressure of 10 kPa,  Figure 5.2 indicates a wide spread of

velocities ranging below 1000 m/s to the products speed of sound of 1400 m/s. Shown

in  Figure 5.17  is a soot foil obtained from a test done at an initial pressure of 10 kPa

that is propagating near the isobaric speed of sound of the products at 1328 m/s that

shows repeated local detonation initiation and failure. A distinct symmetric pattern

is visible on the foil that begins at the face of obstacle 3 where ignition due to shock

reflection has produced very fine detonation cells. Ignition also occurs at the face of

obstacle 4, however due to the smaller separation distance between the lead shock

wave and burned gas there is little unburned gas for the detonation to consume.

Examination of the velocity profile shown in  Figure 5.3 (blue closed symbols) reveals

the effect of these localized explosions have on the propagation velocity. A velocity

excursion of 350 m/s occurs at the location of each obstacle. This larger increase

is due in part to flow contraction though the obstacle pair, as was described with

respect to the fast-flame, but also due to the reinforcement of the lead shock wave by

the shock waves produced by the localized detonation initiation that sweep around

the obstacle.

High-speed schlieren video corresponding to this detonation limit condition, ob-

served in the foil in  Figure 5.17 , is presented in  Figure 5.18 . The phenomenon leading

up to detonation initiation and propagation of the overdriven detonation across the

obstacle face is similar to that discussed for the 15 kPa test in  Figure 5.11 . The

difference is that the reflection of the decoupled shock wave at the centerline does

not result in the formation of a detonation wave, as there are no cells on the foil

at that location ( Figures 5.18a and  5.18b ). The initiation of the detonation at the

bottom-corner of the obstacle is governed by the chemical kinetics at the reflected
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.18: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pres-
sure (test 1052) showing (a) glass soot foil record with video field-of-view shown by
dashed lines, (b) close-up of soot foil around obstacle 4, and (c) corresponding side-
view schlieren image sequence showing symmetric obstacle face detonation with no
centreline detonation initiation. Field-of-view is half channel height and propagation
is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 11.429 µs.
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shock condition. However, there are several factors that govern whether a detonation

wave is initiated at the centerline, including mixture reactivity (initial pressure for

these tests), height of the obstacle, and the amount of mixture that is detonated at

the obstacle face following shock reflection. The amount of mixture that detonates

is dictated by the separation distance between the shock and the trailing flame at

the time of reflection (e.g., separation distance in frame 1 of  Figure 5.11c is larger).

Experiments where the separation distance can be controlled independently from the

mixture reactivity and obstacle height need to be performed to investigate the critical

initiation condition at the channel centreline.

In addition to the obstacle face detonation with no centreline ignition, another

detonative combustion propagation mode was observed at the detonation limit. Like

the ignition of a small pocket of gas at the obstacle face described earlier, an alternat-

ing asymmetric ignition propagation where obstacle face ignition occurs on only the

upstream face of one of the obstacles in each pair. The blue line with open symbols in

 Figure 5.3 indicates the detailed velocity profile of this propagation mode that is very

similar to that of the symmetrical obstacle face detonation just described. Velocity

excursions following each obstacle were found to be of similar magnitude at 350 m/s,

see  Figure 5.3 .

Shown in  Figure 5.19 is a test done with simultaneous top-view schlieren video

and soot foil on the channel sidewall at 10 kPa initial pressure. It is important to

note that the bottom edge of  Figure 5.1a was closest to the camera during the test.

The soot foil reveals alternating overdriven detonations at obstacle faces, beginning

at the top obstacle of pair 3 and moving to the bottom obstacle of pair 4 and so on as

indicated by the arrows. As described earlier, the region of fine cells at the obstacle
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: Narrow channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure
(test 1100) showing alternating obstacle face detonation limit condition exhibiting (a)
aluminium soot foil record with arrows indicating detonation initiation at obstacle
face, and (b) top-view schlieren image sequence from simultaneous soot foil test show-
ing alternating obstacle face detonation. Metal soot foil is placed on channel side-wall
(bottom edge of field-of-view). Field-of-view is full channel width and propagation is
from right to left with an inter-frame time of 8.602 µs.

face (between the dashed line and face of the bottom obstacle or pair 4) is created

as the detonation propagates through the pocket of unburned gas compressed by the

reflected lead shock wave. The top-view video of  Figure 5.19b  shows a lead shock

wave and poorly defined reaction zone (due to the curvature of the reaction zone

and integrating effect of the schlieren image along the channel height) approaching

obstacle 3. Shock reflection and subsequent ignition occurs at obstacle 3, but is not

immediately detectable because ignition has occurred on the opposite wall of the

channel (see arrow in  Figure 5.19a at obstacle 3). The shock wave and reaction zone
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Figure 5.20: Narrow channel side-view schlieren image sequence from test with stoi-
chiometric H2–O2 at 10 kPa initial pressure (test 1149) showing alternating obstacle
face detonation limit condition. Field-of-view is full channel height and propagation
is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 27 µs.

remain decoupled and planar across the channel width in frames 6 – 9. The soot foil

reveals that detonation initiation at obstacle 4 occurs at the wall closest to the camera

and in frame 11 the first sign of this is the almost immediate incandescence of the

soot following shock reflection, indicated by the arrow. The soot behind the reflected

shock wave radiates light in frame 12, indicating the formation of a detonation wave

that travels into the compressed gas region and is eventually quenched as it runs into

the training combustion products in frame 13.

Side-view schlieren images in  Figure 5.20 , taken from another test done at 10 kPa

clearly shows the propagation mode for this limit condition. Frame 1 shows a decou-

pled shock wave and flame entering the field-of-view. The lead shock wave reflects

symmetrically off obstacle pair 5 in frame 2, but the trailing flame is not so symmet-

rical across the channel centreline. As indicated by the arrow in frame 3, detonation

initiation only occurs in the shock-compressed gas at the face of the lower obstacle.
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As the detonation sweeps around obstacle 5 on the bottom wall, it is weakened by

diffraction and frame 4 shows decoupling of the reaction zone. Interaction of the

explosion front with the shear layer, as well as the inert reflected shock generated on

the top wall at obstacle 5, perturbs the flame surface (see arrow in frame 5). In the

same frame, the lead shock wave has reflected off the bottom channel wall producing

a Mach stem which has grown as the decoupled combustion wave approaches obstacle

in frame 6. The Mach stem that forms on the top channel wall in frame 6 is produced

by the reflection of the lead shock wave that has been strengthened by explosion

generated at the previous obstacle. This strong Mach stem reflects off obstacle 6

on the top wall, initiating a detonation wave. The shock-flame interaction pattern

continues for obstacle 7 with detonation initiation occurring at the bottom obstacle.

The detonation initiation process is governed by many factors (including shock flame

interactions) but one may assume the dominant factor is the strength of the Mach

stem that reflects off the obstacle face. One can assume that the detonation initiation

site is driven by the asymmetric shock diffraction around the previous obstacle where

initiation occurred.

In both the symmetrical obstacle face discontinuous detonation and alternating

obstacle face discontinuous detonation propagation modes, no cellular structure is

present apart from the region immediately upstream of the obstacles, see  Figures 5.18a  

and  5.19a . The average velocity in the alternating mode was found to be 1160 m/s,

compared to the 1280 m/s of the symmetrical mode. These are both higher than

the 940 m/s average of the fast-flames observed in this study. The stochastic nature

of DDT is responsible for the detonation initiation behaviour (symmetric vs. alter-

nating) at the limit. The symmetric mode is very reproducible at the limit, with
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only a couple tests showing the alternating mode. The most interesting part of the

asymmetric mode is that once it initiates (random if it does or not), it is able to “lock

in” and will propagate in a stable fashion.

The significance of this is the wide range of potential propagation modes and

velocities leading up to the detonation limit, which has traditionally been defined by

the weakest mixture that produces an average propagation velocity above the isobaric

speed of sound. As described above, these newly revealed propagation modes involve

detonative processes, where the traditional limit would not expect detonations to be

present.

5.5 Summary and conclusions

The use of simultaneous schlieren and soot foils have allowed for unprecedent in-

vestigation of fast-flame and quasi-detonation propagation mechanisms in obstructed

channels. This study has augmented the understanding of the propagation mecha-

nisms uncovered in our previous study that relied exclusively on side-view schlieren

photography.

For the geometry studied, the most notable phenomenon is shock reflection off

the obstacle face which may, or may not, lead to local detonation initiation. It has

been determined that detonation initiation via this mechanism is not only governed

by the strength of the incident shock, but also the distance between the lead shock

and trailing flame (sufficient space to allow a critical detonation kernel size to be es-

tablished). The determination of this critical detonation kernel size requires further

research. The detonation waves evolving from these two kernels (top and bottom ob-

stacle) fail during diffraction around their respective obstacles. However, the collision
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of the decoupled shock waves at the channel centreline results in the initiation of an

overdriven detonation wave that decays in strength downstream, completely failing

typically after propagating two obstacle spacings or less (i.e., two channel heights

or less). These local detonation initiation events (both at the obstacle face and the

channel centreline) produce a significant velocity excursion and therefore, the aver-

age propagation velocity is governed by the frequency of these detonation initiation

events down the length of the channel. The more often they occur, the faster the

front propagates on average.

In cases where the detonation initiation takes places at the channel centreline over

the width of the channel (i.e., symmetric line ignition) the cellular pattern produced

on the sidewall mounted foil shows a bell-shaped region that includes fine cells. For

the case where the initiation at the channel centreline occurs at a point on the sidewall

(i.e., asymmetric point ignition), the soot foil mounted on the opposite sidewall shows

a narrow vertical band of fine end-on cells produced when the detonation wave prop-

agating transversely through the compressed gas region between the leading shock

and trailing flame collides with the foil on the channel wall.

For sufficiently reactive mixtures, the detonation can propagate in the core of the

channel without the need for shock reflection detonation initiation. Such a detona-

tion propagates well below the CJ detonation velocity because of the front curvature

resulting from lateral expansion into the space between consecutive obstacles. On

the other end of the velocity spectrum, it has been determined that if detonation

initiation does not occur, the shock/flame complex (i.e., fast-flame) propagates at an

average velocity well below the speed of sound of the combustion products.
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At the DDT limit two unique propagation modes were found that resulted in an av-

erage propagation velocity between that observed for a fast-flame and the combustion

products speed of sound. One mode was symmetrical about the channel centreline

that involved detonation initiation at the obstacle face but not at the channel centre-

line. In this mode, detonation initiation occurred repeatably at every other obstacle

pair. The other limit mode was asymmetric and involved detonation initiation at one

obstacle in each pair, alternating top and bottom as the front moves downstream.

Both limit modes produce a velocity that fluctuates, with peak values close to the

speed of sound of the products. These two modes occurred over a narrow range of

initial pressures.
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Chapter 6

Three-dimensional behaviour of

quasi-detonations

6.1 Abstract

Building on previous experiments conducted in an obstructed narrow rectangular

channel, new details of the three-dimensional propagation behaviour of supersonic

combustion waves have been revealed. In this study, a square channel equipped with

BR = 0.5 obstacles was used. Average velocity measurements coupled with high-

speed schlieren photography and sooted glass sheets were used to simultaneously

capture wave propagation and triple-point trajectories from multiple fields-of-view.

Experiments were carried out in mixtures of stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen at initial

pressures between 9 kPa – 60 kPa in a 3.66 m long, by 76.2 mm square cross-section

channel with optical access. Results show that the increased channel width results in

a lower maximum pressure for which fast-flame propagation occurs. At higher initial

pressures, detonation kernels were initiated at the obstacle face-sidewall interface in

either a symmetrical (both sides) or an asymmetrical (single side) formation across
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the channel width. Wall reflection generated detonations evolve to form transverse

detonations propagating diagonally across the channel width in the shock-compressed

region following the obstacle. The single wall ignition was found to lead to a stable

single-head “zig-zag” detonation (diagonal propagation driven by sidewall reflection)

at initial pressures from 17 kPa – 24 kPa where transverse detonation reflection leads

to the generation of a reactive Mach stem that survives diffraction at the next obstacle

pair. Soot foils displayed a unique narrow vertical band of cells where the transverse

wave collides with the channel sidewall in this propagation mode, which is the only

mode to not involve obstacle reflection re-initiation. The channel width w being

larger than the obstacle opening h makes it possible for the transverse modes seen

in an obstacle-free channel to lock in, like the single-head detonation propagation

observed. Continuous detonation propagation through the channel core was seen at

high CJ velocity deficits beginning at h/λ = 6.3, where λ is the detonation cell width,

with higher initial pressures having cellular structure reach the channel walls between

obstacles. Thus, continuous detonation propagation is governed by the diffraction

process around the obstacles and h is the governing length scale.

6.2 Introduction

Industrial explosions have for many years been the basis for much of the research con-

ducted into the detonation phenomena, with the ultimate goal being to understand

the physics of these high-speed events to enhance property and personnel safety. To

this end, the experimental study of detonations began with the pioneering work of

Mallard and Le Chatallier [ 1 ] investigating coal mine explosions. Important discov-

eries of flame acceleration and the concept of deflagration-to-detonation transition
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(DDT) made by Chapman and Wheeler [ 2 ] using an orifice-laden tube showed that

detonations could be generated from very weak ignition sources. Revelations about

detonation wave global properties made by Chapman [  3 ] and Jouguet [  4 ] and one-

dimensional structure by Zel’dovich [ 5 ], von Neumann [ 6 ], and Döring [ 7 ] further ad-

vanced the field. These discoveries were later progressed to multi-dimensional models

by experimental evidence gathered by White [ 8 ], and Denisov and Troshin [ 9 ] who

coined the term multi-head detonation, in reference to a detonation front with mul-

tiple triple-points. Before this, the single-head spin detonation mode, consisting of a

single triple-point that follows a helical path on the tube wall, was reported by Camp-

bell and Woodhead [ 10 ] in association with detonation limits. Therefore, in a smooth

tube, two stable modes of detonation propagation are possible: the single-headed

spinning and the multi-headed (cellular) detonation.

Accidental explosions involving detonation waves typically form as a result of a

flame acceleration process leading to DDT. In a smooth tube, the run-up distance for

a flame to transition to detonation can be very long. Following the experiments of

Chapman and Wheeler, Shchelkin [ 11 ] used a spiral-shaped wire obstacle inserted into

the tube to generate wall roughness, promoting flame acceleration and resulting in a

reduced distance for transition to detonation. With the spiral in place, the measured

detonation velocity was found to be up to 30 % lower than the theoretical Chapman

and Jouguet (CJ) value. There was a renewed interest in the 1980s because of the

identification of the risk of detonation wave initiation occurring during a severe nu-

clear reactor accident. This led to detonation studies in roughened tubes (usually by

repeated orifice plates) which revealed new insights into the propagation of detona-

tions. Lee and Moen [ 12 ] classified propagation regimes in an obstructed tube based
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on average wave velocity over several obstacle spacings as being either deflagration

or quasi-detonation, with the latter exhibiting a large velocity deficit relative to the

CJ value. Based on these orifice plate experiments, Peraldi et al. [ 13 ] proposed the

criterion of d/λ ≥ 1 (where d is the orifice diameter and λ is the detonation cell

size) for quasi-detonation propagation to occur. For blockage ratios in the range of

0.3 < BR < 0.5 the limit is described by d/λ = 1, whereas for higher blockage ratios

(BR > 0.5) the limit is substantially higher [ 14 ,  15 ].

Several detonation propagation studies performed in obstructed channels were

performed by Teodorczyk et al. [ 16 ,  17 ] using high-speed schlieren imaging to exam-

ine stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures at low initial pressures. The obstacle

geometry was a half-channel configuration with obstacles only along the bottom wall

and a smooth top wall. The blockage ratio for the experiments was BR = 0.45 and

the channel had a cross-section of 55.4 mm high by 61.8 mm wide or 57 mm high

by 16 mm wide. These studies revealed that the quasi-detonation regime consists of

repeated detonation initiation and failure due to shock reflection from the upstream

obstacle face and channel wall. The experiments conducted helped explain the large

CJ velocity deficits observed in the quasi-detonation regime. These studies employed

fence-type obstacles that extended the width of the channel equally spaced along the

bottom wall. The Teodorczyk et al. studies did not include soot foil records to sup-

port the findings observed in the schlieren videos and did not provide any insight into

transverse phenomena which were either not observable due to the integrating effect

of schlieren imaging, or suppressed due to the transverse dimension relative to the

detonation cell size. In addition, the use of a top wall with no obstacles acted as a

symmetry plane which forces symmetry and adds viscous effects at the plane.
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Recently, Kellenberger and Ciccarelli conducted experiments in a BR = 0.5 nar-

row rectangular channel (76.2 mm by 25.4 mm) using a novel simultaneous schlieren

imaging and soot foil technique [ 18 ]. Using this technique they were able to build on

previous work [ 19 ] to reveal new details of the quasi-detonation propagation mecha-

nism that involve a cycle of detonation failure (due to diffraction through the obstacle)

and re-initiation [ 20 ]. They showed that the detonation initiation caused by the col-

lision of the decoupled detonation shock wave with the obstacle is not only governed

by the incident shock strength, but also the shock-flame separation distance. For

weaker mixtures, it was also revealed that these shock reflection initiated detonation

waves fail upon diffraction around the obstacle, but the collision of the symmetrical

decoupled shock waves initiates a detonation wave at the channel centreline. Centre-

line detonation initiation took two forms: symmetrical line ignition (across channel

width) that produced bell-shaped cell regions on soot foils located on both sidewalls,

or asymmetric point ignition (along one sidewall) that produced a narrow vertical

band of cells on the wall opposite from initiation as a transverse detonation wave

propagated through the compressed gas across the channel width. At the detonation

propagation limit, a symmetric mode where detonation occurred at the face of every

other obstacle pair without igniting a centreline detonation occurred in addition to a

vertical asymmetric mode where detonation ignition occurred at one obstacle in each

pair, alternating top and bottom.

Narrow aspect-ratio channels have become popular recently for capturing high-

quality schlieren images of detonation waves, as they essentially force a two-dimen-

sional wave and limit cross-channel schlieren integration effects. As a result, for

a square cross-section geometry little is known of the combustion wave behaviour
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across the channel width. The objective of this study is to construct a picture of the

three-dimensional behaviour of supersonic combustion waves through a comprehen-

sive investigation of the propagation mechanisms in an obstructed square duct using

a simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique. One of the unique features of this

study is that the three-dimensional nature of the combustion waves are visualised by

schlieren images captured in two directions — i.e., top and side-views.

6.3 Experimental

Experiments were conducted in a 3.66 m long aluminum combustion channel, consist-

ing of six modular sections including a dump tank and optical section with a 44.5 cm

long acrylic windows, beginning 2.46 m downstream of the ignition, to enable high-

speed schlieren visualisation. The channel had a square cross-section of 7.62 cm by

7.62 cm and was lined with 1.91 cm tall obstacles along the top and bottom walls,

spanning the entire channel width. The ratio of the obstacle height to the unob-

structed channel height produced a blockage ratio BR = 0.5. Obstacles were spaced

7.62 cm apart down the channel length. The channel configuration enabled the cap-

ture of both side-view and top-view (by rotating the channel 90°) schlieren images,

allowing for the observation three-dimensional wave behaviour. Shown in  Figure 6.1 is

a schematic of the channel optical section, indicating the camera orientations used in

this study. To aid in deciphering the multi-dimensional wave propagation behaviours

recorded on the high-speed video, simultaneous triple-point trajectory records were

also captured using sooted glass through which the schlieren light was passed. Details

of this method can be found in [ 18 ]. Some tests also included the use of aluminum
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Figure 6.1: Channel schematic showing (a) schlieren video fields-of-view with typical
soot-foil locations and (b) channel obstacle geometry used in this study.
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soot foils in conjunction with the glass foils to capture triple-point trajectories on mul-

tiple channel walls. A single-pass schlieren system, illuminated with a 35 W xenon

arc-lamp was used in conjunction with a Photron SA-Z high speed camera to record

the propagation of detonation waves at up to 175,000 frames per second. High-speed

piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCB 113A24) spaced 45.7 cm apart in the channel

optical section were used to record pressure-time histories of the propagating combus-

tion waves at 3 MHz, as well as for determining the average wave velocity based on

the shock time-of-arrival. Mixtures of stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen were created

in a separate mixing chamber at a total pressure of 300 kPa with constituent gases

being incorporated using an impeller driven by an electric motor. Each gas mixture

batch yielded multiple tests and a new mixture was created when the mixing chamber

pressure dropped below 100 kPa to ensure no air infiltration into the chamber over

time. Tests were conducted at an initial temperature of 293 K and initial pressures of

between 9 kPa – 60 kPa. An automotive spark plug located at one end of the channel

was used to ignite the gas mixtures using a custom built 500 mJ capacitive discharge

ignition system.

6.4 Results

To evaluate the influence of channel width on the propagation of supersonic combus-

tion waves, tests were performed in a square cross-section channel. All the obstacle

geometric dimensions were maintained from tests performed in the narrow channel

[ 20 ], the only difference was the width of the channel. Shown in  Figure 6.2 is a plot

of average propagation velocity at different initial pressures in the square channel

based on pressure transducer time-of-arrival measurements. The distance between
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Figure 6.2: Average combustion wave velocity based on pressure time-of-arrival mea-
surements over 4 obstacle spacings in a 76.2 mm by 76.2 mm square cross-section
channel with equally spaced obstacles with a blockage ratio of BR = 0.5. Uncertainty
in average velocity and initial pressure are ±5 m/s and ±0.3 kPa respectively for each
test. Included for reference is data previously obtained from experiments in a narrow
channel with the same obstacle geometry [  20 ].

pressure transducers accommodated six obstacle pairs, allowing sufficient spacing for

detonation failure and re-initiation processes to occur, as was shown to occur in

quasi-detonation wave propagation in the narrow channel [ 20 ]. Also plotted are the

CJ detonation velocity and isobaric speed of sound of the products, calculated using

the chemical equilibrium solver function of Cantera [ 21 ].

The data in  Figure 6.2  shows significant overlap between fast-flame and quasi-

detonation regimes at low initial pressures, as was the case in the narrow channel.

The wide channel tests revealed four distinct propagation modes, three of which were

identified in the narrow channel [ 20 ]. Fast-flame propagation was seen for initial

pressures between 7.5 kPa – 10 kPa, and continuous detonation was observed for
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Figure 6.3: Wide channel detailed centreline combustion wave velocity obtained from
schlieren video of a typical test of the four propagation regimes observed in the wide
channel. The positions of obstacles 4, 5, and 6 are indicated in grey. Shown are
the average isobaric speed of sound of the combustion products and average Chap-
man–Jouguet detonation velocity over the pressure range tested. Uncertainty in po-
sition and velocity are ±1 mm and ±200 m/s respectively.

pressures above 30 kPa. Discontinuous detonation was seen at pressures as low as

7.5 kPa, but regularly occurred between 9 kPa – 15 kPa where detonation initiation

and failure cycles occur. Over the range of initial pressures between 15 kPa – 30 kPa

a single-head-like detonation propagation was observed in the lateral direction (i.e.,

span-wise across the obstacle). In this mode, the detonation wave never exhibited

complete failure and thus fits into the continuous detonation regime. This mode was

not observed in the narrow channel [ 20 ].

Measured centreline velocities extracted from schlieren video frames of typical tests

representing each of the four propagation regimes are shown in  Figure 6.3 . Each point
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is the average velocity between two subsequent camera frames. At the maximum ini-

tial pressure shown, this is over a distance of on the order of 10 mm. The uncertainty

in the velocities shown in  Figure 6.3 can be attributed mainly to the pixel resolution

(0.47 mm/pixel) of the schlieren images and the selection of wave front location using

an automated edge-detection method which was manually checked for accuracy. Con-

sidering calibration uncertainty, the total positional uncertainty is ±1 mm and the

uncertainty in velocity is ±200 m/s in  Figure 6.3 . The profiles corresponding to initial

pressures of 10 kPa and 30 kPa are like those observed in the narrow channel and

therefore will only be discussed briefly. The velocity profile corresponding to a test at

an initial pressure of 12 kPa exhibited a similar discontinuous detonation propagation

to that observed in the narrow channel. The 20 kPa test velocity profile in  Figure 6.3 

corresponds to the “single-head” propagation mode that was not observed in the

narrow channel. This was revealed to be a transverse propagation mode in which a

detonation reflects off the channel sidewalls. Soot foils corresponding to each of these

propagation regimes are shown throughout. In the wide channel, three-dimensional

behaviours were found to be of importance which is the reason for multiple soot foils

shown in some cases, with one soot foil being placed on each channel sidewall.

6.4.1 Fast-flame

As seen in the narrow channel, small velocity fluctuations corresponding to the con-

traction and acceleration of the flame tip through each obstacle pair are visible in

the 10 kPa (orange) velocity profile in  Figure 6.3 . The velocity excursions of ap-

proximately 250 m/s are similar to the fast-flame observed in the narrow channel.

The fast-flame average velocities were found to be around 1030 m/s across all initial
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Wide channel schlieren image sequence of tests with stoichiometric H2–O2

at 9 kPa initial pressure showing fast-flame propagation from (a) side-view (test 202)
and (b) top-view (test 165). Propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame
time of 22.856 µs.

pressures where fast-flame propagation was observed (see  Figure 6.2 ), which is higher

than the 900 m/s average velocity in the narrow channel. This could be attributed

to lower heat and momentum losses because of the lower surface to cross-section area

ratio.

Schlieren images captured for a fast-flame at 9 kPa are shown in  Figure 6.4 . It

is important to note that while the side-view and top-view images in  Figure 6.4  are

not from the same test, the high repeatability of the fast-flame propagation in the
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wide channel allow for direct comparison. The large distance between the shock and

the flame in frame 1 indicates that the flame is decoupled from the shock, i.e., no

shock ignition takes place. In  Figure 6.4a , a Mach stem can be seen at the top and

bottom channel walls behind a highly curved lead shock wave (see frames 1 and 4).

The subsequent reflection of the Mach stem with the obstacle face is does not produce

a local ignition. The lack of any cellular structure on soot foil records (not shown)

indicate the average shock velocity of approximately 1000 m/s is not sufficient to

initiate transition to detonation. This is consistent with previous findings in [ 22 ].

Although the side-view images shown in  Figure 6.4a are similar to that observed

in the narrow channel, the top-view images shown in  Figure 6.4b reveal details

not observed in the narrow channel. At each obstacle the flame develops large-

scale corrugations, which nevertheless remains on average planar across the channel

width. The large-scale corrugations are driven by flame instability resulting from

both flame-shock interaction (Richtmyer–Meshkov instability) and then flame accel-

eration (Rayleigh–Taylor instability) driven by flow contraction through the obstacle

pair. This structure is very similar to what was seen in the narrow channel, with the

size of flame surface instabilities being qualitatively similar. Examination of the soot

foils on the bottom channel wall (not shown) show no evidence of triple-point tracks,

which is corroborated by the absence of transverse shocks in the top-view images of

 Figure 6.4b . This indicates that the width of the narrow channel does not suppress

any three-dimensional shock effects for fast-flame propagation.
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6.4.2 Discontinuous detonation

In the narrow channel, discontinuous detonation propagation with detonation initi-

ation occurring at the channel centreline across the entire width was most common.

More rarely, detonation initiation occurred at the channel centreline, on only one of

the channel sidewalls [ 20 ]. This intermittent detonation failure and re-initiation cycle

occurred over two or more obstacle spacings. In the present wide channel geometry,

two discontinuous detonation ignition modes were observed: a single (asymmetrical)

sidewall ignition and a double (symmetrical) sidewall ignition. In each case, the ini-

tiated detonation fails, with detonation propagation distance being proportional to

initial pressure. Both detonation ignitions look the same from side-view schlieren

videos but can be differentiated in the top-view images. Both ignition scenarios con-

tribute to a similar increase in wave velocity before decaying to the products speed

of sound, characteristic of a fast-flame. Observationally, a double sidewall ignition in

this discontinuous mode is rare, whereas the single sidewall ignition is the norm.

Initial pressures of between 7 kPa – 15 kPa resulted in discontinuous detonation

propagation, see  Figure 6.2 . Up to 10 kPa, overlap existed with the fast-flame prop-

agation. Above this, discontinuous detonation propagation was exclusively observed

until 15 kPa. Average propagation velocities across this range begin at 1460 m/s at

7 kPa (46 % CJ velocity deficit) up to 1900 m/s at 15 kPa (32 % CJ velocity deficit).

The large scatter in average velocity for tests at the same initial pressure in  Figure 6.2 

highlights the stochastic nature of the detonation initiation in the discontinuous deto-

nation propagation. The narrow channel showed discontinuous detonation beginning

at a higher pressure and persisting up to a higher initial pressure. Also, at simi-

lar initial pressures in the narrow channel, average combustion wave velocities were
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measured to be lower. This is consistent with the findings of Teodorczyk et al. [ 17 ].

The 12 kPa velocity plot in  Figure 6.3 (green), depicting a typical discontinuous

detonation propagation in the wide channel, initially indicates fast-flame propagation

with a velocity about the product speed of sound. This velocity is slightly higher than

that seen in the purely fast-flame propagation in the same channel due to the instabil-

ity of the combustion wave propagation mechanism. The large velocity increase seen

between obstacles 4 and 5 corresponds to the initiation of an overdriven detonation

that results in a wave velocity temporarily surpassing the CJ velocity of the mix-

ture, reaching over 3000 m/s. The combustion wave velocity gradually decreases over

the next two obstacles, approaching the pre-detonation initiation fast-flame velocity

following obstacle 6.

Shown in  Figure 6.5a are two soot foils taken from the same test (one soot foil

placed on each sidewall), showing discontinuous detonation propagation with a single

(asymmetrical) sidewall ignition. The upper foil (placed on the rear channel wall)

shows a “bell-shaped” cellular pattern region following obstacle 4, similar to what was

seen in the narrow channel at the lower-end pressures of the quasi-detonation regime.

This cell pattern is typical of detonation initiation at the channel centreline due to

the transverse pair collision generated from a detonation initiation on the upstream

face of obstacle pair 4, as reported in [  20 ]. Interestingly, the lower soot foil (placed on

the front channel wall) of  Figure 6.5a does not show the same cellular pattern. The

vertical band of cells seen between obstacles 4 and 5 indicates the detonation initiated

at the rear channel wall swept across the channel width in the shock-compressed gas

region and struck the front channel wall. Within the band, cellular structure typical of

a head-on detonation collision [  23 ] are observed. Following detonation initiation and
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Wide channel soot foils obtained for stoichiometric H2–O2 at initial pres-
sures of 15 kPa showing (a) single (asymmetrical) sidewall ignition (test 118) and (b)
double (symmetrical) sidewall ignition (test 93) in a discontinuous detonation prop-
agation with soot foils on two walls. Propagation is from right to left.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Wide channel tests with stoichiometric H2–O2 at (a) 15 kPa initial pres-
sure (test 125) top-view schlieren image sequence showing discontinuous detonation
propagation with single sidewall (asymmetrical) initiation and (b) 12 kPa initial pres-
sure (test 133) top-view schlieren image sequence showing discontinuous detonation
propagation with double sidewall (symmetrical) initiation. Field-of-view is full chan-
nel width and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 6.667 µs.

cross-channel propagation, detonation cells persist beyond obstacle 5 where triple-

point trajectories diverge and ultimately disappear. This cross-channel detonation

propagation is also responsible for producing the double soot foil cell structure shown

in  Section 6.4.3.2 . The triple-point trajectories on both soot foils of  Figure 6.5a 

end between obstacles 5 and 6 and streamwise streaks associated with fast-flame

propagation appear after obstacle 6. Such streaks were found to form downstream of

large soot particles on the foil [ 20 ].

Shown in  Figure 6.5b are two soot foils taken from the same test (one soot foil

placed on each sidewall), showing discontinuous detonation propagation with a double
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(symmetrical) sidewall ignition. As both soot foils depict a similar detonation cell

pattern, this might imply a detonation initiated across the entire channel width as

seen in the narrow channel, however this is not the case.  Figure 6.6 shows the top-

view schlieren images of the two discontinuous detonation initiation mechanisms,

differentiating between double sidewall and single sidewall ignition.  Figure 6.6a shows

the top-view of a single sidewall (asymmetric) detonation initiation. As in  Figure 6.6b ,

the shock-flame complex that enters the field-of-view is a failed detonation wave. The

arrow in frame 1 highlights a single triple-point that survives on the lead shock wave,

moving away from the channel sidewall. A vortex structure, indicated by the arrows

in frame 2, exists in the shear layer behind the triple-point that wrinkles the flame.

Shock reflection off obstacle 5 (in frame 4) results in detonation initiation at the

obstacle and front channel wall. It is not clear why detonation occurs only at the

front channel wall. Two possibilities are the inclination of the shock wave relative to

the corner that leads to shock focusing, or the reflection of the triple-point (which

is the strongest part of the shock front) near the corner. A detonation wave can be

seen emerging beyond obstacle 5, indicated by the arrow in frame 6. In subsequent

frames, the overdriven detonation is seen surpassing the lead shock wave as well

as propagating across the channel width within the shock-compressed unburned gas

region. In frame 10, the detonation reaches the opposite sidewall of the channel very

close to the next obstacle where diffraction causes the detonation to fail (not shown).

Subsequent tests with a longer field of view (not shown) reveal the origin of the single

triple-point on the lead shock wave appears to be a weak detonation initiation due

to shock reflection at the face of the previous obstacle, along the sidewall opposite of

the eventual detonation seen in  Figure 6.6a . This initial weak detonation is unable to
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survive diffraction over the obstacle, leading to a decoupled shock wave with single

triple-point and wrinkled, vortical trailing flame structure.

The double sidewall ignition shown in  Figure 6.6b shows two distinct detonation

waves forming independently along each channel sidewall, indicated by the arrows in

frame 7. Since the soot foils reveal the detonations originate at the channel centreline,

they are likely formed via the familiar centreline initiation mechanism, where ignition

at the obstacle face (as seen in  Figure 6.5b ) generates a detonation wave which collides

with a matching one from the second obstacle of the pair at the channel centre. Unlike

in the narrow channel, the top-view images of  Figure 6.6b reveal this process is not

uniform across the channel width. The origin of the detonation waves can be traced

back to frame 5 where local ignition luminescence at the top corner of the upstream

face of obstacle 5 and the sidewall is observed. In frame 8, two transverse reactive

waves (most likely detonation waves) move towards each other producing a keystone

structure reminiscent of that seen in planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) images

of detonation fronts [  24 ]. The genesis of the detonation waves that are initiated

upstream of obstacle 5 (one observed in frame 5) is the shock/flame front seen in

frame 1 that reflects off obstacle 5. The front includes a shock front, with two triple-

points (see two arrows) propagating towards each other, and a trailing reaction front

that is highlighted by two vortices (see two arrows) upstream of the triple-points.

This unique reaction front is produced by a failed detonation wave where the lead

shocks are not strong enough to initiate reaction (on the time-scale observed), but the

trailing reaction front is affected by the shear layer emanating from the triple-points

that interact with the flame to form a pair of vortices. It is not clear if the two

vortices observed play a role in the detonation initiation observed in frame 7.
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6.4.3 Continuous detonation

At initial pressures of 18 kPa and greater, continuous detonation propagation was

obtained in the wide channel. This was observed to occur in two different modes:

a multi-head mode beginning at 25 kPa (discussed in Crefsec:Multi-head continuous

detonation) and a single-head mode beginning at 18 kPa (discussed in  Section 6.4.3.2 ).

In the narrow channel, the multi-head continuous detonation propagation was ob-

served, beginning at a higher initial pressure (30 kPa) compared to the wide channel

used in the present study. The single-head propagation was not observed in the

narrow channel.

6.4.3.1 Multi-head continuous detonation

Examination of the 30 kPa (red) velocity profile shown in  Figure 6.3 reveals a more

oscillatory behaviour than the continuous detonation at the same initial pressure in

the narrow channel with the detonation velocity dropping just prior to each obstacle

and recovering midway between obstacles. The velocity fluctuations of up to 400 m/s

indicate cycles of detonation weakening and recovery, which is responsible for the CJ

velocity deficit.

The soot foil shown in  Figure 6.7a exhibits a continuous pattern of detonation cells

down the core of the channel, like that observed in the narrow channel. Outside of the

core (on the top and bottom), only a single family of triple-point trajectories exist,

typical of a failing detonation wave. This cellular structure is similar to that which

would be expected in a channel with yielding walls, i.e., detonation in a plastic bag

[ 25 ]. Down the centreline of  Figure 6.7a  a variance in cell size is seen between obstacle

pairs, with slightly smaller cells seen at the midway point, coinciding with the position
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.7: Wide channel soot foils showing continuous multi-head detonation propa-
gation obtained for stoichiometric H2–O2 at initial pressures of (a) 30 kPa (test 214),
(b) 40 kPa (test 211), (c) 50 kPa (test 212), and (d) 60 kPa (test 213). Propagation
is from right to left.
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where the centreline velocity in  Figure 6.3 is observed to recover. Despite this, the

size of the cells in the core are more consistent than that seen for the narrow channel

at the same initial pressure. This is explained by the difference in the multi-head

continuous detonation propagation limit in the narrow channel and the wide channel,

30 kPa and 25 kPa respectively. The remaining soot foils in  Figure 6.7 show the effect

of increasing mixture sensitivity (via the initial pressure) on the degree of detonation

weakening following expansion past an obstacle pair. Triple-point trajectories of the

same “family” continue outside the core that reach the channel top and bottom walls

(characteristic of reaction zone decoupling) for 40 kPa and 50 kPa. Whereas for

60 kPa detonation, cells are observed outside of the channel core, right to the walls.

Shown in  Figure 6.8  is a video from a test performed with a half-sooted foil

showing multi-head continuous detonation propagation. The simultaneous capture

of the schlieren video and the soot foil makes it possible to directly compare the

detonation dynamics with the cellular structure produced. Note, the extra light

produced in the bottom half of the channel is the result of incandescence associated

with the heating of soot lofted from the foil [ 18 ]. The lengthening of the induction

zone after the detonation wave passes through each obstacle pair (e.g. in frame 4 of

 Figure 6.8b ) is responsible for the lack of coherent cells near the channel wall (bottom

part of foil in  Figure 6.8a ). By the time the detonation wave reaches roughly midway

between successive obstacle pairs the entire front is affected by the diffraction (see

 Figure 6.8b frames 4 and 10), yet the detonation does not completely decouple in

the second half of the span. The normal process of hot spot re-initiation observed

in critical tube phenomenon [ 26 ] is not observed. The weakening detonation wave

continues to propagate because the pair of inert shock waves, that formed when the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 30 kPa initial pressure
(test 210) showing (a) half-smoked soot foil with video field-of-view shown by dashed
lines, and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence from simultaneous soot foil test
showing continuous multi-head detonation propagation. Field-of-view is full channel
height and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 5.714 µs.
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detonation wave collided with the obstacle pair, converge at the centreline of the

channel, reinforcing the detonation wave at about midspan (these shocks are visible

just before collision in frames 3, 8, and 13). This reinforcement results in the increase

in velocity observed in  Figure 6.3  , and the decrease in cell size observed in the foil in

 Figure 6.7a , midway between obstacles. The top-view video (not shown) indicated

the detonation front remains planar across the channel width the entire time.

6.4.3.2 Single-head continuous detonation

In this study, at initial pressures between 17 kPa – 24 kPa a stable single-head prop-

agation mode was observed that was not seen in the narrow channel. This mode

was found to be strongest at 20 kPa, with initial pressures above and below trend-

ing towards the multi-head continuous detonation propagation and the discontinuous

detonation propagation described earlier, respectively. From  Figure 6.2 , the average

velocity for single-head propagation at 20 kPa was found to be 2040 m/s, correspond-

ing to a CJ velocity deficit of 26 %. The scatter in the average velocity at the high-end

of the single-head range (around 23 kPa in  Figure 6.2 ) results from the propagation

mode transitioning to continuous multi-head detonation.

The 20 kPa velocity profile shown in  Figure 6.3 (blue) details the periodic nature

of the velocity of the single-head wave. Over each obstacle spacing, the wave front

velocity accelerates to about the CJ velocity of the mixture and then returns to its

original value of just above the speed of sound of the combustion products. The

frequency of the velocity excursion is constant, with the regions of high velocity

occurring between obstacles, corresponding to the locations of the vertical cellular

bands seen in  Figure 6.9a . Within each excursion, the velocity oscillates due to
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the complex nature of the detonation front, as described below. The jumps to the

CJ velocity during detonation initiation are of lower magnitude than those seen in

the discontinuous detonation propagation, and more notably, they exist after each

obstacle.

The soot foil shown in  Figure 6.9a contains unique vertical bands of fine cellular

structure, between each other obstacle pair, as indicated by the arrows. These vertical

bands, located approximately halfway between consecutive obstacle pairs, are similar

in nature to those observed in the case of the discontinuous detonation with single

(asymmetrical) sidewall ignition, however they appear to extend the all the way to

the channel top and bottom walls. Immediately following each of the vertical bands

diverging triple-point trajectories indicate the weakening of a detonation along the

wall containing the soot foil. Additional details of the nature of the propagation are

revealed in the side-view video from the same test, shown in  Figure 6.9b . The arrow in

frame 4 indicates soot incandescence generated by a sudden increase in temperature,

which has been shown to be caused by the reflection of a shock wave [ 18 ]. The light

generated in this frame corresponds to the position of the vertical cellular band on

the soot foil in  Figure 6.9a  between obstacles 4 and 5. Similarly, in frame 17 a local

bright spot is indication of wave collision with the channel sidewall once again. Due

to the camera frame rate, this collision is captured across two frames which shows

the collision progression as it begins at the channel centreline (frame 17) and spreads

to the top and bottom channel walls (frame 18) and generates the vertical band seen

between obstacles 7 and 8 in  Figure 6.9a .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 207) showing (a) half-smoked soot foil with video field-of-view shown by dashed
lines, and (b) side-view schlieren image sequence from simultaneous soot foil test
showing continuous single-head detonation propagation. Field-of-view is full channel
height and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 5.714 µs.
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Figure 6.10: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 136) top-view schlieren image sequence showing continuous single-head detona-
tion propagation. Field-of-view is full channel width and propagation is from right
to left with an inter-frame time of 6.667 µs.

Shown in  Figure 6.10 is top-view video that indicates the presence of a triple-

point (see arrow in frame 1) on the combustion wave front. Attached to the triple-

point is a detonation wave, extending to the channel front wall (bottom of field-of-

view in  Figure 6.10 ), a decoupled shock-flame extending to the rear channel wall,

and a transverse wave extending back to the decoupled flame. The movement of

the transverse wave causes it to collide with the channel wall just after frame 2, in

a location corresponding to the vertical bands seen in  Figure 6.9a . After passing

through obstacle pair 5, the triple-point is seen propagating across the channel width

in the opposite direction, beginning in frame 6. The fine cellular pattern generated

by the transverse wave collision indicates a transverse detonation that propagates

through the compressed gas behind the shock wave. Propagation can proceed with

the generation of a reactive Mach stem from this reflection though, the exact nature

of the triple-point formation, reflection, and complex wave-front structure is unclear

from the present results.
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6.5 Discussion

The centreline velocity (normalised with the CJ velocity) measured from tests at

initial pressures resulting in multi-head continuous detonation propagation is provided

in  Figure 6.11 . Also shown are the results obtained in the narrow channel. Note, the

CJ detonation velocity deficit for the 25 kPa test is not shown for the narrow channel

because it is below the continuous detonation limit in that geometry. With increased

initial pressure, the average detonation propagation velocity deficit dropped from 14 %

to below 1 % in the wide channel and from 8 % to 2 % in the narrow channel. This drop

indicates the strong influence the presence of the obstacles has on the propagation

velocity as the mixture reactivity (initial pressure) is changed. Since both the narrow

and wide channels have the same channel height and BR = 0.5 obstacle blockage

ratio, the difference must be attributed to the width of the channel. In a smooth-

walled tube, Fay [ 27 ] attributed the detonation velocity deficit to a divergence of

streamlines within the reaction zone due to boundary layer displacement thickness.

He showed that the velocity deficit increases with decreasing tube diameter. The

same boundary layer effect would be expected to be at play on the sidewalls of the

obstacle filled channel. This explains the larger velocity deficit observed in the narrow

channel shown in  Figure 6.11 .

In the wide channel the onset of continuous detonation propagation, defined by

an uninterrupted cellular structure recorded along the channel centreline, occurs at

25 kPa. This corresponds to h/λ = 6.3 and w/λ = 12.6 (where h is the obstacle

opening and w is the channel width) based on aggregated cell size data for stoichio-

metric hydrogen-oxygen detonations compiled from [ 28 ]. This limit can be compared

to the limits for detonation propagation in a channel and for detonation diffraction
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Figure 6.11: Multi-head continuous detonation propagation Chapman–Jouguet det-
onation velocity deficit for stoichiometric H2–O2 mixtures. The error bars represent
the standard deviation of the mean velocity at each pressure. Narrow channel data
is from previous experiments [ 20 ].

through an orifice. In a smooth rectangular channel, the detonation propagation limit

is w/λ > 1. In a round tube, if the curvature of the detonation wave emerging from

the tube exceeds some critical value, the detonation fails [  23 ]. This limit has been

found to be d/λ > 13 [ 29 ]. For a two-dimensional rectangular opening, Benedick

et al. [ 30 ] and Liu et al. [ 31 ] determined the critical criteria for detonation trans-

mission to asymptotically approach a value of h/λ = 3 for a channel with a large

aspect ratio, i.e. a two-dimensional orifice. In the case of the present wide channel

experiments, since the value of w/λ for the continuous detonation propagation limit

of 12.6 is significantly higher than the w/λ = 1 propagation limit, one can conclude

that continuous detonation propagation is governed by the diffraction process around

the obstacles and h is the governing length scale.
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However, the two-dimensional obstacle geometry yields h/λ = 6.3 for successful

transmission of a continuous detonation which is substantially different from h/λ = 3.

This is explained by the fact that in an obstructed channel the detonation approaching

the obstacle is curved (as opposed to a planar CJ wave in a typical critical tube exper-

iment). This means the detonation wave is weaker than a CJ wave and thus requires

more cells to survive the diffraction. This is more complicated in the obstructed,

wide channel because the detonation does not outright fail (to a deflagration), but

rather slips into the single-head propagation mode. This is a unique feature of the

present geometry in that a single-head detonation (in a tube or rectangular channel)

are typically observed at the detonation limit.

A unique aspect of the single-head propagation is that the single head (triple-

point) is only present in one plane. The side-view, as well as soot foils on channel

sidewalls indicate a multi-headed detonation wave. Generally, the limit of a detona-

tion propagating in an unobstructed rectangular channel will contain one transverse

wave propagating along each of the height and width of the channel. It has been

observed that one of these transverse waves can be suppressed if one of the channel

dimensions is small enough, resulting in a “zig-zag” movement of the detonation [ 32 ].

In the obstructed channel, the suppression of the vertical transverse mode is promoted

by the obstacles themselves.

Comparing the present wide channel results with those from the narrow channel

[ 20 ], the importance of channel width is apparent. For both the wide and narrow

channels, the side-view geometry is identical, therefore the effect of the obstacle is

the same, and since the results are different the channel width must play a role in the

detonation propagation mechanism. For BR = 0.5 obstacles in the narrow channel,
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w/h = 0.66, making w the limiting dimension, while for the wide channel w/h = 2,

making h the limiting dimension. This characteristic of the wide channel makes it

possible for the transverse modes seen in an obstacle-free channel to lock in, like the

wide-channel single-head detonation propagation observed in the present study. If

the limiting channel dimension is taken as the characteristic length scale, the onset

of continuous detonation propagation at w/λ = 5.2 in the narrow channel is similar

to the h/λ = 6.3 for the wide channel.

The findings presented in this paper are relevant to industrial safety as they pro-

vide more insight into geometries that can promote detonation propagation. Of in-

terest to the safety industry is that similar obstructed planar geometries can support

detonation propagation at lower pressures based on the transverse dimension of the

structure. While this has been known for unobstructed channels, the not before

observed single-head continuous detonation in the obstructed geometry indicates a

new low-pressure limit for obstructed continuous detonation propagation. The role

obstructions play in detonation weakening and in the support of detonation propaga-

tion have demonstrated new intricacies required for the design of closed duct systems

for reactive gases. The low pressure, high reactivity findings for H2-O2 of the present

study must be examined for higher pressure, less reactive gases to form a stronger,

more relevant basis for industrial design parameters. In terms of detonative propul-

sion, the new lower pressure continuous obstructed detonation can provide a more

robust method of turbulence generation for fuel-oxidizer mixing while maintaining a

continuous detonation.
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6.6 Conclusions

Supersonic combustion wave propagation was studied experimentally in an obstructed

square channel to reveal complex three-dimensional details using simultaneous schlieren

and soot foil records. This study builds on the work of our previous studies conducted

in a narrow aspect ratio channel.

The increased channel width was found to have several effects on the observed

flame propagation, most importantly, a change in combustion wave behavior at the

detonation propagation limit. The range over which fast-flame propagation was seen

was smaller in the wide channel, but no intermediate detonative behaviour occurred

below the isobaric sound speed, as has been seen in a narrow channel. In addition, the

maximum initial pressure that fast-flame propagation was observed at was found to

be lower in the present wide channel. General speaking, for low initial pressures, av-

erage wave propagation velocity was higher in the wider geometry. This suggests that

the channel width, being the smallest characteristic geometric dimension, supresses

transverse modes, restricting detonation propagation. That is, larger detonation cell

size at low initial pressures are unable to be accommodated in the channel. Con-

trastingly, the narrow channel has a higher tendency to exhibit for discontinuous

detonation propagation at similar low initial pressures. Overall, fast-flame structure

in the square channel was like that observed in the narrow channel being on average

planar across the channel width with local flame corrugations generated as a result

of Richtmyer–Meshkov instabilities.

In cases where shock ignition due to obstacle reflection occurred, two detonation

initiation mechanisms were revealed: a double wall (symmetrical) or a single wall

(asymmetrical). In both cases a detonation kernel forms along one or both channels
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sidewalls following collision of non-reactive Mach stem(s) with the obstacle. A line

ignition (symmetrical) where transition to detonation occurs simultaneously across

the channel width (seen in a narrow channel) was not seen in the square channel.

At sufficient initial pressures, the single wall (asymmetrical) initiation can lead to a

stable single-head detonation propagation mode that was observed over a wide range

of initial pressures (17 kPa – 24 kPa) where reflection of the transverse detonation

generates a reactive Mach stem that is able to survive diffraction at the next obstacle

pair. This is the only propagation mode that does not involve shock reflected ignition

at the obstacle face. Soot foils from this mode display a narrow vertical band of

cells at the location of transverse detonation collision with the sidewalls. This unique

propagation mechanism underscores the need for robust models that take into account

both diffusive transport as well as shock heating to accurately simulate combustion

in obstructed fields. Continuous detonation propagation through the channel core

was seen at high CJ detonation velocity deficits, beginning at a h/λ = 6.3. At higher

initial pressures, detonation cell structure was able to reach the obstacle base walls,

indicating the lessening effect of expansion following each obstacle pair. Similar to

that observed in a narrow channel, the detonation wave propagates in a planar fashion

across the channel width.
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Chapter 7

Single-head detonation propagation in a

partially obstructed channel

7.1 Abstract

Recent experiments have revealed the propagation of a sustained single-head deto-

nation through an obstructed channel. In this study, new experiments and analysis

of the complex three-dimensional behaviour of such a single-headed wave in stoichio-

metric hydrogen-oxygen mixtures is presented. An optically accessible channel of

square cross-section containing obstacles with BR = 0.5 area blockage was used in

conjunction with soot-foils and dual-axis high-speed schlieren imaging to study the

phenomenon over an initial pressure range of 17 kPa – 24 kPa. Detailed analysis of

the wave reveals a transverse asymmetry generated by detonation diffraction whereby

a transverse detonation propagates in a zig-zag fashion down the channel reflecting

off opposite channel sidewalls. Analysis of the single triple-point trajectory reveals a

detonation propagation velocity between 1.4V CJ – 0.5V CJ, with the transverse det-

onation propagating at a constant 0.9V CJ until reflection on the channel sidewall.
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The trajectory of the triple-point is undisturbed by the presence of obstacles. In the

vicinity of the triple-point, flow analysis indicates prompt ignition (< 1 µs induction

time) of the gas mixture behind the Mach stem and transverse waves, confirming

the presence of detention waves within the structure. The role of the obstacle in

the propagation mechanism is to weaken the Mach stem detonation through diffrac-

tion to generate a separation in the shock and flame, through which the transverse

detonation propagates.

7.2 Introduction

Accidental explosions owing to reactive gas leaks can not only cause significant dam-

age to property, but the additional costs of downtime with associated investigation

and litigation add substantial additional costs. In order to prevent losses of this

kind, understanding of the physics of the rapid chemical reactions that occur are

required. Most industrial gaseous explosions originate from a loss of containment of

a reactive substance that is able to sufficiently mix with surrounding air to gener-

ate a combustible vapour cloud. Ignition from a weak source, such as a hot surface

or electric spark, can generate a deflagration in the mixture that propagates sub-

sonically. The presence of objects within the combustible volume cause turbulence

with increased transport of heat and mass as a result, causing an acceleration of

the flame. Under certain circumstances, small pockets of unburned gas can undergo

deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), where thermodynamic processes occur

over much shorter length and time scales. The high overpressures associated with

detonations pose a significant threat to property and personnel safety.

Investigations of coal mine explosions led by Mallard and Le Chatallier [ 1 ] in the
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late 19th century began addressing the industrial explosion hazard. Chapman and

Wheeler’s [ 2 ] obstacle filled tube led to the concept of DDT through flame acceler-

ation, while Chapman [ 3 ] and Jouguet [  4 ] developed the first mathematical model

and Zel’dovich [ 5 ], von Neumann [ 6 ], and Döring [ 7 ] developed a one-dimensional

detonation model which persisted until the end of the 1950’s. More complex models

developed by the work of White [ 8 ] and Denisov and Troshin [ 9 ] revealed the un-

steadiness and presence of triple-points in a “multi-headed” detonation, a distinctly

different propagation mode to the previous “single-head” spin mode studied by Camp-

bell and Woodhead [  10 ]. The soot-foil technique of Mach and Sommer [ 11 ] became

invaluable to the study of detonations by providing a physical record of triple-point

movement along the confinement wall.

In a multi-head detonation, the front consists of shock waves propagating down-

stream and transversely. In two-dimensions the corrugated lead shock wave consists of

strong (Mach stem) and weak (incident wave) segments, that converge at triple-points

(triple-lines for a three-dimensional wave). Extending back from the triple-point is a

transverse shock wave and shear layer, forming a three-shock structure at the triple-

point. The trajectory traced by two adjacent triple-points forms a detonation cell

that can be recorded on a sooted foil. The average transverse dimension of the cells

(or the average spacing between transverse waves propagating in the same direction)

measured from the soot foil is known as the detonation cell size (λ) and has been

used as a parameter to classify the potential for detonation initiation and propaga-

tion of a fuel [ 12 ]. In a single-head detonation only a single triple point exists, so

no collision partner is available. As a result, the triple-point rotates along the tube

circumference while the front moves forward, thereby producing a spiral trajectory
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on the tube inner-surface. The frequency of the spin was described by Fay [ 13 ] as

being related to the lowest mode of the natural transverse vibrational frequencies of

the hot combustion products.

While experiments in round tubes are more common, studies of detonation prop-

agation in rectangular channel geometries have revealed unique detonation character-

istics. Spinning detonations have been observed in rectangular and square channels,

producing the same soot foil triple-point patterns seen in round tubes [ 14 ]. In an

investigation of spinning detonations in a rectangular channel, Dove and Wagner [  15 ]

observed a “zig-zag” detonation in narrow channels (suppressing the transverse mode

in the narrow dimension) at the limit. Based off video evidence, the detonation head

swept back and forth across the channel, reflecting off opposite sidewalls down the

length of the channel.

Investigations of quasi-detonations by Teodorcyzk et al. [ 16 ,  17 ] built on signifi-

cant work previously done in obstacle-laded round tubes by using high-speed schlieren

imaging to visualize combustion wave propagation and DDT in rectangular channels.

Experimental work of Dorofeev et al. [ 18 ], Obara et al. [ 19 ,  20 ], and Kellenberger and

Ciccarelli [  21 ], have visually examined quasi-detonations, however all have been re-

stricted by the two-dimensional nature of schlieren imaging. Numerical investigations

of sufficient length to explore quasi-detonations have been limited to two-dimensions

[ 22 ,  23 ] as well due to computational complexity of large three-dimensional simula-

tions and the required chemical kinetic models.

Recently, asymmetry across the channel width during supersonic combustion wave

propagation has been revealed [ 24 ] at the onset of DDT using a multi-dimensional

simultaneous schlieren and soot foil method [ 25 ]. Building on this, Kellenberger and
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Ciccarelli [ 26 ] investigated the three-dimensional behaviour of supersonic combustion

waves, and among other findings, revealed a unique new single-head propagation

mode in an obstructed square cross-section channel. In a round tube the single-

head spin detonation has always been associated with the detonation limits, but in

[ 26 ] the study revealed a stable single-head propagation mode over a wide range of

initial pressures well beyond the detonation limits. Detonation studies are typically

performed in narrow aspect-ratio channels to allow for clean schlieren visualization

[ 21 ,  27 ] but can suppress transverse modes [ 28 ]. The objective of this study is to

analyse the single-head propagation in an obstructed channel in detail and develop a

model of the propagation mechanism.

7.3 Experimental

An aluminum combustion channel, 3.66 m long with a 76.2 mm by 76.2 mm square

cross-section was used for all experiments. The modular channel consisted of four

obstacle-laden sections, an obstacle-filled optical section, and finally an empty dump

tank. Obstacles 19.1 mm tall, spanned the width of the channel and were spaced at

76.2 mm intervals along the top and bottom channel walls. The resulting obstacle

pairs generated a blockage ratio of BR = 0.5. The apparatus construction allowed for

the rotation of the entire channel to capture both side and top-view schlieren videos at

up to 175,000 frames per second using a Photron SA-Z camera. Shown in  Figure 7.1 is

a schematic of the channel optical section. The single-pass Z-schlieren setup utilized

f/12 parabolic focusing mirrors and a 35 W xenon arc-lamp. Piezoelectric pressure

sensors (PCB 113A24) at 457 mm intervals were used to generated pressure-time

histories at 3 MHz. Combustion wave velocities were determined using both pressure
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of optical section field-of-view showing top-view and side-view
obstacle orientations. Rounded rectangle represents extent of optical access windows.

time-of-arrival and shock tracking from schlieren images. Records of triple-point paths

in multiple dimensions were generated using sooted aluminum and glass substrates.

Experiments were conducted exclusively with stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen at

an initial temperature of 295 K and initial pressures between 17 kPa – 24 kPa. Mix-

tures were created from constituent gases using the method of partial pressures in

an independent mixing chamber equipped with a magnetically coupled stirrer, driven

by an electric motor. A rotary vane vacuum pump was used to evacuate the mixing

chamber prior to producing the test mixture. Once enough test mixture was used to

drop the chamber below atmospheric pressure, the remaining mixture was discarded
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Figure 7.2: Wide channel soot foils obtained for stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial
pressure showing a single-head-like detonation with soot foils on two walls (test 177).
Propagation is from right to left.

to protect against possible air infiltration. Test mixtures were loaded into an evacu-

ated combustion channel and ignited using an automotive capacitive discharge spark

system, generating spark energies on the order of 500 mJ.

7.4 Results

Recently, a single-head supersonic combustion wave was found to be able to stably

propagate in an obstructed channel over a wide range of initial pressures [ 26 ]. Tests to

determine the characteristics of the propagation mechanism were conducted. The soot

foils shown in  Figure 7.2 were obtained from both the front and back channel walls

to differentiate the structure of combustion waves on the two sidewalls, which is not

discernable in the side-view schlieren images (described below). The unique feature

observed on the two foils are the vertical bands of fine cells that alternate from one

side of the channel to the other side. A similar vertical band of fine cells is observed
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in the foil obtained for the single (asymmetrical) sidewall ignition mode of discon-

tinuous detonation propagation [ 26 ]. This pattern is generated when a transverse

detonation wave, propagating in the compressed gas region between the decoupled

shock and flame, reaches the sidewall of the channel. This interaction manifests itself

on the soot foil as a vertical band of fine cells, shown between obstacles 4 and 5 on

the upper soot foil in  Figure 7.2 . The width and location of the band corresponds

to the separation distance between (and position of) the decoupled shock and the

trailing flame on that wall at the time of the transverse detonation wave reflection.

After reflecting, a detonating Mach stem is produced that decays in strength as it

propagates downstream. This produces a fine cell structure immediately after the

vertical band and the cell size grows with propagation as the detonation decays in

strength. Eventually the detonation decouples as it diffracts past the next obstacle

pair, producing a characteristic “flaring” of the triple-point trajectories. This cellular

pattern is repeated on alternating sides of the channel, as can be seen on the two foils

in  Figure 7.2 .

Video frames taken from two tests (side-view and top-view) at 20 kPa are shown

in  Figure 7.3 . A curved, thick wave front enters the field-of-view in frame 2 of

 Figure 7.3a , typical of a failing detonation wave during diffraction. However, the

top-view (shown in frame 2 of  Figure 7.3b  ) reveals a much more complicated struc-

ture consisting of a highly non-planar wave with a distinct triple-point. Above the

triple-point is an overdriven detonation wave that extends to the sidewall of the chan-

nel (the origin of this detonation wave will be described below). Below the triple-point

the wave consists of a decoupled shock-flame complex. The appearance of fine-scale

turbulence behind the lead shock in the top-view schlieren image results from the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: Wide channel schlieren image sequence of tests with stoichiometric H2–O2

at 20 kPa initial pressure showing single-head detonation propagation from (a) side-
view (test 191) and (b) top-view (test 177) with soot foils on the sidewalls. Inter-frame
time of 5.714 µs. Propagation is from right to left.
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integration effect through the highly curved surface across the channel height. Col-

lision with obstacle 4 produces bright light at both the obstacle faces (see frames 4

and 5 in  Figure 7.3a  ). The top-view images in  Figure 7.3b  show bright light only on

one side of the obstacle, where the overdriven detonation reflects. The reflection of

the opposite side of the wave does not produce any significant light, indicating no

autoignition. Upon passing obstacle 4, from the side-view images (  Figure 7.3a ) there

appears to be two distinct fronts that persist through frames 5 – 7. Note that it is

not possible to determine from the side-view images (in frames 5 – 7 of  Figure 7.3a )

alone, which wall (left or right) the detonation is in contact with. The nature of this

double front is revealed in the top-view images of  Figure 7.3b .

In [  25 ] it was shown that a shock wave travelling across a sooted foil can lift-off

the soot, and a trailing flame can cause the lofted soot to heat up and incandesce.

In  Figure 7.3b , both the sidewalls were lined with soot foils. In frame 8, along the

right sidewall between obstacles 4 and 5 (top of the image) the light emission starts

immediately at the detonation front, whereas, along the left sidewall the light emission

starts well behind the lead shock wave, where the flame front is located (see arrow).

In frame 9, the light emission jumps forward to where the lead shock is expected to be

(see downstream arrow). The jump forward is the result of the transverse detonation

wave reaching the left sidewall and heating the soot between the lead shock and

trailing flame. The reflection of the transverse detonation with the channel sidewall

is highlighted by the generation of a nonreactive shock wave that travels transversely

into the combustion products, indicated by the rightmost arrow in frame 9. The

reflection of the remainder of the detonation front produces a reactive Mach stem

along the channel sidewall, and there is no longer a transverse detonation wave. A
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Figure 7.4: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 18 kPa initial pressure
(test 117) showing right (top), bottom (middle), and left (bottom) wall foils (looking
downstream from ignition end). Propagation is from right to left.

new transverse detonation wave is only formed after diffraction over the obstacle

causes the detonation wave on the right sidewall to decouple, and the reacting Mach

stem (overdriven detonation wave) propagating along the left sidewall overtakes it,

forming the transverse detonation wave as it is driven into the compressed unburned

gas between the shock and flame.

In an effort to examine the transverse wave structure in the present obstructed

channel, soot foils were placed on the bottom wall of the channel between obstacles

(see middle image in  Figure 7.4 ) but did not show a band of cells corresponding

to the trajectory of the transverse detonation wave across the channel width. This

is because the triple-line (outlining the leading edge of the transverse detonation

wave) is severely curved due to the diffraction around the obstacle. It is clear from
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Figure 7.5: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 226) showing single-head continuous detonation propagation. (a) schematic of
soot foil orientation (b) soot foil (c) top-view schlieren image sequence with clear
acrylic obstacles and soot foil at the channel centreline (line of symmetry). Field-of-
view is full channel width and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame
time of 3.333 µs.
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the side-view images of  Figure 7.3a that no vertical wave structure reaches the top

or bottom walls until well past the obstacle. The test shown in  Figure 7.5 was

performed at 20 kPa initial pressure with a soot foil in a horizontal orientation,

spanning between the left and right channel sidewalls, along the line of flow symmetry

at the channel centreline (see  Figure 7.5a  ). Shown in  Figure 7.5b  is the soot foil

and the corresponding top-view schlieren images in  Figure 7.5c . The intense light

observed in the video is produced by the incandescing heated lofted soot, and thus

can be used to identify reaction zones [ 25 ]. The transverse detonation wave propagates

from the left-side to the right-side of the channel (see arrow in frame 7 showing the

propagation direction). Below the transverse detonation wave the front consists of

a detonation wave which shows up very well due to soot incandescence. Above the

transverse detonation, where the decoupled shock and flame exists, the lead shock

is not observed but the trailing flame can be identified. The strongest evidence for

the transverse detonation wave is in the resulting foil shown in  Figure 7.5b . A band

of fine-cells (see arrow) is observed between the larger cellular pattern produced by

the detonation front (that propagates downstream) and the detonation cell free zone

associated with the decoupled shock-flame. The fine cell structure indicates that the

transverse detonation wave is overdriven with respect to the initial conditions. The

bottom left corner of  Figure 7.5b is void of cells, indicating detonation failure along

the left sidewall midway between obstacle pairs.

It is clear that the obstacles play a key role in the weakening of the detonation,

causing decoupling into a shock and flame across the majority of the channel. The

gap between the two is necessary for the transverse detonation wave. This is in

strong contrast to all propagation mechanisms seen in a narrow channel [ 24 ] and the
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Figure 7.6: Wide channel test with stoichiometric H2–O2 at 20 kPa initial pressure
(test 222) showing top-view schlieren image sequence with transparent obstacles.
Triple-point trajectory is indicated in frame 20. Field-of-view is full channel width
and propagation is from right to left with an inter-frame time of 3.333 µs.

discontinuous propagation seen in the wide channel [ 26 ] where it is the obstacles that

provide a reflecting surface which initiates detonation periodically. Also, in contrast

to a smooth tube, the single-head mode is not a limit phenomenon as it occurs well

into the quasi-detonation regime in the wide channel [ 26 ]. To better understand the

role the obstacles play in the single-head propagation, top-view schlieren images were

taken with transparent obstacles, as shown in  Figure 7.6 . In frame 1, the triple-point

is just reaching the front channel wall (bottom of field-of-view). As the detonation

front passes through obstacle pair 4, the section near the rear channel wall is weakest,

while the section near the front channel wall is the strongest, having just reflected

in frame 2. Upon emerging in frame 5, the obstacle has caused the weak part of the
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detonation front to decouple, producing a separation between the shock and reaction

front seen in frame 6. It is important to note that the transverse detonation wave

does not form until after the obstacle where the diffraction has created a section

of compressed, unburned gas, beginning in frame 6. The triple-point trajectory is

unimpeded through the obstacle pair, indicating that the triple-point passes through

the unobstructed core of the channel. The detonation front in this region has not yet

reached the top and bottom channel walls, confirmed by side-view video in  Figure 7.3a  

at the same initial pressure.

7.5 Discussion

To more clearly illustrate the structure of the single-head detonation front, a three-

dimensional schematic of the wave propagation is shown in  Figure 7.7 that was gen-

erated using the soot foils from  Figure 7.2 and the side and top-view schlieren images

shown in  Figure 7.3 . Frame numbering in  Figure 7.7 corresponds to the frames in

 Figure 7.3 . Immediately downstream of obstacle 4 in frame 6 of  Figure 7.7 the triple-

line, observed as a point in the top-view  Figure 7.3b , divides the wave front into two

halves. The left half (looking downstream in the positive x -direction) of the front is a

decoupled shock and flame, typical of a failed detonation wave, and the right half of

the front is typical of a curved detonation front. A transverse detonation wave sweeps

across the shock-compressed unburned gas region in frames 6 – 8 (see arrow in frame

6 of  Figure 7.7 ). This triple-shock configuration manifests itself as the double front

seen in  Figure 7.3a and is due to the integrating effect of the schlieren light across the

channel width. As the overdriven detonation moves downstream along the right wall,

it weakens as it transitions to a spherical wave, bounded on one side by the right wall
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Figure 7.7: Schematic of combustion wave showing single-head detonation propa-
gation progress through two obstacle spacings. The three-dimensional images were
derived from the side and top-view schlieren images (frames 5 – 16) presented in

 Figure 7.3 . Blue surfaces represent shock waves and red surfaces represent the start
of reaction zones. The inter-frame time is approximately 5.7 µs.
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and anchored on the other side to the triple-line (see arrow in frame 7 of  Figure 7.7 ).

This weakening of the detonation wave is accompanied by an increase in cell size, as

observed on the top soot foil of  Figure 7.2 . The transverse detonation wave reaches

the left wall just before the time of  Figure 7.7 frame 8, at which point it produces a

detonating Mach stem that propagates downstream along the left wall and expanding

back across the channel width that are seen in frame 9. The reflection of the trans-

verse detonation wave produces the characteristic vertical band seen on the soot foil

in  Figure 7.2 and generates a detonating Mach stem propagating downstream along

the left wall. During this time (frames 7 and 8) the detonation wave originating on

the right side, which now takes up most of the channel width, continuously decays in

strength and eventually fails as it passes through obstacle pair 5 in frames 10 and 11.

The reflection of the transverse detonation wave also generates a reflected inert shock

which propagates transversely into the combustion products (see reflected inert shock

arrow in frame 9 of  Figure 7.7 ). The strong detonating Mach stem running along the

left wall then encounters obstacle 5 (in frames 11 and 12 of  Figure 7.7 ) where, because

of its strength, survives the diffraction. When the Mach stem detonation propagating

on the left side emerges after obstacle 5 in frame 11, it has grown to approximately

half the channel width. A new transverse detonation wave propagates towards the

right wall downstream of obstacle 5 as diffraction completely decouples the detonation

wave to a shock and trailing flame. The transverse detonation propagates through

the compressed, unburned gas reaching the right wall in frame 14 and completing one

half cycle. This transverse wave generation repeats after each obstacle pair, alternat-

ing in the direction of propagation. Globally, the detonation wave never completely

fails due to the zig-zag reflection path it takes down the channel and therefore can be
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considered to be the limiting propagation mode of a continuous detonation [ 26 ].

In a narrow channel geometry [ 24 ], a sustained side-to-side single head was not

observed due to a non-conducive geometry. The detonation propagates across the

channel width in the compressed gas region faster than it moves forward, and since

the channel is narrow the detonation front has moved downstream only a small dis-

tance during that time. This means there is no diagonal movement of the detonation

wave like that seen in the wide channel. In a similar fashion, at initial pressures below

17 kPa (onset of single-head propagation) in the discontinuous detonation propaga-

tion mode for the wide channel, shown in [ 26 ], initiation is seen on the wall at one

side (in the top view) and the detonation moves diagonally across the channel, but

contacts the opposite wall very close to the next obstacle (instead of about halfway

between the two, as in single-head continuous propagation) and the detonation fails

across the entire channel width. The geometric conditions required for the onset

of single-headed propagation are influenced by obstacle height (detonation diffraction

and shock-flame decoupling), channel width (detonation wall reflection), and obstacle

spacing (oscillation frequency).

Overlaid on frame 20 of  Figure 7.6 is the triple-point trajectory from all the frames

shown, revealing the single-head propagation of an equivalent “square” (∆x = ∆y)

trajectory. This trajectory is plotted in more detail in  Figure 7.8a . The triple-point

trajectory can be thought of as analogous to one half of a single detonation cell,

however typical cells do not exhibit a square aspect ratio [ 29 ]. The trajectories them-

selves are not straight due to the changing velocities of the waves as they weaken and

reinitiate as overdriven waves. Curvature of the dominating triple-point trajectory,

as seen in the test shown in  Figure 7.8a  , was observed by Dove and Wagner in an
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unobstructed rectangular channel [ 15 ] in an investigation of spinning detonations.

The triple-point trajectory was found to very closely be fit by a quadratic curve, as

shown in  Figure 7.8a . For the test shown in  Figure 7.6 , the corresponding x and

y-components of the triple-point velocity are shown in  Figure 7.8a and  Figure 7.8b ,

respectively. The x -component can be interpreted as the detonation velocity in the

downstream direction, while the y-component can be interpreted as the transverse

wave velocity across the channel width. Velocities have been normalized by the calcu-

lated CJ velocity for both the pre-shock (initial state) and the post-shock state for the

detonation and transverse waves respectively. The downstream distance x has been

normalized by the channel height H such that the obstacle numbers (downstream

distance) correspond to the conventions used throughout this study. The trajectory

presented in  Figure 7.8a tracks the triple-point following reflection from the front

channel wall where a strongly overdriven detonation is initiated at 1.4VCJ, as seen

in  Figure 7.8b , before quickly decaying to 0.8VCJ. The detonation remains at this

velocity as it approaches obstacle 4 as the triple-point transverse velocity decreases,

see  Figure 7.8c . As the combustion wave passes through obstacle pair 4, the deto-

nation velocity drops to 0.5VCJ due to diffraction around the obstacle and steadily

propagates at this velocity until collision of the triple-point with the channel sidewall.

At the same time, the transverse detonation forms and the y-component of the triple-

point velocity increases as a transverse detonation is formed in the compressed gas

region behind the lead shock wave. The transverse detonation propagates at a steady

velocity of 0.9VCJ until it reaches the right-side channel wall. The deceleration of the

detonation wave in the x -direction and the formation (and subsequent acceleration)

of the transverse wave in the y-direction are responsible for the upward concavity
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of the triple-point trajectory seen following obstacle 4 in  Figure 7.8a  . This wave

behaviour was also observed by Edwards and Parry in a study in a smooth square

channel when analysing the trajectory of a single triple-point [  30 ]. At x/H = 4.6,

collision of the triple-point with the channel sidewall coincides with the production

of an overdriven Mach stem detonation on the opposite sidewall. This generates a

mirror image of the triple-point trajectory, as seen in  Figure 7.8a  . This collision with

the wall generates the distinct cell pattern seen in the sidewall soot foil images of

 Figure 7.2 and  Figure 7.4 .

A schematic, partially built from video frame edge tracking using the Canny [ 31 ]

tracking method, of the wave structure is shown in  Figure 7.9a . Due to the video res-

olution and image noise near the shock surfaces due to schlieren integration across the

measurement volume, the location of shock surfaces and angles are approximate. An

important feature of the single-head detonation propagation is evident in  Figure 7.9a ,

as the Mach stem detonation (below the triple-point) weakens, it starts to wrinkle.

This wrinkling is associated with the generation of a local cell structure from the

decaying, initially smooth, overdriven detonation wave.

To more definitively determine the wave strengths and reaction rates in the triple-

shock structure, a detailed view of the triple-point region derived from frame 10 of

 Figure 7.6  is provided in  Figure 7.9b . Using the triple-point trajectory in a wave-

fixed frame of reference, the strength of the shock waves were estimated using average

velocities and shock angles derived from the schlieren video shown in  Figure 7.6  .

Taking the shock to be planar in the regions near to the triple-point, induction times

were calculated using oblique shock relations and a constant volume explosion model.

The model employed the Shock and Detonation Toolbox [ 32 ,  33 ] to solve for the
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shock jump conditions running within the Cantera [ 34 ] framework which solved for

the chemical equilibrium processes using the hydrogen kinetic mechanisms of Konnov

[ 35 ], Hong et al. [ 36 ], Burke et al. [ 37 ], Sánchez and Williams [ 38 ,  39 ], and Mevel

et al. [ 40 ]. The performance of several of these hydrogen oxidation mechanisms is

evaluated in [ 41 ]. For this investigation all the mechanisms tested yielded similar

induction time results.

From the combination of the x and y-components of the triple-point velocity,

shown in  Figure 7.8b  and  Figure 7.8c  respectively, the absolute velocity was measured

to be approximately 2816 m/s between Frames 10 and 11 (see  Figure 7.9a ). The

triple-point angle was found to be 122° (all angles are measured counter-clockwise

from horizontal). A plot of the incident shock wave induction time (blue wave in

 Figure 7.9 ) for different angles is shown in  Figure 7.10a . The calculation shows a

very strong effect for incident shock angles above 60°. For the measured incident

shock wave angle of 92°, ignition due to shock-heating is not expected to occur. This

calculation corroborates the observed lagging reaction-zone behind the incident shock

wave in  Figure 7.6 and  Figure 7.9 . On the other side of the triple-point, the measured

Mach stem (red in  Figure 7.9 ) angle of 216° indicates a shock wave of sufficient

strength to promptly ignite reactants from shock heating, with an average induction

time of 4.2×10−7 s based on the five kinetic mechanisms tested. The calculation shows

very low sensitivity of the induction time to angle in the vicinity of this value. This

induction time equates to an induction length of 0.22 mm based on the post-shock

particle velocity, which is indistinguishably short to be resolved from the schlieren

video (spatial resolution of approximately 0.6 mm/pixel), but nonetheless implies the

presence of a Mach stem detonation in the vicinity of the triple-point as observed.
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Figure 7.10: Calculated constant-volume explosion induction time behind shock waves
in observed triple-shock configuration showing measured shock angle (wave angles are
measured counter-clockwise from horizontal) from test in  Figure 7.6 for (a) incident
shock wave, (b) Mach-stem, and (c) transverse shock wave. Calculations are based on
the wave-fixed velocity of the triple-point and were limited to a maximum duration
of 10−3 s.
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Of note is the nearly perpendicular orientation of the Mach stem and triple-point

trajectory as shown in  Figure 7.9 . This is manifested as the near-minimum induction

time shown in  Figure 7.10b  and indicates the Mach stem is strongest near the triple-

point. Shown in  Figure 7.10c is the induction time behind the transverse shock wave

(green in  Figure 7.9 ). The geometry of the triple-shock configuration is such that

the flow near the triple-point is nearly normal to the transverse wave, leading to an

average induction time of 1.85× 10−7 s which corresponds to an induction length of

0.11 mm. This short induction length indicates shock ignition of the gas, therefore

supporting the transverse detonation hypothesis. Looking at the transverse wave

velocity shown in  Figure 7.8c  , there is a smooth transition up to the post-shock CJ

velocity as the Mach stem detonation shock and flame are separated downstream of

the obstacle and there is no indication of a singular DDT event.

In general, a detonation can be classified as either ordinary or marginal, with

the marginal type generally existing at the detonation limit. A unique feature of

a marginal detonation is the appearance of a double Mach stem structure following

reflection of the transverse wave [ 42 ]. The transverse wave in ordinary and marginal

detonations can be classified as having “weak” and “strong” structures, respectively.

The distinguishing feature is that for a strong transverse wave structure chemical re-

action is initiated by the transverse shock wave (detonation). The strong transverse

detonation includes one or more kinks (triple-points) along its surface, which in turn

have their own transverse waves associated with them. The reactive transverse wave

was found to produce a helical band of cells, as observed by Denisov and Troshin [  9 ]

and Duff [ 43 ] for a single-head spin detonation in a round tube. Therefore, a band

of cells is generally produced behind the main triple-point trajectory for a “strong”
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transverse wave structure. Experiments carried out in a narrow rectangular channel

by Strehlow and Crooker [  44 ] showed that the reflection of a strong transverse struc-

ture detonation wave did not immediately generate a strong structure wave, instead

it formed spontaneously further downstream. Numerical simulations showing the for-

mation of a strong transverse wave of double-Mach structure have been performed

[ 45 – 48 ] and indicate the strong double-Mach structure is not immediately present

upon triple-point reflection. The soot foil of  Figure 7.5b  shows a diagonal band of

fine cells which is indicative of a strong reactive transverse wave, but the larger cells to

the left are not normally seen in a marginal detonation. In gas mixtures with nitrogen

oxides (NO2/N2O4), multi-scaled cellular detonations have been seen [ 49 ,  50 ] that are

attributed to reactions with two time-scales. In addition, detonation diffraction and

reinitition in critical tube experiments generate similar cellular patterns whereby a

hotspot initiates a detonation that propagates transversely within the compressed gas

region behind the incident shock wave. The single-head continuous detonation prop-

agation uncovered in this study is unique in that it undergoes both a reflection (off

the channel sidewall) and an expansion (through the obstacle pairs), both of which

have been shown to generate reactive transverse waves.

7.6 Conclusions

An investigation of single-head detonation wave propagation in an obstructed channel

was undertaken to elucidate the mechanism of propagation and definitively determine

the wave structure. Using a dual-axis schlieren and soot foil technique, the continuous

single-head detonation wave was revealed to propagating in a zig-zag path down

an obstructed duct. Tell-tale vertical bands containing fine cells present on soot
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foils on soot foils indicate a transverse detonation wave reflection midway between

each obstacle pair. Modelling of the wave region near the tripe-point confirms the

presence of a transverse detonation wave, along with a decoupled shock-flame, and a

Mach stem detonation based on induction times determined from a constant volume

explosion model. The triple-point trajectory follows a quadratic path and forms a

square (∆x = ∆y) shape that is reminiscent of a single detonation cell. The Mach

stem detonation front of the wave operates between 1.4VCJ at initiation and 0.5VCJ as

the wave diffracts through the obstacle pair. After formation following the obstacle, a

transverse detonation burning within the shock-compressed region travels across the

channel width at 0.9VCJ where reflection extinguishes the transverse detonation but

generates a new Mach stem detonation. The role of the obstacle in the propagation

mechanism is to weaken the Mach stem detonation through diffraction to generate

a separation in the shock and flame where the transverse detonation can propagate

through. Unlike a single-head spin in a round tube, where the propagation is governed

by acoustics, the propagation of the single-head detonation in an obstructed channel

is governed by the obstacle geometry.
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Chapter 8

Obstacle face shock reflection ignition

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have highlighted the importance of the coupled shock reflection

processes present in quasi-detonation propagation. At the BR = 0.5 investigated, the

key contributor to detonation transition was found to be the obstacle face reflection

process. To further investigate this, numerical simulations of the shock interaction

process at the upstream obstacle face were performed in a shock tube to ascertain

the approximate reflected shock parameters leading to detonation initiation. This

approach removes the complication associated with the trailing flame that is present

in a fast-flame. In shock tube experiments looking at detonation initiation performed

with low pressure stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen, Chan pointed out the enhance-

ment provided by the development of a Mach stem before the obstacle [  1 ]. Chan

analyzed his results based on the mild and strong detonation ignition studied by

Meyer and Oppenheim [ 2 ,  3 ]. Thomas et al. experimentally and numerically inves-

tigated detonation initiation resulting from shock reflection off a fence-type obstacle

fastened to a shock tube bottom surface [ 4 ]. Based on experiments performed with
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stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen with argon and nitrogen dilution, a critical detona-

tion initiation condition of H−h
2aRτind

< 1 was proposed, where H is the channel height, h

is the obstacle opening height, aR and τind are the sound speed and induction (ignition

delay) time in the undisturbed reflected shock region respectively. Numerical results

on reflected shock detonation initiation obtained by solving the two-dimensional Eu-

ler equations in a shock tube equipped with a fence-type obstacle with stoichiometric

hydrogen-oxygen are reported here.

Since reaction rate is strongly dependant on temperature (see  Equation 2.4 ) the

post-reflected shock temperature is a key parameter in predicting local detonation

events in the propagation of a quasi-detonation wave. Typical shock ignition studies

are performed in shock tubes where precise control of the reflected conditions is pos-

sible. Experimentally, the difficulty of high-speed temperature measurement means

the only feasible way to discern the reflected temperature is based on the incident

shock velocity and initial conditions, however practical limitations exist regarding the

maximum achievable incident shock velocity and subsequently the reflected pressure

and temperature. Shown in  Figure 8.1 are the incident shock wave Mach numbers

attainable in a stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture initially at 20 kPa and 298 K with dif-

ferent driver gases, calculated assuming constant specific heat as in  Equations 2.18 

to  2.20 .

To examine quasi-detonation propagation in stoichiometric H2–O2, Mach numbers

in the range of 1.6 to 5.1 need to be considered as the cyclic detonation failure and

reinitiation encompasses a wide range of shock velocities. As indicate in  Figure 8.1 ,

the high-end of this Mach number range is only attainable using a pure H2 driver

at a driver-to-driven gas pressure ratio greater than 500. While these high Mach
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Figure 8.1: Shock tube Mach number limits for a stoichiometric H2–O2 driven gas
initially at 20 kPa and 298 K with drivers of various composition, where p1 is the
initial driven pressure and p4 is the initial driver pressure.

numbers are not easily achieved, the discontinuous detonation regime occurs at Mach

numbers of 2.2 to 3.0. This is the typical velocity range of the shock-flame complex

just before shock reflection leading to detonation initiation. At the initial pressures

where discontinuous detonation was observed experimentally (10 kPa to 20 kPa), this

necessitates a driver pressure of 1800 kPa for the preferred helium driver, which is

attainable in available shock tube facilities. Shock velocity decay must also be con-

sidered to achieve the proper incident velocity at the obstacle of interest, requiring

a higher initial shock strength and perhaps exceeding the capabilities of a helium

driver. Another consideration for a shock tube experiment is that to easily gener-

ate a curved shock wave (representative of a quasi-detonation) requires passing an

initially planar shock over at least one obstacle without ignition occurring prior to
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the obstacle of interest. While these complexities can be overcome through careful

experimental implementation, a numerical investigation is appealing in its flexibility

and the detailed flow field information it can provide.

Due to the relatively closely spaced obstacles and large blockage ratio used in this

work, the shock front is highly curved as it reflects off both the channel wall and

obstacle face. This causes the reflection to be non-planar and results in a complex

flow field behind the reflected shock wave. The objective of these simulations is to de-

termine the approximate post-reflected shock conditions (temperature and pressure)

present in a quasi-detonation wave and to use these to determine induction times.

These will be based on typical incident shock wave velocities seen in previous super-

sonic combustion wave experiments and used to establish a critical incident shock

conditions for “strong” ignition in the context of quasi-detonation propagation.

8.2 Governing equations

Simulations were performed by solving the unsteady, compressible Euler equations in

two-dimensions. In conservative form,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (8.1)

∂ (ρu)

∂t
+∇ · [u (ρu)] +∇p = 0 (8.2)

∂ (ρE)

∂t
+∇ · [u (ρE)] +∇ (up) = 0 (8.3)

represent the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy respectively where ρ is
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the density, p is the pressure, and u is the velocity vector. Total energy E is defined

as

E = e+
u2

2
(8.4)

where e is the specific internal energy, given by

e = h− p

ρ
(8.5)

and the enthalpy h is of the form

h =

∫ T

T0

cpdT (8.6)

Ignoring the weak intermolecular forces allows the gas to be treated as perfect and

the equation of state is given by,

p = ρRT (8.7)

where R is the specific gas constant, and T is the temperature. As subsequently

discussed in  Section 8.3 , the gas was treated as thermally perfect where the inter-

nal energy, enthalpy and specific heats are functions of temperature only. Constant

pressure specific heat values (cp), and subsequently enthalpy values, were taken from

sixth-order polynomials of the NASA-NIST type [ 5 ].

The ratio of specific heats γ is defined as,

γ =
cp

cv

(8.8)

where cp and cv are the specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume,

respectively.
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The system of equations was solved using the solver rhoCentralFoam within the

open-source computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package OpenFOAM. Additional

details of the solver and algorithm implementation are available in [ 6 ]. The configu-

ration of the solver utilized implements a central-upwind differencing scheme based

on the work of Kurganov et al. [ 7 ] that is specifically designed for problems with

sharp gradients such as shock waves. Cell centre field values are interpolated to the

cell faces using the van Leer [  8 ] interpolation scheme for flux calculation. Shock

velocities and property field values were extracted from the simulation data using

custom scripts, shown in  Appendix A  . Computational routines were also developed

to determine induction time contours and induction time gradient contours.

8.3 Method

The computational domain consisted of a half-height channel with four obstacles,

as shown in  Figure 8.2 . A normal shock wave was generated at the left side of the

domain by patching the post-shock conditions for a target shock velocity to the inlet

boundary. To determine the inlet boundary conditions an initial shock velocity VS

was chosen as well as an initial pressure p1 and temperature T1. Initial pressures of

10 kPa, 15 kPa, and 20 kPa were chosen based on experimental data and the initial

temperature was always chosen as 298 K. The initial incident shock velocities were

varied between 1000 m/s and 3000 m/s to match experimental conditions observed

during quasi-detonation propagations. Using a stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture with a

frozen composition, these initial conditions were used to solve for the post-shock con-

ditions (p2, T2, u2) with a Newton–Raphson iterative method [ 9 ] and thermodynamic

data polynomial fits from the mechanism of Konnov [ 10 ]. The post-shock conditions
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were then applied to the inlet boundary at t = 0, resulting in a shock wave propagat-

ing at the target velocity. The advantage of this shock generation method over the

shock tube method used by Sod [ 11 ] is the reduction in computational domain size

by the omission of a high-pressure section. This is especially important to optimize

computation time for two-dimensional simulations. The setup utilized also has the

advantage that no reflected expansion waves from the driver endwall can interfere

with the wave progression through the obstacles, as would be the case in a reacting

mixture where energy added by chemical reactions drive the shock wave, i.e., a steady

combustion wave.

The temporal resolution of the simulations was determined using a Courant–

Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number. This dimensionless parameter is defined as

CFL =
VS∆t

∆x
(8.9)

where VS is the shock wave velocity, ∆t is the time-step, and ∆x is the distance

between adjacent grid nodes. For all cases a value of 0.05 was chosen as it is be-

low the CFL = 0.5 stability limit of central finite volume schemes [  6 ] and resulted

in best compromise of solution stability and run time. The solution time step was

automatically adjusted to maintain the selected CFL number based on the maximum

cell-centre velocity in the domain. The computational volume consisted of a static

hexahedral mesh where ∆x = ∆y = 1.59 × 10−4 m, forming a total grid of approx-

imately 461,000 cells. This spatial resolution was able to accurately capture shock

waves for the purposes of estimating the reflected shock conditions at the upstream

face of each obstacle. A total of 18 runs were performed, varying the initial pressure

and incident shock velocity, as summarized in  Table 8.1 . The run time for each case
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Table 8.1: Summary of simulation initial conditions and resulting shock wave velocity.
All cases were run with a stoichiometric mixture of H2–O2 at a frozen composition,
initially at 298 K.

Initial pressure

(kPa)

Target initial

velocity

(m/s)

Simulation initial

shock velocity

(m/s)

10 1000 998± 115

10 1250 1251± 74

10 1500 1504± 142

10 1750 1746± 160

10 2000 1997± 146

15 1000 998± 115

15 1250 1251± 88

15 1500 1504± 142

15 1750 1746± 160

15 2000 1997± 148

15 2250 2257± 97

15 2500 2502± 102

20 1500 1404± 142

20 1750 1746± 160

20 2000 1998± 146

20 2250 2257± 97

20 2500 2502± 102

20 2750 2747± 153
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was approximately 128 CPU hours.

The incident shock wave velocities prior to reflection at each obstacle were taken as

the average wave speed in the second half of the 31.75 mm distance between adjacent

obstacle faces. The shock wave location was defined as the position at which the

pressure along the line y = 0.2 mm was no longer equal to the initial pressure. A

time step of 0.5 µs was used between shock position captures. As shown in  Table 8.1 ,

the simulated initial mean shock wave velocities were within 0.3 % of the target value.

Temperature and pressure at each obstacle face were determined using a probe located

0.2 mm upstream of the obstacle and 0.2 mm off the bottom wall.

To evaluate the suitability of the simulation method, a one-dimensional simulation

was performed in a channel void of obstacles. The incident shock wave was generated

at the inlet boundary as described above and allowed to reflect off the channel outlet

(endwall) to evaluate the accuracy of the post-reflected shock conditions. Shown

in  Figure 8.3 is the pressure and temperature time history at the midway point of

the channel. The results show a sharp rise in pressure and temperature just prior

to t = 0.1 ms, corresponding to the arrival of the incident shock wave. The post-

incident shock conditions of 243 kPa and 1048 K remain constant until the reflection

of the shock wave at the channel endwall. The sharp rise in pressure and temperature

seen just prior to t = 0.4 ms corresponds to the arrival of the reflected shock. Small

oscillations in the pressure immediately behind the reflected shock wave quickly settle

to 1421 kPa and a temperature of 1871 K.

A comparison of the post-reflected shock wave conditions from the simulation

using a thermally perfect gas model (specific heats a function of temperature) to

those of the analytical solution determined using a calorically perfect gas assumption
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Figure 8.3: Pressure and temperature time history at x = 0.1524 m in a channel void
of obstacles showing the initial, post-incident, and post-reflected shock conditions for
a shock wave travelling at 2000 m/s in a frozen stoichiometric H2–O2 mixture initially
at 15 kPa, 298 K.

(constant specific heats) with γ = 1.4 is shown in  Figure 8.4 . Over the range of

incident shock Mach numbers encountered experimentally (approximately 1.6 to 5.1),

reveal the error associated with using a calorically perfect gas assumption at high

incident Mach numbers. For example, at an incident Mach number of 4.5, typical

of a quasi-detonation wave in the failure portion of the propagation cycle, the error

in reflected temperature is greater than 9 %. For this reason, the thermodynamic

data coefficients of Konnov [ 10 ] were used to determine the temperature dependant

specific heat values in the obstructed channel simulations.

Induction times were determined using a constant-volume explosion model and the

Konnov [ 10 ] reaction mechanism by marching in time until equilibrium is reached.

For this calculation, the maximum post-reflected shock pressure and temperature in

the 20 µs following incident shock arrival at the obstacle face were extracted from the
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H2–O2 initially at 15 kPa, 289 K. For γ = f(T ), the polynomial fits used by the
Konnov [ 10 ] hydrogen oxidation mechanism were employed.

simulation solutions and taken as steady. This time window was chosen based on the

maximum shock-flame separation time observed in the narrow channel experiments

presented in  Chapters 3  and  5 . After this time, arrival of the flame surface results

in consumption of unburned gas that can generate a local explosion at the obstacle

face. The computed induction times were evaluated as either representative of strong

ignition (detonation formation) or as weak/no ignition following reflection according

to the extended second explosion limit [ 12 ] and the critical induction time gradient

[ 2 ,  3 ]. In the latter case, no differentiation can be made between weak and no ignition

if the timescale for ignition exceeds that of the shock wave travel time though the

small volume of the unburned gas at the obstacle face in a quasi-detonation.
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8.4 Results and discussion

To establish the range of reflected states of interest to be simulated, the narrow

channel results presented in  Chapters 3  and  5 were examined. The narrow channel

was chosen as the quasi-two-dimensional geometry most closely matches the truly

two-dimensional simulation. The shock velocity along the top and bottom walls prior

to obstacle reflection were extracted from the videos for each reflection and using

the initial experimental conditions a steady reflected pressure and temperature were

calculated, assuming a normal reflection. The results of this analysis are shown in

 Figure 8.5 . Based on the experiment video images, each reflection was classified as

go/no go, where a go result signifies a local ignition at the obstacle face and no go

signifies an inert shock reflection. In  Figure 8.5 these are represented as open and

closed markers, respectively. The go/no go transition was found to take place at

an incident shock velocity of 1270 m/s (MS = 2.24). Modelling the shock-obstacle

interaction as a normal reflection gives a reflected temperature of approximately 860 K

as indicated by the dashed line in  Figure 8.5 . This finding is in line with the critical

Mach number of 2.3 observed by Chan [ 1 ] for strong ignition at an obstacle also using

a normal reflection model at a similar pressure. Local ignition was intermittently

observed between 1200 m/s and 1300 m/s for 10 kPa and 12 kPa and all reflections

at 15 kPa and 20 kPa resulted in local ignition however, as with all local ignitions

observed, did not necessarily result in the formation of a downstream propagating

detonation wave.

For the simulations performed, the mixture composition was frozen (no chemical

energy released) so the lead shock velocity decayed over time as it passed over the

four obstacles in the domain. In  Figure 8.6 the lead shock wave velocity is shown,
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as measured at the channel centreline (symmetry plane) and the channel wall for a

typical simulation case. Initially, the centreline and wall shock wave velocity are equal

as the generated wave is normal before encountering obstacle 1. There is no measured

wall velocity immediately downstream of each obstacle due to the diffracting shock

wave not being in contact with the wall until it has travelled about 25 % of the

distance between faces of consecutive obstacles. The peak wall velocity was found

to be greatest immediately following reflection of the bottom wall. The initial shock

wave velocities shown in  Table 8.1  were selected to achieve relevant incident velocities

upon obstacle reflection for the quasi-detonation propagation at initial pressures of
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previous experiments (see  Figure 8.5 ).

As an example,  Figure 8.7 shows the reflected pressure and temperature time his-

tory at the face of each obstacle for the 2000 m/s initial shock velocity at 15 kPa case

shown in  Figure 8.6 . Data was sampled at the intersection of the channel sidewall

and obstacle face. The conditions at the first obstacle are those resulting from a

regular normal shock reflection and post-shock temperature was found to be within

0.4 % of the calculated thermally perfect one-dimensional solution for such a reflec-

tion. The reflected conditions remain constant immediately following reflection until

an expansion wave resulting from the diffraction of the reflected shock wave around

the upstream obstacle corner. At obstacle 2, the temperature and pressure following

reflection at the obstacle face are greatly amplified by the confluence of the Mach
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Figure 8.7: Time histories of (a) pressure and (b) temperature at the face of each
obstacle for a simulation with an initial shock wave velocity of 2000 m/s in a stoi-
chiometric H2–O2 mixture of frozen composition initially at 15 kPa, 298 K.
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stem resulting from reflection of the lead shock wave off the channel bottom wall and

the wave coming about from the centreline reflection of the reflected wave from the

previous obstacle. The reflected conditions at obstacles 3 and 4 are of similar magni-

tude, with oscillations in pressure due to the multitude of reflected wave collisions at

the obstacle face.

8.4.1 Experimental post-reflected shock conditions

According to the Meyer and Oppenhiem [ 2 ] induction time gradient criterion, strong

ignition should not be seen until approximately 1050 K at initial pressures on the

order of 10 kPa. However, analysis of narrow channel experiments shown in  Figure 8.5 

indicate the ignition limit is approximately 930 K. To investigate the cause of this

discrepancy, the applicability of the normal reflection model used to determine the

experimental post-reflected shock conditions, based on the measured shock velocity,

was investigated.

The post-reflected shock states at each obstacle for each initial pressure are shown

in  Figure 8.8  . Two data sets are plotted in  Figure 8.8  with the closed symbols repre-

senting the two-dimensional simulated post-reflected shock conditions (2D) and the

open symbols representing the post-shock conditions of an equivalent one-dimensional

normal shock reflection (1D) with the same incident shock strength. This normal re-

flection assumes steady conditions behind the reflected Mach stem. As expected, the

simulation and normal reflection conditions at obstacle 1 consistently match, as the

incident shock wave is planar for all initial conditions. At each obstacle, the normal

post-reflected shock conditions follow the same curve, indicating the post-reflection

state is a unique function of the incident shock strength and initial conditions. This is
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Figure 8.8: Post-reflected shock state at the face of each obstacle in a stoichiometric
H2–O2 mixture of frozen composition initially at 298 K and (a) 10 kPa, (b) 15 kPa,
and (c) 20 kPa over a range of incident shock strengths. Shown are both the simulated
condition (2D), as well as the equivalent normal reflection (1D) post-shock state based
on the simulation incident shock velocity.
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also shown in the experimental data shown in  Figure 8.5 as a normal reflection model

was used to determine the reflected conditions. The closed symbols in  Figure 8.8 in-

dicate a consistently higher temperature and pressure following reflection compared

to the equivalent normal reflection. Interestingly, the temperature and pressure at

obstacle 2 are significantly higher than at any other obstacle. This indicates that

in the context of a quasi-detonation, strong ignition is most likely to occur at the

second obstacle, however due to this being the initial formation of the curved lead

shock wave, it might not provide an accurate representation of local ignition in a

(quasi-steady) quasi-detonation propagation. The reflected conditions at obstacles 3

and 4 are relatively similar to each other across all cases. It is important to note

that while the simulations cover a wide range of reflected conditions, not all condi-

tions are valid for cases involving reaction. The most significant finding highlighted

in  Figure 8.8  is that for the same incident shock velocities, the simulation results

reveal higher temperatures and pressures at the obstacle face following shock reflec-

tion. This indicates the experimental reflected temperatures are underpredicted by

the normal shock model in  Figure 8.5 .

To obtain a more representative experimental post-reflected shock state, a propor-

tionality constant κ was derived to more accurately represent the true experimental

reflected conditions based on the incident shock strength. This factor is described by,

(κΦ)p1 =
1

n

n∑
k=1

(
Φ2D

Φ1D

)
(8.10)

where Φ refers to the property (p or T ) to be corrected and n is the number of simula-

tion cases run at initial pressure p1. Examining reflections from obstacles 2, 3, and 4,
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factors of (κp)p1 = 1.4368 and (κT )p1 = 1.1071 were used to describe the difference be-

tween reflected conditions from the two-dimensional simulation results (2D) and the

one-dimensional normal reflection (1D) model across all initial pressures. Proportion-

ality constants were found to be weakly dependent on initial pressure (SDp = 0.0053,

SDT = 0.0012) so constant values for p and T were chosen.  Figure 8.9 shows ad-

justed experimental reflected conditions plotted with the classic explosion limits of

Lewis and von Elbe [ 13 ], the extended second explosion limit, and the critical induc-

tion time gradient. Also shown are representative contours of induction times of 20 µs

and 60 µs, the significance of which will be discussed in  Section 8.4.2 .

The extended second limit for the hydrogen system occurs where the chain-

branching and chain-termination rates are equal as shown in  Equation 2.5 . This

can be approximated by the ridge unique to hydrogen-oxygen mixtures in contours of

the reduced effective activation energy Θ in the T -p plane [  14 ]. The reduced effective

activation energy is a measure of the stability of a detonation [  15 ], with higher values

leading to a more unstable detonation and can be defined by,

Θ =
Ea

RT
(8.11)

≈ 1

T

(
ln (τind,+)− ln (τind,−)

1
T+
− 1

T−

)
(8.12)

where Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the post-shock

temperature. The temperature subscripts T+ and T− refer to temperature perturba-

tions of a factor of 1 ± 0.01 and τind,+ and τind,− are their related induction times.

The ridge corresponding to the maximum Θ is plotted in  Figure 8.9 along with the

critical induction time gradient sensitivity parameter of
(

dτind
dT

)
p

= −2 µs/K for strong
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gradient,
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)
p

= −2 µs/K, are also shown.

ignition established by Meyer and Oppenhiem [ 2 ]. This parameter was calculated by

numerically differentiating calculated induction times with respect to temperature at

the reflected conditions (see  Appendix A  ).

Use of the proportionality constants of  Equation 8.10 gives go/no go critical tem-

perature (the point at which reflections begin to generate strong local ignitions) of

952 K, higher than the 860 K given by the normal reflection model shown in  Figure 8.5  .

This is lower than the critical temperature predicted by the extended second explosion

limit and the induction time gradient criterion of approximately 1050 K. This indi-

cates the presence of strong local temperature gradients in the post-reflected shock
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region, possibly due to enhanced mixing caused by the shear layer at the Mach stem,

that might not be fully captured in the simulated flow. In addition, the quasi-two-

dimensional narrow channel used in the experiments could support some transverse

wave motion at the limit, as discussed in  Chapter 5 (see  Figure 5.19 ). This can lead

to higher-than-expected local temperatures upon obstacle reflection which cannot be

determined accurately from the one-dimensional incident wave velocities extracted

from the schlieren video images.

8.4.2 Induction time

Examination of induction times can give more insight into the criteria for strong

ignition in a quasi-detonation propagation. Induction times were determined using

the routines of the Shock and Detonation Toolbox [ 16 ] and the hydrogen-oxidation

mechanism of Konnov [ 10 ]. When calculating the induction time at each obstacle,

the peak temperature within 20 µs of reflection and the pressure corresponding to

that time were taken as the steady post-reflected shock state within a 6 mm by 6 mm

area of interest, as shown in the dashed boxes in  Figure 8.2 . Analysis of experiments

in  Chapter 5 identified the shock-flame separation distance as a key contributor to

detonation transition in the failure and reinitiation cycle. As local ignition at the

obstacle face is part of this transition process, the separation distance becomes key in

dictating the maximum induction time available following shock reflection before ar-

rival of the flame. Taking the maximum shock-flame separation time to be that of the

fast-flames observed at 10 kPa initial pressure gives an upper bound of approximately

20 µs for the induction time in a quasi-detonation propagation. This induction time

contour is plotted in  Figure 8.9 and remains on the strong ignition side of both models,
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indicating the only possible ignition type in a quasi-detonation is that of strong igni-

tion. For the stoichiometric H2–O2 system investigated, the critical condition criteria

closely follow the 60 µs induction time contour at relevant quasi-detonation reflected

conditions, as shown in  Figure 8.9  . At higher pressures (greater than 1000 kPa),

significant deviation exists between the induction time gradient critical condition and

the extended second explosion limit, however it should be noted that this represents

a significant extrapolation of Meyer and Oppenheim’s criterion beyond the 200 kPa

maximum pressure of their experiments used to derive it. This difference is inconse-

quential in the context of the quasi-detonation as the experimental data indicates all

reflection events lead to ignition at pressures over 600 kPa.

Examination of the 20 µs and 60 µs induction time contours plotted in  Figure 8.9 

helps illustrate the induction time sensitivity. A three-fold change in induction time

happens over just a 15 K change in reflected temperature at 600 kPa. As such, even

small changes in incident conditions can greatly alter the induction time. Shown

in  Figure 8.10 are induction times based on the simulated reflected conditions (see

 Figure 8.8 ) where calculations were limited to a maximum duration of 1 s.

Beginning at an incident shock Mach number of approximately 2.25, induction

times drop below the computation threshold and continue to drop sharply by several

orders of magnitude to on the order of 10 µs, when a crossover point is reached where

the induction time gradient suddenly changes (slope becomes less negative) for 15 kPa

and 20 kPa. This is below the 20 µs maximum limit for the quasi-detonation, again

confirming the sole presence of strong detonations in a quasi-detonation propagation.

For 15 kPa and 20 kPa initial pressures this point is clearly defined, but for 10 kPa the

change in slope is gradual, indicating the presence of both weak (no detonation) and
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Figure 8.10: Induction times following shock reflection in a stoichiometric H2–O2

mixture of frozen composition initially at 298 K and (a) 10 kPa, (b) 15 kPa, and
(c) 20 kPa over a range of incident shock strengths. Shown is the calculated two-
dimensional simulation induction time (2D) based on the maximum temperature and
pressure at the point of maximum temperature in a 6 mm by 6 mm region upstream
of the obstacle at the face.
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strong detonation. Voevodsky and Soloukhin [ 12 ] and Yetter at al. [ 17 ] suggested that

the crossover is due to the change in the dominant reaction mechanism from slower

HO2 reaction to faster H chain branching kinetics at higher temperatures, essentially

the extended second explosion limit.

8.4.3 Location of maximum temperature

To further examine the ignition process following shock reflection, the location of the

point of maximum temperature was investigated. A section of the computational grid

was refined (each cell split in x and y) three times from the base mesh to generate

a grid size of ∆x = ∆y = 1.98 × 10−5 m, spanning one obstacle spacing. Shown in

 Figure 8.11 are the temperature contours within the 6 mm by 6 mm region of inter-

est (see  Figure 8.2 ). While the case shown does not indicate reflected temperatures

great enough to generate ignition, the structure is common to all obstacle reflections.

After passing over several prior obstacles, the incident Mach stem velocity along the

bottom wall was calculated to be Mach 1.61 (865 m/s) just prior to reflection for the

test shown in  Figure 8.11 . The reflected shock structure is shown in frame 1 with the

reflected incident wave at the top of the field-of-view connected to the reflected Mach

stem at the triple-point. The shear layer generated by the passage of the incident

shock structure is also prominent. Following reflection, the peak temperature behind

the reflected shock wave was recorded immediately behind the reflected Mach-stem,

near the triple-point. Subsequent frames indicate a steadily increasing maximum tem-

perature that follows behind the reflected Mach-stem, along the incident shear layer.

In frame 7 the reflected Mach-stem interacts with shear layer turbulence and the

point of maximum temperature moves to the channel wall. In frames 9 – 11 the peak
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temperature is achieved along the bottom wall after reflected Mach-stem interaction

with the turbulent shear layer and trailing incident shock waves generated at the pre-

vious obstacles still travelling downstream. The significance of the peak temperature

following the shear line indicates that turbulence in this region can greatly affect the

temperature and therefore potential ignition of the gas. Although not included in

these inviscid simulations, viscous heating could result in even higher temperatures

at the shear layer with the inclusion of fluid viscosity. Also significant is the finding

that the peak temperature does not occur immediately following ignition. This is

not the case with a normal shock reflection and a unique feature present in a quasi-

detonation propagation. This means that more than one induction time scale could

be responsible for quasi-detonation ignition behaviour and could be responsible for

the poor correlation of experimental results and ignition modes shown in  Figure 8.9 .

It should also be pointed out that the reflected Mach stem would interact with

boundary layer formed behind the incident Mach-stem in the case of a viscous normal

shock reflection [ 18 ]. The bifurcation caused by the boundary layer will generate a

lambda shock with its own triple-point that travels up from the bottom wall. Ya-

mashita et al. [ 18 ] proposed that shock ignition occurs at this triple-point in a normal

reflection. In the case of the present complex reflection, the meeting of the triple-

point shown in  Figure 8.11 and the potential bifurcation-generated triple-point could

contribute to a significant temperature excursion. Further simulations of the viscous

case, resolving the wall boundary layer, are required to study this potential ignition

mechanism.
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8.5 Conclusions

The objectives of this work were to estimate experimental post-reflected shock condi-

tions using results from numerical simulations and to examine the critical conditions

leading to strong ignition in a quasi-detonation propagation. The use of an inlet

boundary patch with post-incident shock conditions applied was employed to reduce

the computational load associated with the larger domain requirements, the need to

compute the expansion, and the issue of a reflected expansion interference with a

high-pressure driver shock generation setup. Two-dimensional Euler simulations us-

ing this technique were shown to accurately predict the conditions behind a reflected

normal shock wave based on a target incident shock velocity. In the obstacle filled do-

main, reflected conditions at the second obstacle were found to be significantly more

likely to lead to gas ignition, but not representative of incident shock conditions for a

quasi-detonation propagation. Examination of previous experimental results revealed

that induction times within a quasi-detonation propagation can be no longer than the

maximum shock-flame separation distance, up to 20 µs in the case of stoichiometric

H2–O2. This maximum induction time falls in line with the predicted strong ignition

limit of Meyer and Oppenheim [ 2 ] at reflected pressures below 800 kPa. Propor-

tionality constants for temperature and pressure were used to estimate experimental

conditions through a transformation from a normal reflection to the simulated re-

flected conditions but predicted a strong ignition limit below that of the induction

time gradient criterion and the extended second explosion limit. While the simula-

tion model was validated for a normal reflection where turbulence plays a very minor

role, the intricacies of shear layer mixing appear to be important as this was found to

be the location of maximum gas temperature following reflection. Moving forward,
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further study is required in this area to be able to accurately predict ignition in a

quasi-detonation propagation and to estimate experimental reflection conditions.
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Chapter 9

Synthesis

9.1 Summary

An investigation of the propagation mechanisms of supersonic combustion waves was

undertaken in this thesis. The work was presented in the form of five published papers

and an unpublished manuscript that can be broadly broken down into four parts:

1. Investigating of the role of shock reflection processes on the propagation of

quasi-detonations ( Chapters 3 ,  5 and  8 ).

2. Development of an unobtrusive low-cost experimental diagnostic for the study

of detonation phenomenon ( Chapter 4 ).

3. Leveraging the simultaneous and multi-axis experimental technique to detail

the mechanisms of quasi-detonation wave propagation ( Chapters 5 ,  6 and  7 ).

4. Exploring the role of three-dimensional behaviour on the propagation of quasi-

detonations ( Chapters 6 and  7 ).
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In the first paper, experimental results of supersonic combustion waves propagat-

ing in a partially obstructed narrow aspect ratio channel were presented. This paper

revealed the complex coupled local explosions that take place in a quasi-detonation

propagation and revealed several stable propagation modes. Key shock reflection

processes at the upstream obstacle face and the channel centreline resulting in local

explosions governed the propagation modes and dictated the CJ velocity deficit. Cru-

cial to this finding was that not all local explosions resulted in detonation initiation.

Due to the relatively close spacing of the obstacles, local explosion due to Mach re-

flection at the channel wall did not play a role in any propagation modes in contrast

to previous studies. This important finding demonstrates the variation in mecha-

nisms that can generate the same average velocities across different geometries and

underscores the need for detailed examinations of transient quasi-detonation waves.

Revelations of the importance of linked shock reflection processes highlighted the

need for a better experimental diagnostic to definitively confirm the nature of the

local explosions taking place. In some situations, it is not possible from video alone

to determine if a local ignition results in the detonative or deflagrative burning of the

fuel. The second paper presented in this thesis followed the development and use of a

multi-dimensional simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique to study detonation

phenomenon. The technique developed was able to resolve details of local explosion

evolution by definitively linking the physical record of triple-point trajectories to the

temporal record. It also provided some details of the plane in which flow features

occur, overcoming a major limitation of the integrating effect of schlieren imaging

across the test volume and enabling the study of flow features in three-dimensions

with the addition of top-view images. Soot deposited on a glass sheet was found to
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be lofted and convected by the flow where the heat associated with the reaction zone

caused the soot to incandesce in the visible frequency range, acting as an effective

flow tracer and marker of combustion. Image processing techniques to reclaim some

details lost to the overall reduction of schlieren light were also explored.

The third paper presented took lessons learned from the previous two articles to

advance the understanding of how the coupled local explosions relate to shock reflec-

tions at the obstacle face and channel centreline. For mixtures of sufficient reactivity,

a detonation was able to propagate without complete failure, as the wave remained

coupled through the channel core. In these situations, the edges of the detonation

began to fail as diffraction around the obstacle led to the loss of triple-point collision

partners. At the detonation limit, obstacle face reflection resulted in strong ignition,

however these limiting concentrations were highlighted by a lack of local explosion at

the channel centreline. The downstream position of the centreline reflection is depen-

dant on the wave velocity resulting from the obstacle face collision. If the centreline

reflection and the resulting Mach stem formation takes place within the sensitized

region following the lead shock wave, local ignition is possible. An overdriven deto-

nation wave is formed at the centreline and decays in strength downstream. For less

reactive mixtures, detonation failure can occur within the same obstacle spacing or

over several obstacle spacings for more reactive mixtures. In the case of a propagat-

ing deflagration wave reflecting from an obstacle, the induction time (based on the

reflected lead shock conditions) must be on the order of the separation time of the

lead shock and trailing reaction zone for local detonation to occur. That is, global

transition to detonation is governed by shock strength and shock-flame separation

distance.
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The quasi-detonation propagation mechanism in a channel obstructed with fence-

type obstacles can be broken down into three main processes arbitrarily beginning at

the interaction of the lead shockwave with the upstream obstacle face:

1. Shock reflection at the upstream obstacle face.

2. Interaction of reflected waves at channel centreline.

3. Diffraction and shock reflection with channel top and bottom walls.

Although not seen in the geometrical configuration used in this work, it is possible

that throughout these steps, turbulence within the boundary layer can cause shock

bifurcation and enhance mixing near the wall, leading to a hot spot and transition

to detonation. These key steps and the processes that link them are summarized in

the cyclic flow chart shown in  Figure 9.1 . To read the diagram, begin at one of the

three shock reflection processes within the white boxes. The result of the reflection

can be determined by following the clockwise paths along either the deflagration or

detonation leg to the next shock reflection. Transitions between deflagration and det-

onation can also occur between shock reflection events. For example, if a combustion

wave reflects off the obstacle face as a deflagration (inner path), a strong ignition

and large shock/flame separation distance can cause the wave to transition to a det-

onation before the centreline reflection or weak/no ignition can cause it to remain a

deflagration wave. Similarly, the result of a detonation reflection at the obstacle face

can be determined by following the outer path shown in  Figure 9.1 . In this case a

detonation can either be weakened by diffraction around the upstream corner of the

obstacle and fail or can remain a detonation if the wave in the core of the remains

coupled. It is important to note that it is not necessary to distinguish between weak
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Figure 9.1: Cyclic flow chart of the key reflection processes involved in the propagation
of quasi-detonations in volumes obstructed by repeating obstacles and how they are
coupled.

ignition and no ignition following shock reflection at the obstacle face as the two are

indistinguishable on the time scale of the shock-flame separation. Only strong igni-

tion processes are of relevance to the formation of a detonation kernel following the
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obstacle face reflection. The smooth, gradual paths between detonation and defla-

gration shown in  Figure 9.1 are in fact step-changes as DDT occurs. In this case, the

diagram only indicates a potential transition to detonation but does not represent

the true transition timescale.

Despite the narrow aspect ratio of the channels used in the first three papers

asymmetrical wave behaviour across the channel width was uncovered which indicated

the suppression of transverse propagation due to the limited channel width. To further

explore this behaviour and its affect on the propagation of quasi-detonations a square

cross-section channel was utilized for the studies presented in the last two papers.

Past investigations have focused on two-dimensional narrow channels because of the

singular use of schlieren photography and the fact that higher quality images are

obtained in narrow channels. There have been no prior investigations focussing on

the three-dimensional geometries.

For low initial pressures, the average wave propagation velocity was found to be

higher in the wide geometry. Contrastingly, no detonative behaviour (strong ignition

resulting in a velocity excursion) occurred as was common in the narrow channel and

average velocities remained well below the isobaric sound speed of the combustion

products. In limiting cases, the increased width of the channel enabled asymmetric

detonation initiation in the discontinuous propagation regime, with the channel side-

walls playing key role in ignition having detonation kernels emerged from discrete

locations. Ignition on a single sidewall was able to generate a unique single-head

continuous detonation, supported by the channel obstructions. This “zig-zag” wave

behaviour was found to be stable and did not require obstacle face ignition to con-

tinue to propagate. The single-head continuous detonation propagation, the roll of
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the channel sidewalls in the discontinuous detonation initiation, the change in com-

bustion wave behaviour at the continuous detonation limit, and the change in the

continuous single-head detonation limit are all novel discoveries that were made by

specifically examining the three-dimensional behaviour of the waves. These phenom-

ena have not been documented before and could not have been documented without

the use of the multi-dimensional simultaneous schlieren and soot foil technique devel-

oped. For the narrow channel, the limiting dimension w controlled the propagation

behaviour, while for the wide channel the limiting dimension h was responsible for

propagation behaviour. The locking in of transverse modes in the case of the single-

head detonation is evidence of the controlling width.

The final experimental investigation focused on the unique single-head continuous

detonation propagation uncovered previously. Detailed analysis revealed the wave is

initiated by an asymmetrical ignition which can propagate within a shock-compressed

gas region transversely across the channel width. Reflection off the opposite sidewall

results in the generation of a new detonative Mach-stem and generated a unique cellu-

lar band. Numerical examination of induction times within the triple-shock structure

revealed the presence of a transverse detonation wave which was confirmed experi-

mentally with a unique symmetry-plane soot foil setup. A three-dimensional model

of the wave propagation was constructed to visualize the wave propagation mech-

anism using multiple plane views and additional depth information from optically

translucent soot foils. This single-head wave would not have been uncovered from

traditional schlieren visualization alone, as the side-view is indistinguishable from

that of a discontinuous quasi-detonation. This mechanism provides means for a low-

speed continuous detonation propagation.
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The experimental studies performed here have highlighted the importance of shock

reflection from obstacles. In a quasi-detonation propagation, the ignition character-

istics at the obstacle face are dictated by the unique incident conditions. Variations

in the incident shock structure, as well as velocity will determine the induction time

and ultimately whether ignition occurs. A series of simulations exploring the obstacle

face shock reflection phase of the quasi-detonation propagation cycle were performed

to develop a model for prediction of experimental reflected shock temperatures. Pro-

portionality constants for reflected temperature and pressure were found to transform

a normal reflection model to the more complex Mach-stem reflection seen in a true

quasi-detonation. Compared to previously established ignition models, the trans-

formed experimental data indicated a lower strong ignition limit. Induction time

limits based on shock-flame separation distance put the maximum induction time

in a quasi-detonation wave to be approximately 20 µs, in line with the established

induction time gradient and extended second explosion limit. Upon reflection, the

maximum temperature was found to be in the vicinity of the triple-point and highly

affected by the incident shear layer turbulence. This aspect is seen as key to the ob-

stacle face reflection process and requires further investigation using higher resolution

simulations.

9.2 Outlook and closing remarks

Together the papers and manuscript presented in this thesis have extended the under-

standing of the propagation of supersonic combustion waves in obstructed volumes.

Now that key shock reflection processes and how they couple to each other have been

identified, the path forward for this research is the examination of these processes
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in isolation. As was uncovered throughout the characterization of these combustion

waves, their transient nature makes them very complex to study. Controlled shock

tube experiments investigating the nature of shock reflection at the obstacle face,

including examination of the effect of shock curvature and wall reflection type at

the time collision are of particular interest. Further building on the numerical assets

developed here to conduct higher fidelity simulations and extract information such

as reflected temperatures as well as the incorporation of advanced chemical kinetic

schemes will be key in further advancing this knowledge.

The steps made in this work are part of an effort to unravel the mystery of the

immensely complex topic of turbulent supersonic combustion. It is hoped that the

advancements in understanding of the nature of supersonic combustion waves con-

tributed by this thesis can be used to enhance the safety of property and persons in

the presence of hydrogen and other reactive gases. As the need for zero-carbon energy

sources continues to grow, the use of hydrogen is being considered more widely and

expertise on how to use it safely, as well as leadership in new, innovative applications

is driven by research like this.
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Appendix A

Calculation and data analysis routines

A.1 MATLAB

A.1.1 Triple-point post-shock states

1 % Calculates the FROZEN post -shock state based the initial

gas

2 % properties and the shock speed in each triple -shock

region

3 % and the CV explosion induction times in these regions.

4

5 clear;clc;

6 display(’triple_point_obl_frozen_cv_exp ’)

7 display ([’ ’])

8 %%

9

10 TPT = 121.7; % angle measured from video
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11 incident = 92; % angle measured from video

12 transverse = 10; % angle measured from video

13 mach = 216; % angle measured from video

14 beta1 = TPT -incident; % incident shock angle

15 %%

16

17 P1 = 20000; T1 = 293; w1 = 2816;

18 q = ’H2:2 O2:1’;

19 mech = ’Konnov2008.cti’;

20 %mech = ’sandiego20161214_H2only.cti ’;

21 %mech = ’Hong2010.cti ’;

22 %mech = ’Burke2011.cti ’;

23 %mech = ’Mevel2009.cti ’;

24

25 gas1 = Solution(mech);

26 set(gas1 ,’Temperature ’,T1,’Pressure ’,P1 ,’MoleFractions ’,q)

;

27 gas1();

28 %%

29

30 % Display initial conditions

31 w1n=w1*sind(beta1);

32 w1t=w1*cosd(beta1);

33 R1=density(gas1);
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34 display ([’Region 1’])

35 display ([’R1 = ’,num2str(density(gas1)), ’ kg/m^3’])

36 display ([’P1 = ’,num2str(pressure(gas1)/1000) , ’ kPa’])

37 display ([’T1 = ’,num2str(temperature(gas1)), ’ K’])

38 u1 = 0; % relative to tube

39 display ([’w1 = ’,num2str(w1), ’ m/s’]) % relative to

shock

40 gamma1=cp_mass(gas1)/cv_mass(gas1);

41 display ([’gamma1 = ’,num2str(gamma1)])

42

43 c1=soundspeed(gas1);

44

45 M1=w1/c1;

46 display ([’M1 = ’,num2str(M1)])

47 display ([’ ’])

48 %%

49

50 % Calculate post -shock conditions state 2

51 display ([’Region 2’])

52 [gas2] = PostShock_fr(w1n , P1, T1, q, mech);

53

54 % Solve CV explosion

55 [CVout2] = cvsolve(gas2);
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56 %cv_plot(CVout2 ,’maxt ’,1.5e-5, ’major_species ’, {’H2’,’O2

’,’H2O ’}, ’minor_species ’, {’H’,’O’,’OH ’});

57 disp([’CV explosion reaction zone induction time = ’,

num2str(CVout2.ind_time),’ s’]);

58

59 delta1=atand ((2* cotd(beta1).*(M1 .^2.*( sind(beta1)).^2. -1))

/(M1 .^2.*( gamma1 + cosd (2* beta1))+2)); %turning angle 1

60 %%

61

62 % Display post -shock conditions

63

64 R2=density(gas2);

65 display ([’R2 = ’,num2str(R2), ’ kg/m^3’])

66

67 P2=pressure(gas2);

68 display ([’P2 = ’,num2str(P2 /1000) , ’ kPa’])

69

70 T2=temperature(gas2);

71 display ([’T2 = ’,num2str(T2), ’ K’])

72

73 w2n = R1*w1n/R2; % relative to shock

74 w2t = w1t;

75 w2=w2n/sind(beta1 -delta1);

76 u2n = w1n - w2n; % relative to tube
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77 display ([’w2 = ’,num2str(w2), ’ m/s’])

78

79 gamma2=cp_mass(gas2)/cv_mass(gas2);

80 display ([’gamma2 = ’,num2str(gamma2)])

81

82 c2=soundspeed(gas2);

83

84 M2=w2/c2;

85 display ([’M2 = ’,num2str(M2)])

86

87 display ([’turning angle = ’,num2str(delta1)])

88 display ([’ ’])

89

90 %disp([ num2str(incident) 9 num2str(beta1) 9 num2str(delta1

) 9 num2str(CVout2.ind_time)]); %9 is th ASCII syntax

of the tab character

91 %display ([’ ’])

92

93 % Shock jumps

94 display ([’P2/P1 = ’,num2str(P2/P1)])

95 display ([’T2/T1 = ’,num2str(T2/T1)])

96 display ([’R2/R1 = ’,num2str(R2/R1)])

97 display ([’ ’])

98
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99 %%

100

101 % Calculate post -shock conditions state 3

102 display ([’Region 3’])

103 theta=incident -transverse;

104 %beta2=theta+beta1+delta1;

105 beta2 =180-theta -(beta1 -delta1);

106

107 delta2=atand ((2* cotd(beta2).*(M2 .^2.*( sind(beta2)).^2. -1))

/(M2 .^2.*( gamma2 + cosd (2* beta2))+2)); %turning angle 2

108 w2primen=w2*sind(beta2); % w2primen is normal to the

transverse wave , w2n is normal to incident wave

109

110 [gas3] = PostShock_fr(w2primen , P2 , T2 , q, mech);

111

112 % Solve CV explosion

113 [CVout3] = cvsolve(gas3);

114 disp([’CV explosion reaction zone induction time = ’,

num2str(CVout3.ind_time),’ s’]);

115 %%

116

117 % Display post -shock conditions

118

119 R3=density(gas3);
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120 display ([’R3 = ’,num2str(R3), ’ kg/m^3’])

121

122 P3=pressure(gas3);

123 display ([’P3 = ’,num2str(P3 /1000) , ’ kPa’])

124

125 T3=temperature(gas3);

126 display ([’T3 = ’,num2str(T3), ’ K’])

127

128 w3n = R2*w2primen/R3; % relative to shock

129 w3t = w2t;

130 w3=w3n/sind(beta2 -delta2);

131 u3n = w2primen - w3n; % relative to tube

132 display ([’w3 = ’,num2str(w3), ’ m/s’])

133

134 gamma3=cp_mass(gas3)/cv_mass(gas3);

135 display ([’gamma3 = ’,num2str(gamma3)])

136

137 c3=soundspeed(gas3);

138

139 M3=w3/c3;

140 display ([’M3 = ’,num2str(M3)])

141

142 display ([’turning angle = ’,num2str(delta2)])

143 display ([’ ’])
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144

145 % Shock jumps

146 display ([’P3/P2 = ’,num2str(P3/P2)])

147 display ([’T3/T2 = ’,num2str(T3/T2)])

148 display ([’R3/R2 = ’,num2str(R3/R2)])

149 display ([’ ’])

150 %%

151

152 % Calculate post -shock conditions state 4

153 display ([’Region 4’])

154 beta4 = 180-(mach -TPT);

155 w1nmach=w1*sind(beta4);

156

157 [gas4] = PostShock_fr(w1nmach , P1 , T1, q, mech);

158

159 % Solve CV explosion

160 [CVout4] = cvsolve(gas4);

161 disp([’CV explosion reaction zone induction time = ’,

num2str(CVout4.ind_time),’ s’]);

162

163 delta4=atand ((2* cotd(beta4).*(M1 .^2.*( sind(beta4)).^2. -1))

/(M1 .^2.*( gamma1 + cosd (2* beta4))+2)); % mach stem

turning angle

164 %%
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165

166 % Display post -shock conditions

167

168 R4=density(gas4);

169 display ([’R4 = ’,num2str(R4), ’ kg/m^3’])

170

171 P4=pressure(gas4);

172 display ([’P4 = ’,num2str(P4 /1000) , ’ kPa’])

173

174 T4=temperature(gas4);

175 display ([’T4 = ’,num2str(T4), ’ K’])

176

177 w4n = R1*w1nmach/R4; % relative to shock

178 w4t = w1t;

179 w4=w4n/sind(beta4 -delta4);

180 u4n = w1nmach - w4n; % relative to tube

181 display ([’w4 = ’,num2str(w4), ’ m/s’])

182

183 gamma4=cp_mass(gas4)/cv_mass(gas4);

184 display ([’gamma4 = ’,num2str(gamma4)])

185

186 c4=soundspeed(gas4);

187

188 M4=w4/c4;
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189 display ([’M4 = ’,num2str(M4)])

190

191 display ([’turning angle = ’,num2str(delta4)])

192 display ([’ ’])

193

194 % Shock jumps

195 display ([’P4/P1 = ’,num2str(P4/P1)])

196 display ([’T4/T1 = ’,num2str(T4/T1)])

197 display ([’R4/R1 = ’,num2str(R4/R1)])

198 %%

199

200 % Compare pressures in regions 3 and 4

201 display ([’ ’])

202 display ([’P3/P4 = ’,num2str(P3/P4), ’ <--should be 1’

])

203

204 % Compare flow angles in regions 3 and 4

205 flow3=TPT -delta1+delta2;

206 flow4=TPT -delta4;

207 display ([’flow angle 3 = ’,num2str(flow3)])

208 display ([’flow angle 4 = ’,num2str(flow4)])
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A.1.2 Reduced effective activation energy 2nd limit

1 % Calculates the reduced effective activation energy over

a range of

2 % temperatures and pressures based on the SD Toolbox CV

explosion code ,

3 % then estimates the extended second explosion limit using

4 % the ridge of reduced effective activation energy.

5

6 %%

7

8 clear;clc;

9 disp(’REDUCED EFFECTIVE ACTIVATION ENERGY ’);

10

11 P = (5000:1000:1500000); % start:step:end

12 T = (700:1:1600); % start:step:end

13

14 mixture = ’H2:2 O2:1’;

15 mechanism = ’Konnov2008.cti’;

16 %mechanism = ’OConaire2004.cti ’;

17

18 % REDUCED EFFECTIVE ACTIVATION ENERGY Ea/RT

19

20 outputREAE = cell(1,numel(P)); %

preallocate "outputREAE" array
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21 outputREAE (1: numel(P)) = {zeros(numel(T) ,3)}; % and its

internal matricies

22

23 tic

24 parfor i = 1:width(P) % across all pressures

25

26 P1 = P(i);

27

28 % gas object setup

29 q = mixture; % these lines are constant

but Cantera

30 gas1 = Solution(mech); % needs them for running

in parallel

31

32 for j = 1:width(T) % across all temperatures

33

34 T_plus = T(j) + 0.01;

35 T_minus = T(j) - 0.01;

36

37 % CV explosion @ T_plus

38 set(gas1 , ’T’, T_plus , ’P’, P1 , ’X’, q);

39 [CVout] = cvsolve(gas1 ,’t_end ’,1e-2,’rel_tol ’,1e

-10,’abs_tol ’,1e-16);

40
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41 tau_plus = CVout.ind_time;

42 CVout = [];

43

44 % CV explosion @ T_minus

45 set(gas1 , ’T’, T_minus , ’P’, P1 , ’X’, q);

46 [CVout] = cvsolve(gas1 ,’t_end ’,1e-2,’rel_tol ’,1e

-10,’abs_tol ’,1e-16);

47

48 tau_minus = CVout.ind_time;

49 CVout = [];

50

51 outputREAE {:,i}(j,:) = [T(j), P(i), (1/T(j)) * ((

log(tau_plus) - log(tau_minus)) / (1/ T_plus -

1/ T_minus))]; % reduced effective activation

energy theta

52

53 end

54 end

55 toc

56

57 mechanism_rep = strrep(mechanism ,’.cti’,’’);

58 mixture_rep = strrep(strrep(mixture ,’:’,’-’),’ ’,’_’);
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59 filename = sprintf(’REAE_%s_%s_%d-%dkPa_%d-%dK_%s.mat’,

mixture_rep , mechanism_rep , min(P)/1000, max(P)/1000 ,

min(T), max(T), datestr(now ,’mm -dd-yyyy_HH -MM’));

60 save (filename)

61

62 %%

63 % Plot entire data set

64

65 % create column vectors of all T, P, and indiction time

gradient data

66

67 x = [];

68 y = [];

69 z = [];

70

71 for f = 1:width(P)

72

73 x(:,f) = outputREAE {:,f}(:,1); % T1

74 x_vec = reshape(x,[numel(x) 1]);

75

76 y(:,f) = outputREAE {:,f}(:,2); % P1

77 y_vec = (reshape(y,[numel(y) 1]))./1000;

78
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79 z(:,f) = outputREAE {:,f}(:,3); % reduced effective

activation energy

80 z_vec = (reshape(z,[numel(z) 1]));

81

82 end

83

84 figure

85 scatter3(x_vec ,y_vec ,z_vec , ’.’)

86 %set(gca ,’ZLim ’,[-1000 0])

87 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

88 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

89 zlabel(’Reduced effective activation energy ’)

90

91 %%

92 % extract max REAE at each pressure with corresponding

temperature

93

94 for k = 1:width(P)

95

96 [maxREAE ,index] = max(outputREAE {:,k}(:,3)); % index

returns location of max REAE for each pressure

97 second_limit(k,:) = outputREAE {:,k}(index ,:); % take

row correspoing to max REAE

98
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99 end

100

101 TF = second_limit (:,1) >1500; % remove all rows

with temperature > 1500

102 second_limit(TF ,:) = []; % [] removes cells

103

104 % plot T,P corresponding to max REAE

105

106 smoothed_second_limit = smoothdata(second_limit ,’movmean ’

,30); % smooth max REAE contour

107

108 figure

109 hold on

110 plot(second_limit (:,1),second_limit (:,2)/1000,’.’)

111 plot(smoothed_second_limit (:,1),smoothed_second_limit (:,2)

/1000)

112 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

113 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

114

115 %%
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A.1.3 Induction time contours

1 % Calculates induction time over a range of temperatures

and pressures

2 % based on the SD Toolbox CV explosion code , then

calculates and plots

3 % induction time contours.

4

5 %%

6

7 clear;clc;

8 disp(’INDUCTION TIME CONTOURS ’);

9

10 P = (5000:1000:1500000); % start:step:end

11 T = (700:1:1600); % start:step:end

12

13 mixture = ’H2:2 O2:1’;

14 mechanism = ’Konnov2008.cti’;

15 %mechanism = ’OConaire2004.cti ’;

16

17 output = cell(1,numel(P)); % preallocate

"output" array

18 output (1: numel(P)) = {zeros(numel(T) ,3)}; % and its

internal matricies

19
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20 tic

21 parfor i = 1:width(P) % if the Parallel Computing

Toolbox is not

22 % installed , change this to a

regular "for" loop

23 P1 = P(i);

24

25 % gas object setup

26 q = mixture; % these lines are constant

but Cantera

27 mech = mechanism; % needs them for running

in parallel

28 gas1 = Solution(mech);

29

30 for j = 1:width(T)

31

32 T1 = T(j);

33 [CVout] = [];

34

35 % gas object setup

36 set(gas1 , ’T’, T1 , ’P’, P1, ’X’, q);

37

38 % solve CV explosion
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39 [CVout] = cvsolve(gas1 ,’t_end ’,1e-2,’rel_tol ’,1e

-10,’abs_tol ’,1e-16);

40 %cv_plot(CVout ,’maxt ’,1e-2);

41

42 output{:,i}(j,:) = [T1 P1 CVout.ind_time ];

43

44 %disp([’Reaction zone pulse time (exothermic time)

= ’,num2str(CVout.exo_time)]);

45 %disp([’Reaction zone induction time = ’,num2str(

CVout.ind_time)]);

46

47 end

48

49 end

50 toc

51

52 mechanism_rep = strrep(mechanism ,’.cti’,’’);

53 mixture_rep = strrep(strrep(mixture ,’:’,’-’),’ ’,’_’);

54 filename = sprintf(’%s_%s_%d-% dkPa_%d-%dK_%s.mat’,

mixture_rep , mechanism_rep , min(P)/1000, max(P)/1000,

min(T), max(T), datestr(now ,’mm -dd-yyyy_HH -MM’));

55 save (filename)

56

57 %%
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58

59 % Plot entire data set

60

61 % create column vectors of all T, P, and indiction time

data

62

63 x = [];

64 y = [];

65 z = [];

66

67 for f = 1:width(P)

68

69 x(:,f) = output{:,f}(: ,1); %T1

70 x_vec = reshape(x,[numel(x) 1]);

71

72 y(:,f) = output{:,f}(: ,2); %P1

73 y_vec = (reshape(y,[numel(y) 1]))./1000;

74

75 z(:,f) = output{:,f}(: ,3); %induction time

76 z_vec = (reshape(z,[numel(z) 1])).*1000000;

77

78 end

79

80 figure
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81 scatter3(x_vec ,y_vec ,z_vec , ’.’)

82 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

83 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

84 zlabel(’Indiction time (\mus)’)

85

86 %%

87

88 % Adjust data to remove outliers and unneeded points

89

90 show_outlier_removal = 0; % only turn on for

troubleshooting and be sure to change for loop limits

below

91

92 output_adj = output;

93

94 % manually entered list of outliers (T,P)

95 %outliers = [932.5 165000; 1363.5 50000; 926.5 142500];

96 outliers = [1 1];

% use [1 1]

if there are no manual outliers

97

98 for n = 1:width(P)

99

100 TF_OUT = [];
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101

102 for o = 1: height(outliers)

103

104 TF_OUT(:,o) = (output_adj {:,n}(:,1)== outliers(o,1)

) & (output_adj {:,n}(: ,2)== outliers(o,2)); %

removal of outliers

105

106 end

107

108 TF_1 = logical(sum(TF_OUT ,2));

109 TF_2 = output_adj {:,n}(: ,3) ==0.01; % remove

all rows with induction time = 10000 us

110 TF_3 = output_adj {:,n}(: ,3) >0.009; % remove

all rows with induction time > 1000 us

111 adj = TF_1 | TF_2 | TF_3; % | is

logical OR

112 output_adj {:,n}(adj ,:) = []; % [] removes

cells

113

114 output_rmout {:,n} = rmoutliers(output_adj {:,n},’

movmedian ’ ,9); % automatic outlier removal , span

of 5 to 10 is good for most pressures

115

116 %show successfulness of automatic outlier removal
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117 if show_outlier_removal == 1

118 figure

119 scatter(output_adj {:,n}(: ,3),output_adj {:,n}(: ,1),

’o’)

120 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[0 0.01])

121 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[700 1600])

122 xlabel(’Induction time (\mus)’)

123 ylabel(’Temperature (K)’)

124 hold on

125 scatter(output_rmout {:,n}(: ,3),output_rmout {:,n

}(: ,1),’.’)

126 end

127

128 end

129

130 %%

131

132 % smooth data if needed and interpolate induction time

data at each pressure

133

134 ind_gradients = [3000e-6; 80e-6; 60e-6; 40e-6; 20e-6; 15e

-6; 10e-6; 5e-6; 2e-6; 1e-6; 0.5e-6];

135

136 smoothing = 0; % does data need to be smoothed?
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137 smooth_limit = 1500; % smooth data at pressures (in kPa)

below this limit

138 show_fit_fig = 0; % do you want to display curve fits?

139

140 if smoothing == 1

141 disp(’*** DATA SMOOTHING ENABLED ***’);

142 disp([’*** Pressures below ’,num2str(smooth_limit),’

kPa will have data smoothed ***’]);

143 end

144

145 fits = {};

146

147 for p = 1:width(P)

148

149 if smoothing == 1

150

151 if P(p) <= smooth_limit *1000

152

153 % smooth data

154 smoothed = smoothdata(output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),’

sgolay ’ ,20); % window size of 15 is

pretty good for all pressures

155 temp_smoothed = interp1(smoothed ,output_rmout

{:,p}(: ,1),ind_gradients ,’linear ’,NaN);
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156 fits{1,p} = P(p);

157 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp_smoothed ];

158

159 if show_fit_fig == 1

160

161 fig = figure;

162 hold on

163 plot(output_rmout {:,p}(: ,3) *1000000 ,

output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot

original data

164 plot(smoothed ,output_rmout {:,p}(: ,1),’.’,’

color’,’green ’) % plot smoothed data

165 plot(ind_gradients ,temp_smoothed ,’o’,’

color’,’red’) % plot

interpolated induction time gradients

166 legend(’Original data’,’Smoothed data’,’

Interpolated ’,’Location ’,’northeast ’)

167

168 end

169

170 else

171

172 % no smoothing
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173 temp = interp1(output_rmout {:,p}(: ,3),

output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),ind_gradients ,’

linear ’,NaN); % interpolate induction time

gradient temperatures

174 fits{1,p} = P(p);

175 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp];

176

177 if show_fit_fig == 1

178

179 fig = figure;

180 hold on

181 plot(output_rmout {:,p}(: ,3) *1000000 ,

output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot

original data

182 plot(ind_gradients ,temp ,’o’,’color’,’red’)

% plot

interpolated induction time gradients

183 legend(’Original data’,’Interpolated ’,’

Location ’,’northeast ’)

184

185 end

186

187 end

188
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189 else

190

191 % no smoothing

192 temp = interp1(output_rmout {:,p}(: ,3),output_rmout

{:,p}(: ,1),ind_gradients ,’linear ’,NaN); %

interpolate induction time gradient

temperatures

193 fits{1,p} = P(p);

194 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp];

195

196 if show_fit_fig == 1

197

198 fig = figure;

199 hold on

200 plot(output_rmout {:,p}(: ,3) *1000000 ,

output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot original

data

201 plot(ind_gradients *1000000 ,temp ,’o’,’color’,’

red’) % plot

interpolated induction time gradients

202 legend(’Original data’,’Interpolated ’,’

Location ’,’northeast ’)

203

204 end
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205

206 end

207

208 if show_fit_fig == 1

209

210 title_units(p,:) = (output_rmout {:,p}(1,2))/1000;

% pressures in kPa for title

211 title(sprintf(’%d - %.2f kPa’,p,title_units(p)))

212 xlabel(’Induction time (\mus)’)

213 ylabel(’Temperature (K)’)

214 %set(gca ,’XLim ’,[0 0.001])

215 %fig.WindowState = ’maximized ’; % maximize

figure window -- TAKES A LOT OF MEMORY

216 end

217

218 end

219

220 %%

221

222 % create contours

223

224 contours = [];

225 contours = cell(2,numel(ind_gradients));

% preallocate "contours" array
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226 contours (2,1: numel(ind_gradients)) = {zeros(numel(P) ,2)};

% and its internal matricies

227

228 for b = 1: height(ind_gradients)

229

230 temp_list = [];

231 contours{1,b} = fits{2,b}(b,1);

232 contours{2,b}(:,2) = P/1000;

233

234 for c = 1:width(P)

235

236 temp_list(c,:) = fits{2,c}(b,2);

237

238 end

239

240 contours{2,b}(:,1) = temp_list;

241 end

242

243 % plot induction time gradient contours

244 figure; hold on

245 excel_export = zeros(numel(P)+1,numel(ind_gradients)+1);

% preallocate Excel export matrix

246

247 for h = 1: height(ind_gradients)
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248

249 smoothed_contours = smoothdata(contours{2,h}(: ,1),’

sgolay ’ ,20); % smooth induction time gradient

contours

250 smoothed_contours(smoothed_contours < min(T)) = NaN;

% replace all temperatures outside of

calculation temperature bounds with NaN

251 smoothed_contours(smoothed_contours > max(T)) = NaN;

252 plot(smoothed_contours ,contours{2,h}(:,2)); % plot

smoothed induction time gradient contours

253

254 %plot(contours{2,h}(: ,1),contours{2,h}(:,2) ,’color ’,’

red ’); % plot raw induction time gradient contours

255

256 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[700 1600]) % temperature

257 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[0 1500]) % pressure

258 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

259 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

260

261 excel_export (1,h+1) = ind_gradients(h);

% format data for easy copying

to Excel

262 excel_export (2:end ,1) = contours {2 ,1}(: ,2);

263 excel_export (2:end ,h+1) = smoothed_contours;
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264

265 end

266

267 ind_gradients_unit = append(string(ind_gradients *1000000) ,

’ \mus’);

268 legend(ind_gradients_unit ,’Location ’,’eastoutside ’)

269

270 %%

271

272 % plot induction time gradient vs 1/ temperature

273

274 skip = 25; % number of pressure to skip plotting from

full dataset

275

276 figure; hold on

277

278 if diff_method == "right"

279

280 for w = 1:skip:width(P)

281

282 x_right = 1000./( ind_right_output {:,w}(: ,1)); %T1

283 z_right = -1.*( ind_right_output {:,w}(: ,3)); %

induction time gradient

284
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285 leg_right(w,:) = (ind_right_output {:,w}(1 ,2))/1000;

% pressures in kPa for legend

286 leg_right_unit = append(string(leg_right),’ kPa’);

287

288 plot(x_right ,z_right)

289 title(’Right -hand differentiation ’)

290 set(gca , ’YScale ’, ’log’)

291 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[0.6 1.4])

292 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[1e-4 1e4])

293 xlabel(’1000/ Temperature (1/K)’)

294 ylabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

295

296 end

297

298 legend(leg_right_unit (1: skip:end),’Location ’,’southeast ’)

299

300 elseif diff_method == "central"

301

302 for m = 1:skip:width(P)

303

304 x_central = 1000./( ind_central_output {:,m}(: ,1));

%T1

305 z_central = -1.*( ind_central_output {:,m}(: ,3)); %

induction time gradient
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306

307 leg_central(m,:) = (ind_central_output {:,m}(1 ,2))

/1000; % pressures in kPa for legend

308 leg_central_unit = append(string(leg_central),’

kPa’);

309

310 plot(x_central ,z_central)

311 title(’Central differentiation ’)

312 set(gca , ’YScale ’, ’log’)

313 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[0.6 1.4])

314 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[1e-4 1e4])

315 xlabel(’1000/ Temperature (1/K)’)

316 ylabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

317

318 end

319

320 legend(leg_central_unit (1: skip:end),’Location ’,’southeast ’

)

321

322 end
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A.1.4 Induction time gradient contours

1 % Calculates induction time over a range of temperatures

and pressures

2 % based on the SD Toolbox CV explosion code , then

calculates and plots

3 % induction time gradients with respect to temperature.

4

5 %%

6

7 clear;clc;

8 disp(’INDUCTION TIME GRADIENT CONTOURS ’);

9

10 P = (5000:1000:1500000); % start:step:end

11 T = (700:1:1600); % start:step:end

12

13 mixture = ’H2:2 O2:1’;

14 mechanism = ’Konnov2008.cti’;

15 %mechanism = ’OConaire2004.cti ’;

16

17 output = cell(1,numel(P)); % preallocate

"output" array

18 output (1: numel(P)) = {zeros(numel(T) ,3)}; % and its

internal matricies

19
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20 tic

21 parfor i = 1:width(P) % if the Parallel Computing

Toolbox is not

22 % installed , change this to a

regular "for" loop

23 P1 = P(i);

24

25 % gas object setup

26 q = mixture; % these lines are constant

but Cantera

27 mech = mechanism; % needs them for running

in parallel

28 gas1 = Solution(mech);

29

30 for j = 1:width(T)

31

32 T1 = T(j);

33 [CVout] = [];

34

35 % gas object setup

36 set(gas1 , ’T’, T1 , ’P’, P1, ’X’, q);

37

38 % solve CV explosion
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39 [CVout] = cvsolve(gas1 ,’t_end ’,1e-2,’rel_tol ’,1e

-10,’abs_tol ’,1e-16);

40 %cv_plot(CVout ,’maxt ’,1e-2);

41

42 output{:,i}(j,:) = [T1 P1 CVout.ind_time ];

43

44 %disp([’Reaction zone pulse time (exothermic time)

= ’,num2str(CVout.exo_time)]);

45 %disp([’Reaction zone induction time = ’,num2str(

CVout.ind_time)]);

46

47 end

48

49 end

50 toc

51

52 mechanism_rep = strrep(mechanism ,’.cti’,’’);

53 mixture_rep = strrep(strrep(mixture ,’:’,’-’),’ ’,’_’);

54 filename = sprintf(’%s_%s_%d-% dkPa_%d-%dK_%s.mat’,

mixture_rep , mechanism_rep , min(P)/1000, max(P)/1000,

min(T), max(T), datestr(now ,’mm -dd-yyyy_HH -MM’));

55 save (filename)

56

57 %%
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58

59 diff_method = "central "; % choose ’right ’ or ’central

’ differentiation

60

61 if diff_method == "right"

62 disp(’Using RIGHT differentiation ’);

63 elseif diff_method == "central"

64 disp(’Using CENTRAL differentiation ’);

65 else

66 disp(’ERROR: Select RIGHT or CENTRAL differentiation ’)

;

67 return;

68 end

69

70 % Calculate induction time gradients

71 for k = 1:width(P)

72

73 if diff_method == "right"

74 % right -hand differencing

75

76 dT = diff(output{:,k}(: ,1)); % : means all rows

or columns ,

77 % {} refers to the

cell array ,
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78 % and () refers to

the maxtrix

within

79 % the cell array.

80 % Notation is (row

,column)

81 dtau = diff(output{:,k}(: ,3));

82

83 Tavg_trans = (output{:,k}(:,1)).’;

84 Tavg = transpose(mean([ Tavg_trans (1:end -1);

Tavg_trans (2:end)]));

85

86 Pavg_trans = (output{:,k}(:,2)).’;

87 Pavg = transpose(mean([ Pavg_trans (1:end -1);

Pavg_trans (2:end)]));

88

89 ind_grad = (dtau./dT)*1000000; % in microseconds/

K

90

91 ind_right_output {:,k} = [Tavg Pavg ind_grad ];

92

93 elseif diff_method == "central"

94 % central differencing

95
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96 dTcentral = gradient(output{:,k}(: ,1));

97 dtaucentral = gradient(output{:,k}(: ,3));

98

99 Tcentral = output{:,k}(: ,1);

100 Pcentral = output{:,k}(: ,2);

101

102 ind_gradcentral = (dtaucentral ./ dTcentral)

*1000000; % in microseconds/K

103

104 ind_central_output {:,k} = [Tcentral Pcentral

ind_gradcentral ];

105

106 end

107

108 end

109

110 %%

111

112 % Plot entire data set

113

114 % create column vectors of all T, P, and indiction time

gradient data

115

116 if diff_method == "right"
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117 ind_output = ind_right_output;

118 elseif diff_method == "central"

119 ind_output = ind_central_output;

120 end

121

122 x = [];

123 y = [];

124 z = [];

125

126 for f = 1:width(P)

127

128 x(:,f) = ind_output {:,f}(:,1); %T1

129 x_vec = reshape(x,[numel(x) 1]);

130

131 y(:,f) = ind_output {:,f}(:,2); %P1

132 y_vec = (reshape(y,[numel(y) 1]))./1000;

133

134 z(:,f) = ind_output {:,f}(:,3); %induction time

gradient

135 z_vec = (reshape(z,[numel(z) 1]));

136

137 end

138

139 figure
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140 scatter3(x_vec ,y_vec ,z_vec , ’.’)

141 set(gca , ’ZDir’,’reverse ’)

142 %set(gca ,’ZLim ’,[-1000 0])

143 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

144 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

145 zlabel(’Indiction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

146

147 %%

148

149 % Adjust data to remove outliers and unneeded points

150

151 show_outlier_removal = 0; % only turn on for

troubleshooting and be sure to change for loop limits

below

152

153 if diff_method == "right"

154 ind_output_adj = ind_right_output;

155 elseif diff_method == "central"

156 ind_output_adj = ind_central_output;

157 end

158

159 % manually entered list of outliers (T,P)

160 %outliers = [932.5 165000; 1363.5 50000; 926.5 142500];
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161 outliers = [1 1];

% use [1 1]

if there are no manual outliers

162

163 for n = 1:width(P)

164

165 TF_OUT = [];

166

167 for o = 1: height(outliers)

168

169 TF_OUT(:,o) = (ind_output_adj {:,n}(: ,1)== outliers(

o,1)) & (ind_output_adj {:,n}(:,2)== outliers(o

,2)); % removal of outliers

170

171 end

172

173 TF_1 = logical(sum(TF_OUT ,2));

174 TF_2 = ind_output_adj {:,n}(:,3) ==0; % remove

all rows with induction time gradient = 0

175 TF_3 = ind_output_adj {:,n}(:,3) <-10000; %

remove all rows with induction time gradient <-20

176 adj = TF_1 | TF_2 | TF_3; % | is

logical OR
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177 ind_output_adj {:,n}(adj ,:) = []; % []

removes cells

178

179 ind_output_rmout {:,n} = rmoutliers(ind_output_adj {:,n

},’movmedian ’ ,9); % automatic outlier removal ,

span of 5 to 10 is good for most pressures

180

181 %show successfulness of automatic outlier removal

182 if show_outlier_removal == 1

183 figure

184 scatter(ind_output_adj {:,n}(:,3),ind_output_adj {:,

n}(:,1),’o’)

185 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[-100 0])

186 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[700 1600])

187 xlabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

188 ylabel(’Temperature (K)’)

189 hold on

190 scatter(ind_output_rmout {:,n}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,n}(:,1),’.’)

191 end

192

193 end

194

195 %%
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196

197 % smooth data if needed and interpolate induction gradient

data at each pressure

198

199 %ind_gradients = [-10; -5; -2; -1; -0.5; -0.2; -0.1;

-0.05; -0.02; -0.01; -0.005];

200 ind_gradients = [ -10000; -1000; -100; -10; -2; -1; -0.1;

-0.01; -0.001];

201

202 smoothing = 1; % does data need to be smoothed?

203 smooth_limit = 1500; % smooth data at pressures (in kPa)

below this limit

204 show_fit_fig = 0; % do you want to display curve fits?

205

206 if smoothing == 1

207 disp(’*** DATA SMOOTHING ENABLED ***’);

208 disp([’*** Pressures below ’,num2str(smooth_limit),’

kPa will have data smoothed ***’]);

209 end

210

211 fits = {};

212

213 for p = 1:width(P)

214
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215 if smoothing == 1

216

217 if P(p) <= smooth_limit *1000

218

219 % smooth data

220 smoothed = smoothdata(ind_output_rmout {:,p

}(: ,3),’sgolay ’ ,20); % window size of

15 is pretty good for all pressures

221 temp_smoothed = interp1(smoothed ,

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),ind_gradients ,’

linear ’,NaN);

222 fits{1,p} = P(p);

223 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp_smoothed ];

224

225 if show_fit_fig == 1

226

227 fig = figure;

228 hold on

229 plot(ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot

original data

230 plot(smoothed ,ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’

.’,’color’,’green ’) % plot smoothed

data
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231 plot(ind_gradients ,temp_smoothed ,’o’,’

color’,’red’) % plot

interpolated induction time gradients

232 legend(’Original data’,’Smoothed data’,’

Interpolated ’,’Location ’,’northwest ’)

233

234 end

235

236 else

237

238 % no smoothing

239 temp = interp1(ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),ind_gradients ,’

linear ’,NaN); % interpolate induction time

gradient temperatures

240 fits{1,p} = P(p);

241 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp];

242

243 if show_fit_fig == 1

244

245 fig = figure;

246 hold on
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247 plot(ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot

original data

248 plot(ind_gradients ,temp ,’o’,’color’,’red’)

% plot

interpolated induction time gradients

249 legend(’Original data’,’Interpolated ’,’

Location ’,’northwest ’)

250

251 end

252

253 end

254

255 else

256

257 % no smoothing

258 temp = interp1(ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),ind_gradients ,’

linear ’,NaN); % interpolate induction time

gradient temperatures

259 fits{1,p} = P(p);

260 fits{2,p} = [ind_gradients temp];

261

262 if show_fit_fig == 1
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263

264 fig = figure;

265 hold on

266 plot(ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,3),

ind_output_rmout {:,p}(:,1),’.’) % plot

original data

267 plot(ind_gradients ,temp ,’o’,’color’,’red’)

% plot interpolated

induction time gradients

268 legend(’Original data’,’Interpolated ’,’

Location ’,’northwest ’)

269

270 end

271

272 end

273

274 if show_fit_fig == 1

275

276 title_units(p,:) = (ind_output_rmout {:,p}(1,2))

/1000; % pressures in kPa for title

277 title(sprintf(’%d - %.2f kPa’,p,title_units(p)))

278 xlabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

279 ylabel(’Temperature (K)’)

280 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[-10 0])
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281 %fig.WindowState = ’maximized ’; % maximize

figure window -- TAKES A LOT OF MEMORY

282 end

283

284 end

285

286 %%

287

288 % create contours

289

290 contours = [];

291 contours = cell(2,numel(ind_gradients));

% preallocate "contours" array

292 contours (2,1: numel(ind_gradients)) = {zeros(numel(P) ,2)};

% and its internal matricies

293

294 for b = 1: height(ind_gradients)

295

296 temp_list = [];

297 contours{1,b} = fits{2,b}(b,1);

298 contours{2,b}(:,2) = P/1000;

299

300 for c = 1:width(P)

301
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302 temp_list(c,:) = fits{2,c}(b,2);

303

304 end

305

306 contours{2,b}(:,1) = temp_list;

307 end

308

309 % plot induction time gradient contours

310 figure; hold on

311 excel_export = zeros(numel(P)+1,numel(ind_gradients)+1);

% preallocate Excel export matrix

312

313 for h = 1: height(ind_gradients)

314

315 smoothed_contours = smoothdata(contours{2,h}(: ,1),’

sgolay ’ ,20); % smooth induction time gradient

contours

316 smoothed_contours(smoothed_contours < min(T)) = NaN;

% replace all temperatures outside of

calculation temperature bounds with NaN

317 smoothed_contours(smoothed_contours > max(T)) = NaN;

318 plot(smoothed_contours ,contours{2,h}(:,2),’color ’,’

black’); % plot smoothed induction time gradient

contours
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319

320 %plot(contours{2,h}(: ,1),contours{2,h}(:,2) ,’color ’,’

red ’); % plot raw induction time gradient contours

321

322 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[700 1600]) % temperature

323 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[0 1500]) % pressure

324 xlabel(’Temperature (K)’)

325 ylabel(’Pressure (kPa)’)

326

327 excel_export (1,h+1) = ind_gradients(h);

% format data for easy copying

to Excel

328 excel_export (2:end ,1) = contours {2 ,1}(: ,2);

329 excel_export (2:end ,h+1) = smoothed_contours;

330

331 end

332

333 ind_gradients_unit = append(string(ind_gradients),’ \mus/K

’);

334 legend(ind_gradients_unit ,’Location ’,’eastoutside ’)

335

336 %%

337

338 % plot induction time gradient vs 1/ temperature
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339

340 skip = 25; % number of pressure to skip plotting from

full dataset

341

342 figure; hold on

343

344 if diff_method == "right"

345

346 for w = 1:skip:width(P)

347

348 x_right = 1000./( ind_right_output {:,w}(: ,1)); %T1

349 z_right = -1.*( ind_right_output {:,w}(: ,3)); %

induction time gradient

350

351 leg_right(w,:) = (ind_right_output {:,w}(1 ,2))/1000;

% pressures in kPa for legend

352 leg_right_unit = append(string(leg_right),’ kPa’);

353

354 plot(x_right ,z_right)

355 title(’Right -hand differentiation ’)

356 set(gca , ’YScale ’, ’log’)

357 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[0.6 1.4])

358 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[1e-4 1e4])

359 xlabel(’1000/ Temperature (1/K)’)
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360 ylabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

361

362 end

363

364 legend(leg_right_unit (1: skip:end),’Location ’,’southeast ’)

365

366 elseif diff_method == "central"

367

368 for m = 1:skip:width(P)

369

370 x_central = 1000./( ind_central_output {:,m}(: ,1));

%T1

371 z_central = -1.*( ind_central_output {:,m}(: ,3)); %

induction time gradient

372

373 leg_central(m,:) = (ind_central_output {:,m}(1 ,2))

/1000; % pressures in kPa for legend

374 leg_central_unit = append(string(leg_central),’

kPa’);

375

376 plot(x_central ,z_central)

377 title(’Central differentiation ’)

378 set(gca , ’YScale ’, ’log’)

379 set(gca ,’XLim’ ,[0.6 1.4])
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380 set(gca ,’YLim’ ,[1e-4 1e4])

381 xlabel(’1000/ Temperature (1/K)’)

382 ylabel(’Induction time gradient (\mus/K)’)

383

384 end

385

386 legend(leg_central_unit (1: skip:end),’Location ’,’southeast ’

)

387

388 end
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A.2 BASH

A.2.1 cellZoneMaxCombine

1 #!/bin/bash

2

3 # combines max variable values from volFieldValue

functionObject for each time into single tab -delimited

file

4

5 rm ./ postProcessing/cellMax*_all

6

7 # create list of probed fields

8 echo

9 echo "Detecting cell zones"

10 echo

11 ls ./ postProcessing > ./ postProcessing/temp_cellzonelist

# create list of post processed cell zones

12 sed ’/^\( cellMaxObs \)/!d’ ./ postProcessing/

temp_cellzonelist > ./ postProcessing/temp2_cellzonelist

# remove all line that do not start with cellMaxObs

13

14

15 # combine cell zone data into single files + remove

unnecessary and duplicate header lines
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16 echo "Combining cell zone data into single files"

17 echo

18 cat ./ postProcessing/temp2_cellzonelist | while read LINE

19 do

20 cat ./ postProcessing/${LINE }/*/ volFieldValue *.dat > ./

postProcessing/temp_${LINE}

21 sort -g ./ postProcessing/temp_${LINE} | uniq > ./

postProcessing/temp2_${LINE} # remove duplicate

lines. -g option sorts time folders named in

scientific notation

22 awk ’{ for(i=1;i<=NF;i++){if(i==NF){printf ("%s\n",$NF);}

else {printf ("%s\t",$i)}}}’ ./ postProcessing/temp2_${

LINE} > ./ postProcessing/temp3_${LINE} # change to

tab delimited

23 sed $’s/^[#\t]*//’ ./ postProcessing/temp3_${LINE} > ./

postProcessing/temp4_${LINE} # removes first

characters from line if they are #(tab)

24 sed ’/^[ VCR]/d’ ./ postProcessing/temp4_${LINE} > ./

postProcessing/${LINE}_all # removes all lines

that start with V or C or R

25 done

26

27 rm ./ postProcessing/temp*

28
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29 echo "DONE"

30 echo
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A.2.2 shockTrack

1 #!/bin/bash

2

3 # tracks the lead shock wave and determines its velocity

using pressure data from OpenFOAM linesample extracted

data

4 # *** make sure to change P1 on line 28 ***

5

6 rm -f ./ postProcessing/timelist ./ postProcessing/

shockPosition ./ postProcessing/datafiles

7

8 # create list of time steps

9 echo

10 echo "Creating time list"

11 foamListTimes -processor -withZero > postProcessing/

timeList

12

13 START_T="$(head -n 1 ./ postProcessing/timeList)" # first

time -step

14

15 # create list of datafiles

16 echo

17 echo "Creating list of sampled lines"
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18 ls ./ postProcessing/linesample/${START_T} | rev | cut -f

2- -d ’.’ | rev > ./ postProcessing/datafiles # list of

linesample data files with .xy extension removed

19

20 DATAFILES="$(cat ./ postProcessing/datafiles)" # loop

through all files

21 for DATAFILE in $DATAFILES

22 do

23 # find shock position

24 echo

25 echo "Tracking lead shock wave for ${DATAFILE}"

26 cat postProcessing/timeList | while read TIME

27 do

28 awk ’ $2 == 10000 ’ postProcessing/linesample/${TIME}/$

{DATAFILE }.xy | sed -n 1’p’ | sed ’s/ .*//g’

29 done >& postProcessing/shockPosition_${DATAFILE}

30

31 # merge shock position and time steps into X_t data file

32 echo

33 echo "Creating X_t data file for ${DATAFILE}"

34 paste ./ postProcessing/shockPosition_${DATAFILE} ./

postProcessing/timeList > postProcessing/shockXt_${

DATAFILE}

35
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36 # calculate shock velocity and corresponding average

positions and times

37 echo

38 echo "Calculating shock wave velocity for ${DATAFILE}"

39 awk ’NR >1{ print $1-p} {p=$1}’ postProcessing/shockXt_${

DATAFILE} > postProcessing/temp_X # differences

between every 2 values in column 1 (position X)

40 awk ’NR >1{ print $2-p} {p=$2}’ postProcessing/shockXt_${

DATAFILE} > postProcessing/temp_t # differences

between every 2 values in column 2 (time t)

41

42 paste ./ postProcessing/temp_X ./ postProcessing/temp_t |

awk ’{ print ( $1 / $2 ) }’ > postProcessing/

temp_shockVelocity

43

44 awk ’NR >1{ print ($1+p)/2} {p=$1}’ postProcessing/

shockXt_${DATAFILE} > postProcessing/

temp_averageShockPosition # sum of every 2 values in

column 1, divided by 2 (average position X)

45 awk ’NR >1{ print ($2+p)/2} {p=$2}’ postProcessing/

shockXt_${DATAFILE} > postProcessing/temp_averagetime

# sum of every 2 values in column 2,

divided by 2 (average time t)

46
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47 paste ./ postProcessing/temp_averageShockPosition ./

postProcessing/temp_averagetime ./ postProcessing/

temp_shockVelocity > postProcessing/shockVelocity_${

DATAFILE}

48 done

49

50 rm -f ./ postProcessing/temp_* ./ postProcessing/timelist ./

postProcessing/shockPosition* ./ postProcessing/

datafiles

51

52 echo

53 echo "DONE"
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A.2.3 probeCombine

1 #!/bin/bash

2

3 # combines probed data points into single tab -delimited

files

4

5 rm ./ postProcessing /*_all

6

7 # create list of time steps

8 echo

9 echo "Creating time list"

10 echo

11 foamListTimes -processor -withZero > postProcessing/

timeList

12

13 START_T="$(head -n 1 postProcessing/timeList)" # first

time -step

14

15 # create list of probed fields

16 echo

17 echo "Detecting probed fields"

18 echo
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19 ls ./ postProcessing/probes/${START_T} > ./ postProcessing/

temp_probedVariables # make sure the selected

START_T folder exists in postProcessing/probes

20

21 # combine probed data into single files for each field +

remove duplicate header lines

22 echo "Combining probed field data into single files"

23 echo

24 cat ./ postProcessing/temp_probedVariables | while read

LINE

25 do

26 cat ./ postProcessing/probes /*/${LINE} > ./ postProcessing/

temp_${LINE}_all

27 sort -g ./ postProcessing/temp_${LINE}_all | uniq > ./

postProcessing/temp2_${LINE}_all # remove duplicate

lines. -g option sorts time folders named in scientific

notation

28 awk ’{ for(i=1;i<=NF;i++){if(i==NF){printf ("%s\n",$NF);}

else {printf ("%s\t",$i)}}}’ ./ postProcessing/temp2_${

LINE}_all > ./ postProcessing/temp3_${LINE}_all #

change to tab delimited

29 sed $’s/^[#\t]*//’ ./ postProcessing/temp3_${LINE}_all > ./

postProcessing/${LINE}_all # removes first

characters from line if they are #(tab)
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30 done

31

32 rm ./ postProcessing/temp* ./ postProcessing/timeList

33

34 echo "DONE"

35 echo
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A.2.4 cellZoneTmax

1 #!/bin/bash

2

3 # Determines Tmax and P@Tmax using the outputs of the

writeFields

4 # option of the volFieldValue functionObject and outputs a

5 # data file for each cellZone containing t-Tmax -P@Tmax.

6

7 # path for temporary file storage

8 TEMPFILE =/tmp

9 #TEMPFILE =./ postProcessing

10

11 TIMER_START=‘date +%s‘ # for calculating script execution

time

12

13 # create list of time steps

14 echo

15 echo "Creating time list"

16 foamListTimes -processor -withZero > ${TEMPFILE }/

temp_timelist

17

18 START_T="$(head -n 1 ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_timelist)" # first

time -step

19
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20 # create list of processors

21 echo

22 echo "Creating processors list"

23 ls | sed ’/^\( processor \)/!d’ | sort -V > ${TEMPFILE }/

temp_processorlist # remove all line that do not start

with processor and sort

24

25 # create fields list

26 echo

27 echo "Creating fields list"

28 ls ./ processor0/${START_T} | sed ’/^\(.. cellZone \)/!d’ |

sort -V | cut -d "_" -f1 | uniq > ${TEMPFILE }/

temp_fieldslist

29

30 # create cellZone list

31 echo

32 echo "Creating cellZone list"

33 ls ./ processor0/${START_T} | sed ’/^\(.. cellZone \)/!d’ |

cut -d "-" -f2 | sort -V | uniq | sed -e "s/^obs//" > $

{TEMPFILE }/ temp_cellZonelist

34

35 # ***** CREATE CLEAN T-p DATA FILE FOR EACH CELLZONE *****

36
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37 # PROCS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_processorlist) # loop

through all processors

38 # for PROC in $PROCS

39 # do

40

41 task1(){

42 echo

43 echo "Starting ${PROC}"

44

45 TIMES=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_timelist) # loop through

all times

46 for TIME in $TIMES

47 do

48 OBS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_cellZonelist) # loop

through all cellZones (obsatcles)

49 for OB in $OBS

50 do

51 FIELDS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_fieldslist) # loop

through all fields

52 for FIELD in $FIELDS

53 do
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54 if [ -n "$(sed -n ’18p’ ./${PROC}/${TIME}/${FIELD}

_cellZone -obs${OB})" ] # if line 18 is not

empty , run uniform field , otherwise run non

uniform field

55 then

56 if [ "0()" = "$(sed -n ’18p’ ./${PROC}/${TIME}/$

{FIELD}_cellZone -obs${OB})" ]

57 then

58 # uniform field zero

59 echo -e ’0’ > ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_${PROC}_${FIELD

} # write zero as field value

60 else

61 # uniform field non zero

62 cell_zone_size="$(sed -n ’18p’ ./${PROC}/${

TIME}/${FIELD}_cellZone -obs${OB} | cut -d "

{" -f1)" # extract characters to the left

of "{" on line 18

63 uniform_field_value="$(sed -n ’18p’ ./${PROC}/

${TIME}/${FIELD}_cellZone -obs${OB} | cut -d

"{" -f2 | cut -d "}" -f1)" # extract value

inside squiggly brackets on line 18

64 for (( i = 1; i <= ${cell_zone_size }; i++ )) #

repeat "uniform_field_value" "

cell_zone_size" times
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65 do

66 echo ${uniform_field_value}

67 done > ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_${PROC}_${FIELD}

68 fi

69 else

70 # non unform field

71 sed ’1,/(/d’ ./${PROC}/${TIME}/${FIELD}_cellZone

-obs${OB} | sed ’/)/,$d’ > ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_$

{PROC}_${FIELD} # delete all lines before "("

and delete all lines before ")" starting

from the end of file

72 fi

73 done

74 paste ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_${PROC}_T ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_${

PROC}_p > ./${PROC}/${TIME}/T-p_cellZone -obs${OB}

# combine T and p columns into single file

75 done

76 done

77 }

78 #done

79

80 PROCS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_processorlist) # loop through

all processors

81 for PROC in $PROCS
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82 do

83 task1 "$PROC" & # "&" executes function "task1" in a

forked shell in the background (runs in parallel)

84 done

85 wait # waits until all forked (parallel) loops are

complete before proceeding

86

87 # ***** CREATE time -Tmax -p@Tmax DATA FILE FOR EACH CELLZONE

*****

88

89 # OBS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_cellZonelist) # loop through

all cellZones (obstacles)

90 # for OB in $OBS

91 # do

92

93 task2(){

94 echo

95 echo "Starting cellZone obs${OB}"

96

97 rm -f ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_t_Tmax_p -obs${OB}

98 TIMES=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_timelist) # loop through

all times

99 for TIME in $TIMES

100 do
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101 rm -f ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_obs${OB}

102 PROCS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_processorlist) # loop

through all processors

103 for PROC in $PROCS

104 do

105 # will end up with a file with nProcs lines

106 cat ./${PROC}/${TIME}/T-p_cellZone -obs${OB} | sort -

n -k1 ,1 | tail -n1 >> ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_obs${OB} #

sort T smallest to largest and take last row as

max T and P@Tmax for each processor

107 done

108 a="$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_obs${OB} | sort -n -k1 ,1 |

tail -n1)" # sort T smallest to largest and take

last row as max T and P@Tmax for each time

109 b=${TIME}$’\t’$a # add time column

110 echo $b >> ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_t_Tmax_p -obs${OB}

111 done

112 awk ’{ for(i=1;i<=NF;i++){if(i==NF){printf ("%s\n",$NF);}

else {printf ("%s\t",$i)}}}’ ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_t_Tmax_p

-obs${OB} > ./ postProcessing/t_Tmax_p -obs${OB} #

change to tab delimited

113 }

114 # done

115
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116 OBS=$(cat ${TEMPFILE }/ temp_cellZonelist) # loop through

all cellZones (obstacles)

117 for OB in $OBS

118 do

119 task2 "$OB" & # "&" executes function "task2" in a

forked shell in the background (runs in parallel)

120 done

121 wait # waits until all forked (parallel) loops are

complete before proceeding

122

123 rm ${TEMPFILE }/temp_* # clean up temp files

124

125 TIMER_END=‘date +%s‘ # for calculating script execution

time

126

127 echo

128 echo DONE

129 echo Execution time was ‘expr ${TIMER_END} - ${TIMER_START

}‘ seconds
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